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Xo fKe *Reade^‘

As a component of the Center for Applied Linguistics' Pashto teaching materials,

this grammar is intended to accompany, organize and amplify the presentations of

grammar in Beginning and Intermediate Pashto. It can also be used Independently by

readers who are not learning to speak the language. As Is appropriate with a reference

grammar, the Table of Contents and Index are designed so that the reader can find the

pages In which specific topics are described. The chapters can also be re^d through In

order, for an overall picture of Pashto grammar.

Charts of forms and and other such Information are given In boxes, for example:

'student' DS;[shag^rd) DP : (shagardSn)

ni OS:[shag5rd) OP : [shagardSno]

which shows the different forms that an m noun can occur In. Abbreviations used in the

tables are given at the beginnings of chapters.

Example words are presented In Pashto script, transcription, and gloss

(= translation Into English) In presenting words and short phrases, the following format

is used;

'gloss' (transcription) Pashto script

for example:

'Pashto' [paxt6]

tn presenting longer phrases and sentences, a word-for-word gloss is given, and the

following format Is used:

[transcription]

word-for-word gloss

for example:

[paxto dera pe pore z^ba da.)

Pashto very with heart like language is

The word-for-word gloss includes grammatical Information If necessary or useful, for

example;

[wSgay ye?) S

hungry be2S 'Are you hungry?'

Pashto script

'Idiomatic translation'

'Pashto Is an Interesting language.

11



Attempts have been made to keep each word In the word-for-word gloss directly under

Its Pashto equivalent^ but unavoidable vagaries in the fonts and word processing program

frequently crowd the word-for-word glosses to the left.

We have taken steps to simplify the presentation of examples for tho reader'w'^o

is not working with SBginntng and Intermediate Pashto, by keeping the appearance of new

vocabulary to a minimum. The same people and objects appear from example to example,

and when possible, the same sentences appear from section to section with appropriate

changes in tense, number, etc., to Illustrate the points being rr.ade.

The reader is urged to remember that this grammar, and other grammars of

Pashto, are much more tentative than are grammars of English or other languages with

long grammatical traditions. As we mention in Chapter 1, Pashto grammatical studies

are in their Infancy, and such simple matters as the number of noun classes or names of

the tenses are by no means definitely agreed on, as they are for languages that have been

studied for a long time. We hope that this grammar corrects and refines previous studies

of Pashto (including some of the analyses in Beginning and Intermediate Pashtol), and at

the same time fully expect that subsequent studies of Pashto grammar will correct and -

refine our work.

As we have developed the grammar, we have come to respect more and more the

work of Herbert Penzl, whose 1 955 grammar of Pashto was developed under far more

difficult practical circumstances, and within a much more ’restrictive’ grammatical

framework, than ours. We dedicate this grammar to his memory.

Habibullah Tegey

Barbara Robson

Kli
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(Z'l\ap'\'a.v*‘ '1
1 T^asKfo and fKe. PasKi'uns

Xke T^eople Wko Speak T^asK+o

Pashto is a principal language In Afghanistan and Pakistan. It is spoken natively

by over half the population of Afghanistan, an estimated 7,500,000, and by about 90^ of

the population in the Northwest Frontier Province of Pakistan, an estimated 14,000,000

Pashto is also spoken natively in Baluchistan, the province of Pakistan directly south of

central Afghanistan; there Is a community of about two million who speak Pashto

natively In Karachi; and there are about 50,000 native speakers In Iran.

14



OKaptei* 1 : ^’asktc) a.y'd tke Pasktuns

The majority of Pashto speakers occupy a single geographical area which

constitutes roughly the southern part of Afghanistan and the northeastern part of

Pakistan. This predominantly Pashtun area is bordered by Dari speakers in the north;

Dari is a dialect of Persian, and is the other major language in Afghanistan. The areas to

the northeast are adjacent to Uzbek- and Turkmen- speaking areas in Afghanistan, which

themselves border Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan. The Pashto-speaking area is bordered

on the southeast by Urdu speakers, and by Beluchl speakers directly south. Pashto

speakers and these other ethnic groups have been living side by side for centuries, and

share many cultural and economic characteristics.

The people who speak Pashto call themselves Pashtuns (pronounced [pashtdnz])^ ,

In Pakistan and India, they are referred to as Pathans; (pronounced [pat^nzD by non-

Pashtuns. Other ethnic groups, including westerners, have traditionally called Pashtuns

Afghans; when King Ahmad Shah established a political state in the 1700's, he called it

Afghanistan - the country of the Afghans, i.e„ Pashtuns. It is only in the last fifty years

or so that the term Afghan has come to refer to any resident of Afghanistan, regardless

'

of ethnic background. Now, the term Pashtun seems to have been adopted by westerners

(although Pashtuns in Pakistan are still called Pathans). When the notion is discussed of

an independent Pashtun state, for example, the state is usually called Pashtunistan.

Pashtuns figure prominently in the history of the British Empire in India. They

occupied and dominated the Northwest Frontier area, which was then the northernmost

boundary of the British holdings in India. The British spent years trying not very

successfully to bring the "Afghans" into some sort of governable order. Nineteenth

century British attitudes towards Pashtuns are reflected in a number of books,

grammars and government sports, and alternate between extreme exasperation and

reluctant admiration and affection. An example of the exasperation can be seen in an

1 06 1 article in the Army and Navy Gazette'. "Afghan chiefs were able to talk treason in

Pashto before the noses of our generals, while assuring them of their fidelity in ....

Persian." An example of the admiration can be seen in the first sentences of the

Introduction to Sir Olaf Caroe’s The Pathans:

"There is a strange fascination in living among the Pathans...One secret of the

hold of the North-West Frontier is to be sought in the tremendous scenic canvas

' Words in square brackets represent transcriptions of pronunciation. There is a

detailed explanation of the transcription system used in this Grammar in Chapter 2. In

English spelling, Pashtun would be approximately pahshtoon, and Pethan would be

approximately pahtahn. The stress is on the last syllable in both words.

2
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C-Kapfer* 1i Hashte a^\d fWe PosktuK\s

against which the Pathan plays out his life, a canvas brought into vivid relief by

sharp, cruel changes of climate. Sometimes the assault on the spirit is that of

stark ugliness and discomfort - appalling heat, a dust-storm across the Peshawar
plain, the eroded foot-hills of Khaibar or Wazlrlstan; more often it Is an

impression of beauty indescribable in its clarity and contrast with the barren

emptiness that went before. The weft and warp of this tapestry is woven Into the

souls and bodies of the men who move before lt....“ (p. xv)

Pashtun society is basically tribal. There are well over a hundred tribes, each

with its own name and lineage, the latter usually traced to a mythical ancestor. Tribes

are located and/or have power in particular areas— British records frequently refer to

one or the other of the tribes providing opposition to British ambitions In an area. Most

Pashtuns are highly conscious of their tribal affiliation, although many who nave

migrated to Kabul and Herat have become "detrlbalized", having lost their ties to their

tribes. Many of these ethnic Pashtuns no longer speak Pashto, although they identify

themselves as Pashtuns. Such Pashtuns. in Afghanistan speak Dari; those in Pakistan

speak Urdu or Beluchi.

Pashtun society is characterized by what westerners call the Pashtunwali, an

unwritten but nonetheless powerful code of ethics which emphasizes hospitality,

revenge, and honor. Overlying the Pashtunwali is Islam: Pashtuns in general are among

the more conservative Sunni Moslems, and since the Soviet occupation in the 1960's, the

Islamic fundamentalist movement that has established itself in other Islamic countries

has gained a strong foothold among the Pashtuns as well.

Traditionally, such education as Pashtuns received was provided by mosques, and

was confined to teaching of the Korai. (in Arabic) and related subjects. In the years

before the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan, various governments had started a basic

public education system, and at least primary education gradually became available to

rural as well as urban Pashtuns. Pi^sgr^se was brought to a halt, however, by response to

the Soviet attempts to "Sovietizi'" the educational system, and whatever was left of it

was completely destroyed by fighting among the factions struggling for control after the

Soviets left Afghanistan in 1QB9.

The literacy rate among Afghan Pashtuns has always been very low (about 5*

according to the best available ?'stimates), and the destruction of the educational

system will undoubtedly result in even lower rates for the foreseeable future.

Below are listed the most extensive general descriptions of the Pashtuns and of

Afghanistan. Nationa} Geographic articles on Afghanistan and Pakistan are also

3
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C-Kapfet* 1; PasWfo a^^d Pasktuns

recommsnded as vivid introductions to the people and the land they occupy. For a more

extensive bibliography of works on Afghanistan, see the article 'Afghanistan' on pp. 25-

36 of Vol. 13, The Encyciopedia Britannica (15th edition, 1994).

CaroB, Sir Qlaf The Pathans 550 B.C. - A D. i957. With an epiiogue on Russia by the

author. Karachi: Oxford University Press, 1983.

Dupree, Louis. Afghanistan. Princeton, NJ Princeton University Press, I960.

Nyrop, Richard F, and Donald M. Seekins. Afghanistan, A Country study, Sth ed.

Washington, O.C.; U.5. Government Printing Office, 1983.

3. ~Uke

rvame. For a variety of reasons, the name of the Pashto language has been

spelled in several wags. One reason is that the middle consonant (the [shD is a sound

that differs from one dialect to the other. As will be discussed in Chapter 2, speakers

of the Kandahar dialect pronounce the word with a [sh]-like middle consonant, and

speakers of the central and eastern dialects pronounce it with a sound similar to German

ch or Greek x. .

The second reason for the variety in rendering of the word Pashto Is that there

has never been a standardized transliteration’ system for rendering the language in a

roman alphabet, and so writers dealing with the language are free to transliterate as

they choose. In the West, the Pashto spelling seems to have taken hold (the Voice of

America has a Pashto Service, and the BBC has a Pashto Program) although Pushtu is a

commonly seen variant.

A look at earlier books and reports on the Pashtuns shows more diversity in the

representation of the name. H. W. Bellew's 1867 grammar of Pashto, for example. Is

called A Grammar of the Pukkhto or Puksh to Language (the underlining is Bellew's),and

Bellew spells the language as Pukkhto throughout, with the kkh underlined, presumably

to show that it Is a multiple-letter rendition of a single sound, or maybe to show that it

’ The term transliteration refers to the writing of one alphabet in the characters of

another, and is different from transcription, which refers to the representation of the

sounds of a language by means of written symbols. Strictly speaking, the transliteration

of the Pashto spelling of Pashto Into roman characters would be something like pxtu (the

alphabet does not spell out many of the vowels); the transcription of the word Pashto is,

in the system used in this Grammar, (paxtdl.

4
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Ohapte»* 1: pQsKfo awd tlie Pa«l^tu^^s

was a non-English sound, in D. L. R. Lorlmer's grammar, published fifty years later, the

language name Is spelled Pashtu .

Jts oncesf»*y. Pashto belongs to the Iranian branch of the Indo-European family

of languages. Its closest major relatives are Persian, Kurdish, Beluchl, Tajik, and

Ossetian, all languages are spoken in the area around Afghanistan.

As an Indo-European language, Pashto Is distantly related to English, as can be

seen In the following diagram, which includes the major branches of the family and one

or two well-known languages belonging to each branch:

Indo-European Language Family

Celtic Germanic Italic Hellenic Baltic Slavic Indie Iranian

(Welsh) (English, (Italian, (Greek) (Latvian, (Russian, (Hindi. (Persian,

German) French) Lithuanian) Polish) Urdu) Pashto)

Despite the fact that It is written with a variant of the Arabic alphabet and uses a

number of Arabic words, Pashto is not related to Arabic. It is also not related to the

Turkic languages, two of which (Uzbek and Turkmen) are spoken in Afghanistan.

Pashto appears to be the most conservative of the Iranian languages, in that it has

preserved archaic elements that the other languages have lost. One of these elements is

the distinctive ergative construction described in Chapter 1 1, which has been lost to a

great extent in the other Iranian languages. Another element retained by Pashto Is a

gender system in nouns: Pashto has masculine and feminine nouns, whereas nouns in the

other Iranian languages are not differentiated by gender.

Besides retaining archaic elements of the Iranian languages, Pashto shares some

characteristics with the Indie languages spoken to the south, most notably the retroflex

consonants, which are present in the Indie but not in the Iranian languages.

Pashto shares great numbers of words with Dari, not only because the languages

are related, but also because Pashtuns and Dari speakers have been neighbors for

centuries, and more recently have been citizens of the same country. Both Pashto and

Dari also have numbers of words in common which have been borrowed from Arabic.

5 18



iShapter 1i PasKto atad the PasKtut'.s

Jts social sta+ws. While Pashto is a national language of Afghanistan, It is

second In social prestige to Dari, which as we mentioned above is a dialect of Persian.

Before the Soviet occupation, there were attempts to ''equalize'' Pashto; Dari-speaking

children were required to study Pashto in the public schools, and Dari-speaking

government officials were required to take Pashto classes. These attempts did not

result in much change, however; now, as before, any educated Pashtun in Afghanistan

speaks Dari, but very few Dart speakers speak Pashto.

In Pakistan, Pashto has no official status: Pathans who receive education do so in

Urdu and/or English As a result of the British presence in the Northwest Frontier

Province, however, there are more publishing houses in Pakistan, and, consequently, more

Pashto books are published in Peshawar than in Afghanistan.

Jts dialects. There are dialects and sub-dialects of Pashto, as there are of any

language^. These dialects have not been classified or studied to any ^*eat extent by

western grammarians, and most Pashtuns themselves are sensitive only to the obvious

differences in pronunciation and vocabulary.

There are three major dialects of Pashto; the Kandahar or western dialect, the

Kabul or central dialect, and the Ningrahar or eastern dialect^. Speakers of the Kandahar

dialect live mostly in southwest Afghanistan and in Qeiuchistan. The Khattak tribe

living in Quhat - the tribe that effectively established the Pashto literary tradition -

speaks Kandahar Pashto, and the neighboring Waziris have some of the Kandahar

characteristics in their dialect, notably the same set of retroflex consonants. Speakers

of the central, or Kabul, dialect, live mostly in the Kabul, Logar, Ghazni and Parwan

provinces. Speakers of the eastern, or Ningrahar dialect, live in the northeast sections

of Afghanistan, and in the Northwest Frontier Province of Pakistan.

Differences among these dialects are largely in pronunciation, the details of

which will be discussed in Chapter 2. The Kandahar and Kabul dialects (spoken in

2 We are using the term ‘dialect* In its technical sense, i.e. to refer to variations of the

language that arise mostly through geographical or historicel isolation. Note that in this

sense, no one dialect of another is considered to be 'better' in some absolute sense,

although it is often the case that one dialect may carry mo 'e socle, prestige than

another.

3 Vou will frequently encounter the adjectival forms of the city names--Kandaharl,

Kabuli, and Ningrahari-- in referring to the inhabitants of the cities, and in such phrases

as 'the Kandahari dialect' or 'Kabuli customs'.
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Afghanistan) are most likely to borrow vocabulary from Persian, whereas the Eastern

dialect (spoken mostly in Pakistan) is more likely to borrow vocabulary from Urdu and

English. Sophisticated Pashtuns have large passive vocabularies of words from other

dialects, i.e. they know a good many words on hearing them, but do not use them in their

own speech.

The dialectal differences among these major dialect groups of Pashto are

relatively minor speakers of most dialects of Pashto are readily understood by almost

all speakers of other dialects, except for Pashtuns located In isolated areas who might

have trouble understanding and being understood by Pashtuns from distant areas. Two of

these Isolated dialects have attracted attention and some study: the Wazirl dialect

spoken on the border between Afghanistan and Pakistan, and the Wardak dialect spoken

in Kabul province, have been observed to differ markedly from the other dialects.

By and large, each Pashtun considers his own dialect to be the 'normal' way to

speak Pashto, although the Kandahar dialect enjoys the most prestige (at least among

the Kandahahs), and serves as the basis for the writing dystem. However, as the 1 9th-

century British soldier and grammarian D. L. R. Lorlmer observed;

... Many an Afridi or Shinwarl [tribes then located In the Northwest Frontier

Province! phrase or pronunciation will Incur the contempt of the Peshawar nunshi

[a Pashtun teacher of the British troops in Peshawar] as a solecism or a

boortshness, while to the countryman the Munshi’s speech will soem foreign,

womanish, and mincing.'

It is highly probable that one tribe's opinion of another's dialect of Pashto reflected, and

still reflects, the tribe's general opinion of the other.

CTts s\andcxv‘<^\zQ.V\oi\, Pashto is not Standardized in the way that English or

most of the European languages are. There is, in other words, no universal agreement

among Pashto speakers as to what constitutes 'correct' Pashto, either oral or written.

Standardization arises from a high level of literacy or from a long-standing grammatical

tradition, neither of which Pashto has. English speakers, for example, are accustomed to

the notion that there are universally-zccepted rules for spelling and punctuation, and

consider that writers who do not follow these rules are uneducated. Pashto speakers, on

the other hand, have no set of rules to go by, and many of them (In Pakistan especially)

have never had formal Instruction In Pashto.

One of the results of this lack of standardization is that individual Pashtun

writers vary widely in spelling and punctuation. Words are frequently spelled

7
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differently, not only from one writer to another, but often by the same writer, and even

within the same document. Even such matters as spacing between words are not

consistent. This variation does not pose much of a problem to native speakers (highly

literate Pashtuns are so accustomed to dealing with the variation that they do not even

notice it) but it is a major challenge to learners of the language and non-native speaking

readers. It is important to remember that although many Pashto texts are by writers

who have only a few years of formal schooling, lack of consistency in spelling and

punctuation does not always reflect lack of education or sophistication on the part of

the writer; it is as often a reflection i.f the lack of standardization in the language.

Another challenge to learners of the language is that Pashto writing in

newspapers and magazines is frequently written by non-native speakers, and is liable to

contain 'rear errors, similar in kind to such errors as He are here in English. Also,

Pashto newspaper and magazine articles are likely to be translated from Dari or Urdu,

and the translated sentences often bear more resemblance to the original language than

they do to Pashto. Finally, typesetters are usually not native Pashto speakers, and

therefore cannot verify the correctness of their own typesetting.

In the years before the Russian invasion in 1979. there attempts to establish

standards for Pashto. For example, the Pashto Academy was established in Kabul in the

I930’s uy King Zaher, in an effort to develop Pashto so that it could be used ^s the

medium of instruction in schools and the language spoken in government offices.

Members of the Pashto Academy engaged in a variety of activities: they developed

dictionaries, printed the works of Pashtun poets, conducted research in the social

sciences, and translated works (mostly from Arabic, Urdu, and English). They also

developed recommendations for spelling and punctuation, many of which are now

followed by Pashtun writers. An example of one of these recommendations is the

spelling of retroflex In] as ^rather than

A parallel Pashto Academy began In Peshawar in the 1950's, for the purposes of

developing the Pashto spoken in Pakistan, engaging in and publishing research on the

language, and translating important and Interesting works into Pashto. Recently, the

publications of the Peshawar academy have reflected the standardizations recomm.'nded

by the Kabul academy, although in general, written Pakistani Pashto tends to reflect

influences from English and Urdu.

Hisfo»*y of its study. As we mentioned above, Pashto does not have a

grammatical tradition. Such traditions are a result of Interest on the part of a

8
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language’s speakers in grammar in general, and the grammar or structure of their

language in particular. English and the major European languages have long grammatical

traditions, as does Arabic, and such traditions have yielded w'idespread agreement on

matters like the number of noun classes, the names of tenses, and even whether a set of

verbs is merely irregular or constitutes a special class. These agreements have been

arrived at through articles and books that have proposed analyses, arguments against the

proposed analyses, re-analyses and continuing arguments until eventually a consensus is

reached. Pashto grammatical studies are still in their Infancy, and consensus has not

been reached on any but the most obvious elements of Pashto grammar.

Despite a long literary tradition, Pashtuns themselves have not been widely

Interested in the grammar of their language. During the nineteenth century, however,

when Russia and Great Britain both had political and territorial interests in the Pashto-

speaking area, soldiers and administrators on both sides found it necessary to deal with

Pashtuns and to learn Pashto. There are, correspondingly, a number of grammars of

Pashto written in Russian and English dating from this period. These vary greatly in

quality and accuracy, depending on the amount of Pashto learned by their authors, their

authors’ general educational and linguistic backgrounds, and the sophistication of the

Pashtuns who served as the authors' consultants on the language. The most interesting

of the Pashto grammars in English is Lorimer's Pashtu: Part (a sentence from Its

preface Is quoted above), which describes the spoken language. Lorimer's analyses are

reminiscent of Latin grammar, but are still valuable: his transcription system

accurately reflects the pronunciation of his Pashtun consultants, and his analyses show

great Insight into the language.

After India's independence and the end of the rivalry between Britain and Russia,

political interest in the Pashtuns waned. With it the need for foreigners to speak Pashto

lessened, and western interest in grammatical aspects of the language diminished. At

the same time, the academies mentioned above focused their limited resources on

matters more crucial than grammatical study, in particular Issues of spelling

standardization and dictionary development. After the Russian invasion of Afghanistan,

there was renewed political interest In the Pashtuns on the part of western powers, and

therefore a resumption of interest In Pasnto, Included in the results of that Interest are

several Pashto-Russtan dictionaries and grammatical sketches, and the reference

grammar you are holding in your hands.

^ Part 2 was unfortunately never completad.
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Below are listed the most readily available or interesting general grammatical

studies of Pashto in English. Most of the early British grammars have been reprinted,

and are available In bookstores in Pakistan.

Lorimer, D. L. R. 19 15. Pashtu Part I: Syntax of c- PashtUj with chapters on the

Persian ana Indian elements in the modern language. Oxford; Clarendon Press.

Penzi, Herbert. 1955, A grammar of Pashto: A descriptive study of the dialect of

Kandahar, Afghanistan. Program in Oriental Languages, Publications Series 0 - Aids -

Number 2. Washington, D.C.; American Council of Learned Societies.

Mackenzie, D.N. 19B7. ’Pashto’. In The World's Major Languages, Bernard Comrie, ed.

New Vork: Oxford University Press.

Shafeev, D. A. 1964. A Short Grammatical Outline of Pashto. Translated from the

Russian by Herbert H. Paper. The Hague: Mouton&Co.
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7^. Dy\Wo£^[AC.WoV\

in this chapter, we will describe the consonants and vowels of the central dialect,

and the ways in which these sounds may combine to form words. We will also describe

the ways that the Kandahar and Ningrahar dialects of Pashto differ from the central

dialect. Each example Is given with its Pashto spelling, Its transcription in square

brackets, and its English translation or gloss, in single quote marks, as in the following

example: 'grandfather' (babSi LL.

The transcription shows the stress in words of more than one syllable, by means

of the symbol ' placed over the vowel of the stressed syllable. The roman symbols that

are used to represent the Pashto sounds in the transcriptions have been chosen to make

them easier for the English-speaking student of Pashto to remember. Although most

symbols represent one and only one Pashto sound, sometimes a double symbol represents

a single sound (for example [chi, [dz], [ts], and (shl) in order to minimize the use of

unfamiliar symbols. Because the English spelling system has only five vowel symbols,

and Pashto has nine vowels, representation of the vowel system requires the use of

unfamilier symbols [el, [il, [a], and [u] in addition to the familiar [a], [e], [1], [ol, and [ul.

3 . a^y\sov\CKV\\s

We will first discuss the consonants of Pashto from the point of view of the

English speaker, and after that discuss their phonological characteristics in more

technical terms.

There are thirty-two consonants in the Central dialect. They are grouped below

according to their resemblance to English consonants, with the retroflex consonants

listed separately.

Consonants similar to English.consonants

[bl as In fioy, cuU : 'other' [ball 'grandfather' [b3bSl LL

[chi as In Qhurch, teaster

.

'where' [ch^raj « 'left' [chap!

[dzl as in dads, ailze : 'self' [dzanl 'place' [dz5yl

(fl as in jCfre, //: 'break' [ta..'ll 'pronunciation' [talafiizl JaiL

24
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(g] as In giL Jug‘. ‘tali' I]ag) Sa, 'flower' [gwsl]

[h] as In hst, behBve : nine' [ndha) 'also' [hem]^
[Ji as In jugge, egge: 'good' [)or] yvarijang]

{K) as In gar, £aie: 'work' Ikarl jL^, 'house' Ikor]

[ml as in mom bumP- 'mother tmor] jj^, 'hello' [salSm]

[pi as In gie, aggie, 'curtain' [pard6] 'left' [chap]

[s] as in go, gity. 'hand' [las] 'red' [sur] jj^

[sh] as In show, push 'six' Ishpag] 'twenty' [shell J-i

[ts] as in cuts, gutsy, 'how many' [tso] yL, 'how' [ts$ngaj

[w] as in :^ait, ki^i . 'say' [w^w3yaj -ijljj, 'open' [wSzal *jl

j

[yl as in Poy; 'one' [yaw] _jj/l3od' [khwdSy] ^Jl di

[ 2 ] as in as,isro: 'son' [ 2 oy] 'Hon' [zmar^y]

Coasonanls somewhat different from English consonants

[t] : 'thank' [tashaktjr] j^^Z, 'eight' [ati] ol

[dl; this' [da] 1^, 'three' [dre]

[Ij: 'hand' [13s] 'here' [d^lta] <cd^

Ini: not' Ine] <u /field' [karwandSl Adij^

Consonants very different from English consonants

[ghl: 'Afghan' [afgh3n] 'that' [agh3]

[fil: 'March-April' [fiam3ll J^, 'dear [Rablb]

[khj: 'time' [wakht] 'God' [khwdSy] ^^lda.

[ql; trunk' [sandtxq] minute' [daqiq3]

[rj: 'where' [choral' /thank' [tashakiir] j£j^Z

[x] : 'good' [xal <-s», 'Pashto' [paxt6]

['A: 'wisdom' [ /*3qel] Jic, 'without study' [be />am31al <JLi^

12
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IJ]: 'air [tol] 'car [mot6r) ^ j-

[d]: 'very [der] ’Dread' [dodSy] ^
[n]: ’daughters* [liSne] ^ ji, ’apple’ [mapfi]

(r): tired’ IstSray] ’children’ [war^]

Xeckt^ical description of^ consonants. The chart below presents the

consonants in a format familiar to phoneticists and linguists. Tha terms across the top

of the chart - bilabial, dental, velar, etc. - refer to the place in the mouth where the

sound is made. The terms down the left side of the chart - stops, fricatives, etc. - refer

to the type of sound. 1 The chart is followed by a technical description of each

consonant.

Bilabial Denial Palatal Retroflex Velar __ Uvular Pharyngeal

S.t.qn.8.

voiceless P t l k q 9

voiced b d d g

Nasals m n n ng

Fricatives

Voiceless f s sh, X kh fi h

Voiced z grt

Affricates.

Voiceless ts ch

Voiced dz
j

Oth?rs

Voiceless 1

Voiced w r y r

' For an explanation of the terms used here, see a general introduction to phonetics or

phonology such as Peter Ladefoged’s A Course in Phonetics. Chicago: University of

Chicago Press, 1975,
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T£.chnlc.aLd.esccmjL1(ms:

[dI: voiceless bilabial stoD.

{b]: voiced bilabial stop.

It]: voiceless dental stop

[d] voiced dental stop.

It]: voiceless retroflex stop.

Id]: voiced retroflex stop.

[kj: voiceless velar stop.

(gj; voiced velar stop. Some Central dialect [gj’s - those spelled with the letter

j
- are pronounced differently in other dialects.

Iqj: voiced aspirated uvular stopJike [q] j In Arabic. Iqi influences the sound

quality of vowels coming before or after it. [q] occurs only in borrowed

words.

['?]: glottal stop.

[ml; voiced bilabial nasal.

[nj. voiced dental nasal.

In]: voiced retroflex nasal, [n] does not occur at the beginnings of words.

[ng|: voiced velar nasal, as in English fta/igerbut not f/nijer.

[fj: voiceless labio-dental fricative, [f] occurs only in borrowed words, and is

frequently replaced by [p] in informal or uneducated speech. The

ability to pronounce [fj is a mark of erudition among Pashtuns. Educated

Pashto speakers therefore occasionally 'hypercorrect', pronouncing even

ordinary Ip] as [f].

[sj: voiceless dental fricative.

Iz|: voiced dental fricative. Some central dialect (zl’s - those that are spelled

with the letter ^
- are pronounced differently in other Pashto dialects.

[shj: voiceless paletal fricative.

[xj: voiceless palatal (or front velar) fricative. Qth6r dialects have different

sounds where the central dialect has [xj.

[khl: voiceless velar fricative, similar to German ch. (khj also occurs in Persian

and Arabic.

[ghj; voiced velar fricative, like Persian or Arabic Igh].

Ih]: voiceless glottal fricative, [hi occurs only at the beginnings of words or

syllables.

[f^]: voiceless pharyngeal fricative, occurring In borrowed words only.

[9\. voiced pharyngeal fricative, occurlng In borrowed words only.

14
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[ts]; voiceless dental affricate.

[dz]; voiced dental affricate.

[ch|; voiceless palatal affricate.

(Jl: voiced palatal affricate.

(ll: voiced dental lateral.

(r]: voiced dental tap or trill.

[rl: voiced retroflex flap.

[wl: voiced bilabial semi-vowel, the consonantal form of [ul.

[yl: voiced palatal semi-vowel, the consonantal form of [j].

/sJon-Kici+ive F^ashto consonants. The sounds [fl, [ql, ifi] and \7 \ are not native

Pashto sounds. They occur in words borrowed mostly from Arabic and Persian, but also

in words borrowed from other languages as well. In the informal speech of educated

Pashtuns, and in formal and informal speech of uneducated Pashtuns, [f] is pronounced as

Ip], [q] is pronounced as |k] (although Pashtuns growing up in areas where there is

extensive interaction with Dari speakers will often have iq] exclusively in the relevant

words), and [fil and [?1 are dropped altogether Some examples:

Educated, formal Uneducated, informal

pronunciation: pronunciation

Ifj: 'crop' J-aj (r ^sal) [pdsall

Farsi' jU Ifarst] [p3rsl]

difference' If arq] [parq]

[ql: unity’ jLiS I [ItifSql [itipSk]

progress' ^ [taraql] [taraki]

'demand' U:: ItaqSz§] [takSzSl

[fil: 'even' [^^t§| l^ta]

'government' w- I^ukumSt] [ukum^t]

'slaughtered' i^alalawdl] [alalaw^lj

[Pi: 'public' l?aml [am]

'Arab' (?ar^bj [ar^b]

‘modern'^^j-ACi [?asr1] [asrti

region' o^ [?a1aqd] [aiaqd]

15
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Tke deiAtal coJisoKia^its, Sounds that are slightly different from their English

counterparts Include the dental consonants [tL [d], [nl, [tsL and {dz}. These sounds are

pronounced with the tongue touching the back of the front teeth (hence the name

'dental'), as opposed to their English counterparts which are pronounced with the tongue

touching the alveolar ridge (the roof of the mouth Just behind the front teeth). Many

languages have dental rather than alveolar segments. Including Spanish and Turkish.

Tke retrofleyc consonants. The retroflex consonants in Pashto are particularly

interesting to linguists, mainly because Pashto is the only one of the Iranian languages

to have retroflex consonants, and because Pashto has these sounds in common with

neighboring but only distantly related languages spoken to the south, mainly Urdu.

Retroflex consonants are pronounced with the tongue curled up and back from its

usual position in the mouth (retro means 'back' and ffex means bend' or ‘curve ).

Retroflex consonants are common in the South Asian languages; it is mostly the

pronunciation of English [t] and [d] as their retroflex counterparts that makes Indian

English readily identifiable as such.

Speakers of these languages hear English [tl. (d] and other alveolar consonants as

closer to their retroflex than to their dental consonants, and as a consequence English

borrowings with alveolar consonants are pronounced with retroflex consonants. Hence

the existence in Pashto of;

road' Irodl jj 'dollar' l^Sl^rl

'male doctor [dSkt^r! 'deputy' [(Jeptll

(Z'. Vowels
The central dialect of Pashto has nine vowels. Below is a list with English

equivalents.

[a] as in QSk, gl^ss
, or close to Midwestern English got, boy. ‘is’ [da] aa,

'pronunciation' [talaftrz] Alb

la] as in caught : 'hand' lias] 'you' [tSsel b

[el as in Pfld, ys^llow : this' [del me' [me]

[il as In sit, rift

:

'repeat* [tikrSrj jl 'spell' [spil]

[l] as in be&t, f£^t

:

'go' [dzi] 'are* [dil

[o| as in boat, sg: 'Pashto' [paxt6| », 'loan' [porl

16
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(u] as in bout, fsji \ : 'street' [kuts^l 4^ 'hands' llastjna]

ful as in out, book : please' [1\^tran] LlL), 'quiet' [chupl
r T

[e] as In but, just ; 'not' [ne] <0, 'tali' [Jagl

Xechnical description of vowels. In the Chart below, the vowels are

presented In a format familiar to phoneticists and linguists. The terms across the top

of the chart refer to the position of the tongue from front to back in the mouth; the

terms down the left side refer to the position of the tongue from top to bottom and the

position of the upper and lower Jaws ( closer together for the higher vowels, farther

apart for the lower vowels). The categories 'rounded' and 'unrounded' refer to the

position of the Ups.

Front

(unrounded)

Central

(unrounded)

Back

(rounded)

High i u

I u

Mid e 0 0

Low a a
I

Technical des_criD_tJo_as:

[I]: high front tense unrounded vowel

(il: high front lax unrounded vowel,

le]; mid front unrounded vowel.

[a]: mid central lax unrounded vowel

[al: low central unrounded vowel.

[a|: low back rounded vowel.

[o|: mid back rounded vowel.

[u|: high back tense rounded vowel,

[u]: high back lax rounded vowel.

(the symbol is called 'schwa').

17
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/SJotes or\ tke vowels. Not all Of the vowels occur everywhere in words, [il ,
[ol,

fe] and {u| do not occur at the beginnings of native Pashto words, but at the beginnings of

borrowed words only, for example agency' [eyjans^y) :^; i

The vowel [a] is often pronounced as [e] in unstressed syllables.

In all diaii^cts, but particularly the western dialect, te] and [o] frequently become

{i! and [ul respectively if a following vowel is li] or [ul , for example 'I do’ Ikfigaml

as opposed to 'he does' [k^gl] or [kfgi]

DipkfkoK\gs. Some of the vowels listed above occur followed by [w] or [y]. In

many languages (like English), such combinations are called diphthongs, and function like

vowels. In Pashto, however, it is simpler to consider [y] and [w| as consonants. The

more frequently-occurring vowel + [y]/[w] combinations are listed below.

[ey]: as in English plsm spelled with the letter^^

placket' [greywSnl

peg’ tmaykhi

’sigh’ [asweylSyl ^>-1
(eyl: no parallel in most dialects of American English. Grammatical endings

involving [ay] are spelled v/lth the letters .^3 and^^. [ayl occurs only at

the ends of words.

’edge’ [zayl

’tail’ [iSkayl

’you all are' [ySstayl

[ayl: like English bite, r/y.

buyer' [akhistCinkayl

’summer’ (wfirayl ,^^jl

’mirror’ [ayn6] OjI

'success' [baryilayt6b]

plant’ [bdtay] j*

[3y]: no English equivalent.

'God' ikhwdSy]

'place' [dz3y]

18
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(uyl: Mke English phQSSil^ Hueij.

'small' (buyl

'nature' Ikhuy]

'they, them' [duyj

[awl: like English bow, frown

'taste' [zawql

'and' [aw]jl

dig' Ighawchaw^U JjA_^

'army' Ipawdz] ^
'November-December' [qaws] jj

nation' [qawm]

T), Syllable Sfmc+uKe

Pashto syllables consist of at least a vowel, with as many as three consonants

before, and up to two consonants after. Using the symbol C to represent a consonant,

and V to represent a vowel, the following syllable structures are possible in principle;

V VC vcc

cv cvc cvcc

ccv ccvc ccvcc

cccv cccvc cccvcc

As in all languages, there are restrictions as to which consonants and vowels can

occur in various types of Pashto syllables. The consonant [hi, for example, occurs only at

the beginnihgs of syllables; retroflex [|;il, the diphthong [ay] , and the sounds represented

by the letter ^ occur only at the ends of syllables.

Two-consoncint Pashto is remarkable for the number of different

consonant clusters that can begin syllables. English, for example, has about thirty-five

allowable combihations of consonants; Pashto has close to a hundred.
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The most common of these consonant clusters are given below, in English

alphabetical order 2

[br): glory [bram] attack' [brldl jj, 'seems' (brgxij

[bfl: 'quilt' (bifast^nl 'pouting' [b^us]

(bgl: 'then' [byS] L^, 'takes' [bySyi] L*j, 'scissors' (byatl]

tdrl: 'right?' [drest?] S ji, 'respect' (drandxt]

'falsehood [drogh] '^jj^

Idw]: 'both' [dw^ral 'two' [dwal 'praying ' [dwal I jji

[dzghi: 'operates' [dzghalawl] 'endurance' [dzghamdl] J.4JL^

[dzml; 'farm' [dzmdka] 'our' [dzmung]

[dzw]: 'young' [dzwSnl 'hanging' [dzwar^ndl 'slope' [dzwarl

(grl: 'Inflation' [grant] 'dear' [gran] 'placket' Igreyw^nj ^

I

[grj; 'fast' [grandly] mucus' [greng] ^ 'roar' [grazS]

[gwi; 'finger' [gw^ta] C 'brown sugar' [gw^ral o gather' [gwdndzal ^
[ghll: 'theft' [ghla] )U-, 'thief (feminine)' [ghla]<Jlii

[klj; 'hard' (klaki udLl^, 'string' [klech]

[krj; 'fare' IkrayS] <u l_^, 'hard' (kraf’l

[krj; 'clutch (In a car)' Ikrach! 'bent' Iknjp]

[kwl: 'piled' [kw^talO 'widow' [kwSndal

(khpl: 'own' [khpell 'independence' [khpelwaktjj^l

spread' (khporl jj^
Ikhwj- 'direction' [khwaj I food' [khwar^j a ja,

'move' [khwadz6g11

[lm|: respect' [lm3ndz§l] Jii-lLJ, 'sun' [Imar] j-J

[Iwj: 'high' [Iwar] ^jJ, 'Is studying' |lw3li]

[my], month’ [myast] L-i, 'Mikhel (tribe)' [mySkh^ll

2 Remember that Its], [dz], [ch], [shj, zh|, (ghj and [kh] are considered single consnnai ts;

[shkhl, for example, is a cluster of Just two consonants. Remember also that [g] and [w]

are considared consonants.
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[mrl: 'pepper' [mrach] 'help' (mr '.'.'al <jl«,

(mr]: 'faded' [mrSwayl 'death' [mr1 na] <ij^
[ngl; 'daughter-in-law' [ngorl 'limp' Inguxed^l]

[ngh]: 'rolls up' [nghSrl] 'burner' [ngharSy]

[nml; 'the East' [nmar khatd] o Ll j-J , 'grandson' [nmasSyl

Inyl: 'grandmother' [nyal LJ, 'popular' [nylzmln] 'intention' [nyat]

Ipll: 'father' [plSrl j^, 'wide' (pl^n] 'bridges' {pli^nal ox
[pr!: 'except' [pr^tal O 'unfamiliar' [pradSyl ,^.3 'lying (on)' [protl ojj^

[prl: 'tiger' [prgngl 'spread out' [prSkh] ^
[pyl: ‘on foot' [pygdg] 'onion' Ipyazl jL^, 'cup' Ipyal^]

[tl] : 'went' (tl6ll JJb, 'anniversary' [tlin]

[trl: 'strong' [trat^l O jZ, 'aunt' (tror] jj_p, 'bitter' ItrikhljwjJl

Isk]: 'charcoal' [skorl 'pinch' [skun^^l]

[skh]: 'tight' [skh^ra] a

[sp]: 'soldier ' [spaytl 'Insult' [spakawgy] white [spinl

[srl: 'red (feminine)' [sral a

'

glue' [srixl j—

[sti: 'star ' [stdrayj ,
'tired* Istdrayl 'great* Ister] jJL-

[sw] : 'burns' [swadz6gll^^ 'ride' [swar^gl]

[shk]: 'picks' [shkawt] 'basket' (shkorl 'break* [shkedSlI J
[shp]; 'six' [shpagi 'night' [shpa] 'flute' [shpeldy]

[xkl: 'down' [xk^tal *0.^, 'hunting' [xkSrl jLi-i, 'appearance' [xkarg] ajL^

[wli: 'curls' (wldnal ojJj, 'wash' [wiel] JJj, 'went* [wllrl

[wr]: ‘doors* [wriina] 4)jjj, 'nephew' IwrgrS] *jl 'wedding party' [wr§] Ijj

[wrl: 'ahead' (wrSndel 'beforehand' [wrunbgy] 'carry' [wrel]

[zgl : moan' [zgerwgyl sew' [zgorSlI

Izghj: 'courage' Izghardl 'tolerance' [zgham]

Izm): 'lion' [zmargyl j, 'my' [zm§] Lj, 'faded* (zmoll

(zr): 'brave' [zrawgr] 'heart' [zfa] j

(zyl: 'much* [zyat] CI1L3, 'effort' [zy3 rl jL 3, 'harm' [zySnl j
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[zhml: ‘promise’ [zhmSna] -0-4 3, ‘comb’ [zhmandz]

[zhwl: 'life' [zhwanddn] jj, ‘life’ [zhwakl -iJljJ

Other clusters appear, apparently, In only one or two words, but these words are

widespread and basic to Pashto, and so the following clusters are added to the list.

[blj: ‘pregnant’ tblSrba)

(dyl: ’thirteen' (dySrlasl ^

[khy]: handsome' [khyalt] ^
[mil; 'waist' [mlil X», ’friend’ (mlal

Inj): ’girl’ Injal^yl

[rghl: 'rolls around' {rgh^ril j

[shkh]: 'dispute' [shkh^ra] ^

[shml; number’ Ishmerl

[twl; ‘ability’ [twSn] ^
[tsk]: 'drinking' (tskak]

[tsw]: ’fourteen' [tswSrlasj ,j-J jl

[zb]: sucks’ izb6xil

[zd]: 'study!' Izd^ krai a^
(zrj: ’mill’ [zr^nda]

[zwj: ’life' [zwend]

There are yet other clusters which apparently appear only in onomatopoatic

words, i.e. words which represent particular sounds. Some examples;

[khrj: slapping sound (khtfapj

(trj: gunshot noise [traq]

A final note on clusters is that they are frequently broken up with epenthetic

vowels, possibly because they are difficult to articulate. The word for ’foot’, for

example - [pxal is also pronounced [paxSI, with an epenthetic [al breaking up the

consonant cluster.
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XK»*ee-coKisoKiant dwste>'s. There are some three-consonant clusters at the

beginnings of syllables. Like some of the two-consonant clusters, these appear in a

handful of words at most.

[khwll: ‘mouth’ IkhwlaUji.

[khwdi: God' [khwdSg] ^1

[ndr]: 'sister-in-law' Indror] jjjJj

[skwl: 'shear' [skwalSlI

[skhwl: 'bull' { skhwander) j

[shkhw): 'chewing' (shkhwandj 4^

(xkwl: 'pretty [xkwSlayi ‘kisses' [xkwelawf]

Oonsortcmt dusters at tKe ends of syllables. As mentioned above. Syllables

can end in up to two consonants. There are many fewer syllable-final clusters in Pashto

than there are syllable-initial, and most of the final ones are In borrowed words, for

example Ink] in 'bank' [bank] dUu. The most common clusters appearing in native Pashto

words are the following:

[khtj: 'fortune' [bakht] busy' [bokht] 'capital' (pSytikht) L

[ndl: 'blind person' [rund] 'stack' [d^rmandl 4JU

'obvious' [tsarg^ndi 44^^

[ndl: 'round' [ghwand] ^ 'short' [land] 44J

[rgl: 'death' [margl 'rooster' [chargi

[rkh]; aspect' [arkh] ^^1

[sk]. 'smiling' [meski

[stl: 'right?' [dnrst?] S 4L— j 4
,

'skin' [post] 'month' [myastl L.-

[xt]; 'age' [zar^xtl 'crop' [kaxt] *4-^, 'forty' [tsalw6xtl

'generation' [puxtl ^.4.-)

Other clusters appearing in borrowed words are the following;

[bzj: 'green' [sar s^bzl

[fz/wzj: 'promise' [lafz] /[lawz] JlaJ

[ksj: picture' [aks] ^J>Ss
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[khsl: ’person' (shakhsl

[mp]: ‘refugee camp‘ [kamp]

[mz]: 'secret ‘ [ramzl j

[ndzl; 'prayer' Imundz] middle' [mandzl

[njj: 'corner' Ikwanjl

[nk|: 'bank' [bank] dIjL

(ns|: 'agency' [azhSnsj ^^l3l

[nz|; 'comb' [gum^nzl

Iqshj; 'painting' Inaqsh]

[rdj: 'student' [shag^rd] i 'courage' [zghard] a

'

pain' [dard]

[rghj. 'turkey' IpilmurghI

[rm]: 'farm' [farm] j&jli

[rn|: 'century' [qarn]

(rq|: 'east' [sharq] Jj-i, 'difference' [farq] Jji, 'electricity' Ibarq)

[r:;]: 'lesson' [dars]

[rt]; 'condition' (shartii? 'thought' [churt] sz*ja

[rzl; 'petition' larzl type* [tarz]

[shq]: 'love' [ishql J.ij;

[sht]; 'destiny' [sarnawisht]

5ti^e.ss and C7n'^onalion

Basic word stress. In every word of more than one syllable, one of the

syllables bears heavy stress; it is pronounced with more emphasis and orobably with

slightly higher pitch than syllables with weaker stress. Pashto is similar to English in

this respect; in the previous clause, for example, the stresses on the English words are

as follows (heavy stress Is marked with the ' symbol over the vowel):

Pashto similar English respect

The location of the heavy stress (whether on the last syllable, the next-to-last,

or one of the earlier syllables) Is not predictable In Pashto, and the spelling system does

not mark stress at all. To ascertain where the heavy stress is in a Pashto word, the non-
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native Speaker must ask a native speaker how to pronounce the word, and then listen for

the stressed syllable.

The stress in native Pashto words is generally on the last syllable If the syllable

ends *n a consonant, and on the neKt-to-1ast (penultimate) syllable If the last syllable

ends In a vowel, for example:

'sick' (masculine form) Irandzdrj jj3Jj

'sick' (feminine form) [randzliral j

There are probably as many exceptions to the rule given above as there are words

which follow it, however, including the word for the language: 'Pashto' Ipaxtfi]

One of the sources for the exceptions is the number of borrowings in the language.

Pashto has borrowed thousands of words from a number of languages, and In many cases

the words have been borrowed with the stress patterns of the language from which they

have been borrowed. For example, many words ending in |5] that have been borrowed from

Persian are stressed on the last syllable as they are in Persian, for example;

'daddy [abS| LI

eighty' [atyS] U3l

bus slop' [ist§dgS]

friend' (ashn^l LlmI

There are as many words ending In [al borrowed from Arabic, however, which are not

stressed on the last syllable, for example:

'however' (Smal LI

'monster' [biibala]^^

even' [fiStal

The number of borrowings and other factors have resulted in Pashto's having a

number of pairs of words which are exactly alike except for stress:

'pear tree' (tangal vs. 'cart' [tangd]

'mare' (Sspal vs. 'spotted fever' [aspS]

'lookl' [g6ra| a vs. fair-skinned' [gorSI

'diver [ghutai jii vs. 'knot' tghOta] v

pair' [jordl vs. 'well (feminine)' [J6ral

'he's sitting' [kenastd] vs. 'he sat' [k^naste]
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S^^ess ii^ affixes. Another source of e»<ceptlon3 to the rule given above is that

some affixes automatically carry heavy stress. Pashto has a number of affixes -

prefixes, suffixes, and infixes that carry (usually) grammatical information, such as

tense, number, gender, and so on. Many of those affixes always carry heavy stress; a

word with one of these affixes will be pronounced with the stress on the affix rather

than on the root of the word. For example, t-iina] o_,-, one of the mascuHne plural

markers, carries heavy stress; words with this suffix are always stressed on the [u] of

the suffix:

'invasion' [yargh^ll jj

song' [suriiJd]^

charm' lafsiSn]

pomegranate' [anSr] jUI

'neck' (orm^gl jjl

'invasions' [yerghaldna]

‘songs' Isurudi^na)

charms' (afsunijna] j««jl

‘pomegranates' [anlriina] AijjLil

'necks' {ormegiinal jjl

Sometimes the addition of an affix (like [-unal <jj- ) results in a word that continues to

follow the basic rule, but this Is not always the case. An example Is the suffix l-6g-l

-jju- that converts nouns and adjectives to verbs, and carries heavy stress, resulting In

forms that break the besic rule:

Tm starting out' [raw§n6gam] jj

'VouTe starting out’ [rawan6gey] jj

In following chapters in which affixes are presented and described, those that carry

heavy stress will always include the stress mark In the transcription.

In addition to word stress, there are stress patterns In sentences as well, which

often have the effect of shifting the heavy stress off a word that would ordinarily

receive it. The negative particle [nS] for example, always carries heavy stress in the

sentence. For example;

'He’s eating' [khwrl]

'He's not eating’ [n5 khwrll

The perfective particle [w51 also carries heavy stress, and when both [n^l and Iw^l j

occur, they both seem to receive heavy stress-

I was standing’ [daredim] 'I wasn't standing’ [n^daredeml

'1 stood* [w^daredaml
^

stand' [w^nddaredeml j
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Secoi^dary stresses. Stress patterns in polysyllabic words and In phrases and

sentences have not been studied to any great extent, other than to note particles and

affixes like [n^l o and (w4] j , and to comment that there seem to be secondary stresses

in Pashto as well as primary stresses. In the ‘I stood* example above, for example, the

syllable [-ed-1 - has a heavier stress than the final syllable [-am] but not so

heavy as the primary-stressed syllable [w^l j.

There are probably patterns of primary and secondary stresses In multi-syllabic

words as well. The first syllable of the multi-syllabic 'buyer' [akhistiSnkayj ^ i.

for example, seems to have heavier stress than either the second or fourth syllables.

C7n+ortation. Intonation - the altering of the pitch at which vowels are

pronounced - clearly plays an fundamental part in at least one aspect of Pashto, put, like

stress, has not been studied. ^Studies of stress and pitch require extensive field work,

and ty jlcally take place after more fundament^ I research on the language has been

carried out.) It appears that in general, heavily stressed syllables are pronounced with

higher pitch than weakly stressed syllables.

An aspect of Pashto in which Intonation plays a major role is in question

formation, The only difference between Pashto statements and their corresponding

yes/no questions is that in the statement the pitch goes down at the end of a sentence,

whereas in the question the pitch goes up. English has a parallel way of forming yes/no

questions, but it is an alternate to the usual question formation which involves shifts in

word order as well as the rise in pitch at the end of the question, for example:

Statement: 'Patang is a doctor." (4-)

Normal question: 'Is Patang a doctor?' (t)

Alternate form: 'Patang is a doctor?’ Ct)

All Pashto yes/no questions are formed entirely by shifting the Intonation

pattern

Statement: 'Patang is a doctor' [patang ijikUr da#] .

Question: ‘Is Patang a doctor?' [pating dSkt^r dat^l

Statement: 'He's not eating.' tnSknwri#]

Question; 'Isn’t he eating?' [nikhwrit] ^
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P, A^ajor* r^ialactal X^ij^ei^eKices

As we mentioned in Chapter t, not much Is known in detail about the

proniinclation differences among the various dialects of Pashto, except for major

phonological correspondences betvi'een the western (Kandahar), centraf (Kabul) and

eastern (Ningrahar) dialect groups. These major correspondences are shown in the table

below, ((zh'] Is a voiced palatal fricative with the tongue curled back as the sound Is

pronounced [sh''] is a voiceless palatal fricative with the tongue curled back as the

sound is pronounced.)

Letter Central Western Eastern

pronunciation pronunciation pronunciation

J Izl Izh] [jl

igi (retroflex) (zh’’] [gi

|xl (retroflex) {sh''] [kh]

Examples;

Central mslsm Eastern

moon' ^ [spogm^yj [spozh''mdyj (spogmiyi

shivers' [regd^gi] [rezh''d6zh''ll Iregd^gi]

Pashto' [paxt6| [pash''t6j [pakht6]

'branch' [xSkh] lsh'‘akhj [khakh]

'truth' 1 ii

~ ly ^ [rixtySl |rish''tyS] (rikhtySj

'deep' JJJ (zaw^rj [zh'‘aw6r] [Jawlrj

wilts' Iraz^gil lrazh6zh''1] Iraj^gij

The only other correspondence among the major dialects that is described in the

literature on Pashto pronunciation Is that described by iiacKenzie (1907), which

Involves the pronunciation of the final diphthongs;

Spelling Central Western Eastern

[ay] long [e] [ayl

[agl ley) (ay)

2d
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C^. Otke^* T^i^alyses

Penzl (1955) and other earlier descriptions group some of the vowels in pairs of

short and long vowels, as follows:

Long: [i] [a] [u]

Short: {i] ta) [u]

These descriptions are possibly based on those of Pashtun writers who, following the

lead of grammarians describing Arabic's short/long vowel system, analyzed Pashto

vowels as short and long.

Mackenzie (19Q7) describes the Pashto sounds from a historical persective, and

includes notes on dialectal alternations. His list of sounds, and that of Shafeev (1964)

do not differ significantly from the one given here.

There exists a relatively detailed description (but not analysts) of Pashto stress

Jiri Becka's A Siutiy in Pashto Stress (Prague: Oriental Institute in Academia,

Publishing House of the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciehces, 1969). Qecka discusses

stress in the context of the Iranian languages, and gives numerous examples of words

and phrases.
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;A.

Pashto is like other languages in that its speakers use words that are native

Pashto, while also using words that have been borrowed from other languages.

The native Pashto words are the most high-frequency, and tend to denote ‘basic*

human objects and actions, like terms for family and tribe members, words denoting

ordinary human activities like eating and working and moving around, plants and animals,

words having to do with farming and hunting, and words describing other areas of

traditional culture.

Borrowed words are usually associated with aspects of Pashtun life that have

arisen from contacts with speakers of other languages: the most obvious of these are

words related to Islam, which entered Pashto either through Persian, or directly from

Arabic.

The major sources of borrowed vocabulary in Pashto are Persian, including native

Persian words and words that Persian itself borrowed from other languages; Urdu, from

the Pashtuns' relations with Urdu speakers in Pakistan; and English, from their original

Involvement with the British in the 19th century, and from the current widespread use of

English in the Northwest Frontier Province. Other languages that have contributed words

to Pashto are the Turkic and Dardic languages spoken In neighboring areas, or in smalt

pockets in Afghanistan and Pakistan.

B. T^asKto's Basic Wok*d S+ocU and

As we mentioned in Chapter 1 ,
Pashto and Persian are related, and both are

descended (along with the other Iranian languages) from the ancient language called

Iranian by historical linguists. The basic native words in both languages have evolved in

parallel from a single stock of words in Iranian. The common ancestry of words In

modern Persian and Pashto may be seen by comparing the words from each language that

denote the same baste elements. Such pairs of words are called cognates; not only do

cognates show relationships among languages, they also reveal the ways in which the

languages have changed. Note, for example. In the words below, that Pashto frequently

has an |1) In words where Persian has a Id]:
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Pashto; hand’ [las]

Persian: hand' [dast] ^

Pashto: 'mother' [morl

Persian; 'mother' [mad^r] jaL

Pashto: 'two' (dwal

Persian: 'two' Idul

Pashto: day' [wradz]

Persian: 'day' [rozi jjj

Pashto; 'father' [plar] jUj

Persian; 'father' Ipad^rl j

Pashto; 'sister' [khor]

Persian: 'sister' Ikhwar]

Pashto: 'sleeve' [lastdiiayl

Persian; sleeve' [astinl

Pashto; 'five' [pindzd] dJU

Persian: five' Ipanjl

C. Bof*Kowin0S I^K^om a.y\c\ fKf^owgk l^^k*siakA

QesidGS Pashto/Parsian cognates, there are numbers or words In Pashto that have

clearly been borrowed from Persian, I.e. Persian words have been learned by Pashto

speakers and adapted f or use in Pashto. Borrowing is a process that goes on constantly:

any tourist who brings home a souvenir and calls it by its name in another language has

borrowed a term. Some borrowings become widespread, and become part of the word

stock of the language, others fall into disuse.

When a word is borrowed from one language into another, its pronunciation may be

restructured to fit the pronunciation patterns of the borrowing language. The Pashto

word for car, [moUr] for example, is borrowed from English, and its pronunciation

has gradually been restructured to resemble native Pashto words: the stress has shifted

from the first syllable to the last, and the English It] is pronounced with Pashto sound

perceived to be closest to it, the retroflex [tl.

Clear borrowings can sometimes be distinguished from cognates by checking their

resemblances: in general, if the word in question is pronounced very similarly to its

pronunciation in the language being borrowed from, and If it refers to a cultural item or

action that is likely to have been transmitted from one culture to the other, linguists

conclude that the word has been borrowed.

The Pashto words below are clear borrowings from Persian:
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Pashto: 'kitchen' iashpazkhand]

Persian; 'kitchen' [asnoazkhanSl

Pashto; table’ [mez]

Persian: table' [mez]

Pashto: 'servant' [muzdCir] jj .a

Persian: 'servant' (mazdi3rl

Pashto; clerk' [mirzSl
1jj^

Persian; clerk’ [mirzSl 1

Pashto; garden' [gwalistSnl

Persian: garden' [gulistSnl

Pashto; 'cucumber [bSdring] ^j^L

Persian: 'cucumber' [badrSng]

Pashto: chair' [tsawk^yl^jL

Persian: 'chair' [chawkll

Pashto: 'syrup' tsharb St]

Persian: syrup' (sharb^t) lC-j j-i

If the speakers of two related languages have Interacted fora long time, it is

often difficult to tell whether similar words in the languages are true cognates, 1,e.

descended from a single word in the ancestor language, or borrowed from one language to

the other and restructured. This is the case with Pashto and Persian, and there is

correspondingly no way to tell whether pairs like the following are true cognates or

examples of borrowing from one language into the other:

Pashto; 'ax' (t5bar) Pashto; 'stick' [kotik]^
Persian: ax' (tab^r) Persian: 'stick' [kut^k]

Pashto: 'lamp* (tsIrSghl • Pashto: ’rope' (ras^yl j

Persian: lamp' [chirSghl ^1ja Persian: 'rope' InsmSnl
< j

Pashto; bush' [bCitayl ^ PasI * 0 : red' (sur] jj—

.

Persian: 'bush' [but^I O Persian: 'red' [surkh]

Most of the non-native words In Afghan Pashto are from Persian, reflecting the fact that

speakers of the two languages have been neighbors or countrymen for centuries.

Pashto has also borrowed words from Persian that Persian Itself had borrowed

from soma other language. Most of the Pashto words pertaining to education, for

example, were borrowed from Arabic through Persian. Some examples are given below:
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Pashto:

Arabic through Persian:

Pashto:

Arabic through Persian:

'school' [maktSb]

school [makt^bl -

book' [kItSb]

'book' [kitSo]

Pashto:

Arabic through Persian:

Pashto:

Arabic through Persian:

director' Imudtr]^

'director' Imudirl ^ J-.

‘secretary [munshl]

'secretary' [munshtl

D. ‘S>ov^v^o\s}'\y\QS dif^ec+Iy fv^om ;A»*abic

Some words and phrases concerning Islam have been borrowed directly Into

Pashto from Arabic, usually with their spelling Intact. These words and phrases have a

variety of pronunciations, depending on the speaker's familiarity with Arabic (either

from devotion to Islam or from extensive education). Some example phrases are:

'great God' [all^h tSlSl JU: <dJI

'Peace be with you' [asalam al^ykum] Ia

'God knows' [wallShu a?liml, [walawal^ml ^cJUl <UJlj

Sometimes, even the Arabic plural is borrowed, as In the following:

English PashtQ .gJngulac

bonus [imtly^z] jL^

I

criticism [intiq^d].)LlJl>l

establishment [tashkili

dignity. ttezim]

Arabig Plural used

[ImtiyazSt]

[intiqadSt] <ji.bLaj::l

[tashkilSt]

[taztmSt] ijiii

Exoected_Pa_sMQ.D.1ural

[imtIySziinal

[inttqaddna]

[tashklldna] <u

[taz1mi3nal ja.wj

The use of an Arabic plural indicates that the speaker knows Arabic, a mark of education

parallel to an English speaker's use of a Latin plural like foci, as opposed to the regular

English plural focuses.
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Boi^K*owiK\0S I'Vom LAk*c1w anA ^K\0lisU

The Pashto spoken In Pakistan contains more borrowings from Urdu and English

than does Afghan Pashto. The English borrowings are through Urdu, which has hundreds

of English borrowings as a result of the British presence there in the 1 9th and early 20th

centuries.

A characteristic of English borrowings In both Urdu and Pashto is that English [t]

and [d] have been restructured as retroflex (t] and [di. As was mentioned before, this has

to do with the phonetic characteristics of English [t] and [dl, which are phonetically

halfway between the retroflex [Jl and [d] of Urdu and Pashto and their non-retrof lex [tl

and (dl, and are perceived as the retroflex rather than the non-retroflex [tl and Id). Below

are examples of borrowings from the«e two languages:

Pashto; ’truck’ [lardy]

English; Jorry

Pashto: 'hospital' [aspatSl]

English: hospital

Pashto: ‘machine’ [mashtn] U
English: machine

Pashto, 'jeep' [jlp]

English; jeep

Pashto: vest [wSskdt]

English: waistcoat

Pashto: 'cassette' [kastti

English: cassette

Pashto 'glove compartment' [tulbSksl^jjSj

English: tool boy

Pashto; driver’s apprentice’ [killpdrl

English: cleaner(\.B. one whose Job Is to wash the car)
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Pashto: videotape' [w0(Jey6]

English: video

Pashto: kind of candy (mitSyt) ^
Urdu: kind of candy [mitayi]

Pashto; kind of sauce [chaknil

Urdu: 'chutney' [chatnt]

Pashto: 'coriander' [danyS]

Urdu: 'coriander' [danyS] ^

Pashto; fence' [kalar^l a

U rdu: 'gallery' IkatihrS) o

F. I^ecei^t !3o^‘t^owin0S j'rom ^i^0lisK l^nssicxrx

The Russian occupation of Afghanistan, the resistance to It, and the formation of

refugee camps In Pakistan with their International supervision, all have supplied words

borrowed from Russian and English into Pashto, but the occupation was too recent to

predict whether the words will remain in the language. Some examples are:

Pashto: 'rifle' [kalishinkdvl i»a

Russian; Kallshnikov (type of rifle)

Pashto: 'machine gun' [dashakS] 1

Russian; Oas/iaiird (machine gun)

Pashto: [rash^nl j

English: ration

Pashto: launcher' [rakit lanchir]

English: rocket launcher

Pashto: missile' [sting^rl

English: Stinger (ground-to-air missile)
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(3[. WoK‘<Js IPcxsWio

Another source of words in Pashto is the international community, which provides

words for modern phenomena that are so widespread u is often impossible to tell which

language they originated from A few examples, with their English translations, are.

radio' {radydl j
’

television' [talwezydnl

’socialism’ [sosyailzm] ^
professor’ [profaysdr]

police* [polfsl

pizza' [pitsS] "-
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7^. T^ash+o's jAk^abic-based W»*i+TkA0 System

Tbe yXfabic dlpkabet. Pashto Is written with a variation of the Persian

alphabet, which is In turn a variation of the Arabic alphabet. Pashto shares the

characteristics of all Arabic-based alphabets:

- It is written from right to left, although numbers are written from left to right

as they are in roman-alphabet systems, e.g., 5000 Is written o» ** rather than * * *o.

- There is no upper/lower case distinction among letters.

- Vowels other than [a), (ul , [il (and lo] in Pashto) are not represented in writing,

and even those sounds are not consistently represented. (The system of diacritical

marks, which is used to represent Arabic vowels in the Koran and for other purposes, is

not used in Pashto.)

- The shape of an individual letter varies slightly depending on whether it is in

the beginning, middle or final position in the word, and whether the letter preceding It is

one that connec*s with following letters to the left. For example, the letter

representing the sound Lb] ( is one of the letters that connects with following

letters. It has the following shapes:

^ when it occurs independently, as in the preceding paragraph, or at the end

nf a word following a letter that does not connect to the left;

f
hen it occurs at the beginning of a word, or after a letter that does not

connect to the left;

^ when it occurs after a letter.that connects to the left, and before another

letter; and

when It occurs at the end of a vi^ord, after a letter that connects to the left.

In contrast, the letter representing the sound lii)-- j--is one of the letters that does not

connect to the left. Its forms are:

j when it occurs Independently, or following a letter that does not connect to

the left; and

when it follows a letter that connects to the left.
I
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L-ettefs peculiar to PasUto, The difference between the Pashto and Arabic

alphabets mainly involves the the modification of existing Arabic letters to represent

sounds which exist in Pashto but not Arabic. The Pashto alphabet Includes letters from

the Persian alphabet (representing sounds In that exist in Persian but not Arabic, for

example {p! w and [ch] g) and additional letters representing sounds that exist in Pashto

but not Persian or Arabic, These extra letters are;

m ^
[tsl ^
[dzl ^
(d) »

(rl ^

tzh]

[g] j

[x]

[P] V
[eyi ^ and ^

3. •f-'landwK'iffei^y arvcl CSowpu+ei^ized T^asl^+o

Pashtuns share with other users of Arabic alphabets an awareness of the beauty

of the alphabet, and beautiful handwriting (for formal occasions) is a cherished

accomplishment. Informal handwriting, on the other hand. Is usually very difficult for

the foreigner to decipher

The Pashto in books and magazines that have been offset-printed is frequently

handwritten; in such cases, the handwrlter takes particular cars that his handwriting is

not only readable, but elegant. Handwritten, offset-printed Pashto is more frequently

published in Pakistan than Afghanistan, reflecting both the greater availability of offset

printing in Pakistan and the fact that Pashto's status as a national language in

Afghanistan guarantees that printing houses will have the capability to typeset Pashto.

In modern times, Arabic alphabets have been computerized, and several software

programs are available in the United Stales for word-processing in Arabic and Persian.

Most of these programs do not have fonts which contain the additional characters needed

to represent Pashto, but at least one private company sells a set of Pashto fonts. The

computer systems in the U.S. government agencies that deal with Afghanistan and

Pakistan are also capable of producing Pashto; the Voice of America's Pashto service,

for example, produces documents In Pashto with Its Xerox computer system.

Books entirely In Pashto are constructed exactly opposita from books in roman

alphabets. The are read with their bound edges to the right rather than to the left; pages

are turned from left to right, and are numbered accordingly; and the cover, title pages,

and other introductory material are in what would be the back of a roman alphabet book.
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although occasionally the table of contents is at the end of the book rather than after the

tllle page.

T^ask+o Wt^if+en LiternttAJ^e

The earliest known example of written Pashto is a multilingual book of religious

verses. The text, in Pashto and Arabic, dates from the end of the 16th Century, and was

written by Bayazid Rushan Ansari, presumably a Pashtun. who founded a sect of Islam

and who wrote the book in order to make religious writing available to people in their

own language. The Pashto in that text is a stilted, unnatural sort of rhymed proee that

reflects a style of Arabic found in the Koran.

The earliest Pashto literature was written by the Khattak clan (the foremost

writer of which was the pre-eminent 16th-century Pashtun poet Khoshal Khan Khattak),

whr.^e adaptations of the Persian alphabet laid the foundations for the modern Pashto

spelling system. The Khattaks spoke the Kandahar dialect of Pashto, and the spelling

system still reflects the Kandahar dialect more than it does the central or eastern

dialects.

ID. Xke i_e++ers in +k^ T^askto T^lpkabaf

The letters of the Pashto alphabet are listed in order in the following chart.

After each letter is its name in transcription, the forms It takes (those letters with only

two forms are the ones that do not connect to the left; the letters with three forms are

those that do connect to the left), the sound or sounds it represents, and numbers

referring to comments Immediately following the chart.

IfiUSI Letter Name, LaUfiLEpjinna TranscrlpTlon

1 idler] L M [a]

w (be) CiA ^ J [b]

T
[pel

T T t
Ipl

O [te] (tl

[tel Sr* «*• »> 1^1

(sel (sP

[]1m! £ ^ ^ til
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Letter Letter Name Letter Forms Irariscrmtion

& [cha] ^ ^ ^ [ch]

C [fiel, [he] 1% [hP

t [khel t ^ ^ [kh]

&

c Itsel
fc t fc

t ^ ^ [ts]

d (dze] ^ dL ^ [dz]

Idll] J. ^ Id!

[dall id]

[zill [zP

j (re) J- J [rl

Ire] V ^ [rl

j [zel > j [zl

*

j Izhel
k k

J- J Izh] , [z\. [j]^

[ge], [zhe] J. J [zh] , [gP

u" [sfn] VHWSi [s]

[shin] 1
awwm [sh]

[xin] [xj

[skhwit] -»A. [sP

<> (skhwatj .lAW IzP

1, Itkhwe] i. [tp

J> (zghwej Jl ii J» [z|3

L [?ftyni, [ayn] ^ Jk £ not pronounced^

1 [ghayn]
J fc

^ Jk £ (ghj

[fe] 4^ i. i If]

J Iqaf] ^ X 3 [q]

J [kaf] j1 [k]

£ [gSfl £ 1 ^ ig!

J [ISml J JL ill

r
[mim]

r
"

"

[ml
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LfiUec Letter Name Letter Forms Transcrip^iop

O [nun] i j [n]

V [nun] (oi

J [waw] > J [w], [u], [n]

A [he] A.
,
* [h], [a] at ends of words

<5 [ye],

[mardfa ye]’

[yh [i]

[majhOla yeP
4^ r f

[el

\S [de tarns

saqil j ye] ^

\$ [ey] at ends of words

[de tazklr

saqilS ye] ^

‘ V
L? o [ey] at ends of words

Comments;

' This symbol frequently occurs with additional verities in borrowed words;

I s [a] in words borrowed from Persian: iJjiSdtl jl freedom', and many

city names, e g., [Islamabad] oLI

f = [ani in words borrowed from Arabic: lamdman] L 'usually' or

'exactly' [aynanl

’ Another letter of this same basic shape that occasionally occurs in educated Pashto

writing is <1j. called a hamzd . it occurs only in words borrowed directly from Arabic,

and Is pronounced as a glottal stop (the sound In the middle of English oh-ohi ), If It is

pronounced at all.

3 These symbols represent sounds that exist in Arabic but not in Pashto. They are used

in the spelling of words borrowed from Arabic, but are pronounced in informal speech

with the closest Pashto equivalent of the Arabic sound. As you can »ee in the char^, the

result of this maintenance of Arabic spelling is that there are three letters representing

the [3] sound, and four letters representing the tz] sound. Educated Pashtuns will in

formal or careful speech pronounce the letters (especially mostly ^and^) as they are in

Arabic, much the way that English speakers will pronounce French words In English with
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their French pronunciation. The "educated" pronunciation of those letters, if there is

one, is given first, and the normal Pashto pronunciation second.

^ These three letters are pronounced differently in the major dialects of Pashto, as was

mentioned in Chapter 2:

LfilUC Pronunciation

Western E^astern

Izh] [z] Ijl

retroflex [zh''] tgi (gi

retroflex [shH [X] (khl

5 J followed by I is normally represented as (a combination of two letters, which is

called a ligature). J foil owed by Is also represented by a ligature 1. Arabic '

and Persian have other ligatures which Pashto does not use. This is sometimes

problematic in computerized fonts for Pashto, which are typically developed by

non-Pashto speakers from basic Arabic or Persian fonts. Developers assume that

Pashto employs all the ligatures that Arabic and Persian do, and the resulting

Pashto word processing programs do not allow for the "undoing" of the unused

ligatures.

® Sometimes the letter has the dots in final form, eg., and

^The different variations of the letter arise from a felt necessity to represent the

Pashto vowel (e] when it occurs at the ends of words (it is one of the frequently

occurring gramnnatlcal endingsln feminine nouns and in verbs), and to represent

the grammatical ending [eyl in nouns, adjectives and verbs. The names of the

letters translate as follows;

[marflfa ye] 'known y' (probably because ^ is the normal symbol)

Imajhdla ye) 'unknown y' (probably because is a symbol occurring only

in Pashto)

[de tSnls saqll6 ye] 'heavy feminine y

(de tazktr saqild ye] 'heavy masculine y'
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T^uKvctuatioia

TO th0 westerner, the most obvious Indication of the lack of standardization of

Pashto discussed in the previous chapter Is the wide variation in punctuation among

writers of Pashto. First, the convention of leaving spaces between words is not

consistently observed, especially in hand-written documents. Readers use other clues

to distinguish one word from another, such as their knowledge of letter shapes,

grammatical endings, and Pashto vocabulary. For native speakers of the language, this

presents little problem, justasthissentencecanbedecipheredrelativelyeasilyby English

speakers.

Periods, commas, question and quotation marks appear in Pashto, but are used

differently from writer to writer. (Commas and question marks are the mirror images of

those used in roman alphabets: and «.) In general, Pashtuns who know a western

language well tend to adopt punctuation conventions from the western language. Often,

however, punctuation marks are used differently from conventional western practice:

commas, for example, are often used to indicate the ends of sentences, and quotation

marks are used for a variety of purposes, from indicating emphasis to setting off

parenthetical remarks.

T“. l^ela+loKiskip (oetweeia 5pol<erv and T^asKto

From a linguistic point of view, a writing system is considered optimal if there is

one and only one symbol representing each distinctive sound in the language. Pashto is

both over-representational'-there is more than one symbol representing the sound [s],

for example— and under-representational—there are some vowels for which there are no

symbols in the writing system, and stress is not marked at all.

In the charts on the following pages, the vowel and consonant sounds are listed

with the letters used to represent them.
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PasHJLfl_Vowels and Letter RaDresentations

Vowel Pashto

transQriptjon letter

[a] Initially 1

[a] finally A

[al medially no symbol

[a) in all positions 1

[e] Initially
ss'

[s] medially, finally

III Initially

[il medially, finally

[il Initially 1

[il medially, finally no symbol

(o| initially

(ol finally J

[a] medially j, no symt

[u] medially, finally J

{ul in all positions no symbol

[a] finally A

[e] elsewhere no symbol

[eyt finally (nouns, adjs)

(eyl finally (verbs)
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Pashto Consonants and Letter Representations

Consonant Pashto Consonant Pashto
transcription letter liapsgription letter

(b) [nl O
[chi tnl 0
[d] [pl

T

[<?] [ql J
(dzl c [r] J

[fl [rl

igi [s]

Ighl t [sh] J'

(hi 0 It] J

[fil c It]

til. E ttsl
U
C

[k] J (Wl J

[khl t (x)

[1] J [y!
(J

[ml
r [zl

['?!

J,

f
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Nouns in Pashto have gender (masculine and feminine), number (singular and

plural), and case (called here direct and oblique). Within each gender, there are classes,

membership in which is based on the form of the plural endings; in this analysis, there

are four classes of masculine nouns, three of feminine nouns. In addition, there are

irregular masculine and feminine nouns, the endings of which are idiosyncratic.

In the sections below, we will first describe the forms of different classes of

nouns. Then we will describe and give examples of the uses of the different forms in the

classes, including descriptions of the direct and oblique cases, the singular, plural,

vocative and other forms.

The grammatical study of Pashto has not progressed to the point where there is

widespread agreement on such basic topics as the number of noun classes. In the case of

more heavily studied languages, scholars have long ago arrived at agreement; all

analyses agree, for example, on the number and characteristics of the noun classes in

Latin. In Pashto, however, writers differ in their analyses, and use different criteria for

choosing the number and characteristics of classes. In the absence of extensive

dictionaries and word counts, the distinction between a noun class or sub-class with

very few members and a set of irregular nouns that happen to behave the same way Is a

very arbitrary one.

3. A^asculirve c\v\d V'e.m\n'\y\e. >N)ouki Classes

The most basic division of nouns is into two major classes, called masculine and

feminine, in line with traditional analyses of such classes In the Indo-European

languages. Each noun has one or the other gender, and the gender of the noun determines

agreement within the noun phrase, and within the sentence or clause. In particular, the

gender of a noun determines which endings will occur on any of Its modifiers;

adjectives, for example, will occur with masculine or feminine endings depending on the

gender of the noun they modify. And the gender of the noun in the subject position In a

sentence (or In past tense transitive sentences, the object) determines whether the

verb win have masculine or feminine endings.
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The masculine and feminine classes are divided Into sub-classes, called ni, ri2,

Fi, F2, and so on. In this analysis, msmbership In a sub-class depends on the plural and

oblique case endings that occur on the noun; all M2 nouns, for example, form their direct

plurals by adding the suffix (-fina] to the direct singular form, and their oblique

plurals by adding the suffix [-lino] jiy- to the direct singular form. In the sections

below, we list the masculine and feminine sub-classes, with their general

characteristics, examples, and discussions of exceptional members of the class. The

following abbreviations are used:

Genders; Numbers; Cases;

M = masculine s = singular 0 = direct

F = feminine P = plural 0 = oblique

and examples of nouns with all their forms are given in boxes.

Words denoting all male animals and people are masculine, for example

landowner' [khan] ^^U.,
'
go-between' [rayprlrl jLj j ,

and 'male camel’ [wux] . in

addition, however, most masculine nouns refer to objects, qualities, and ideas that have

no natural gender. Some examples; ’surprise' [fiayr^tj ’blink’ (rap) wj, and ‘thorn’

Ikharj jU,.

nouns. Nouns in the M I class form their plurals by adding the suffix

[-3n] ^l- to the direct singular form. M 1 nouns ordinarily denote people or animals, and

ordinarily end in consonants. The oblique singular form of an Ml noun is usually the

same as the direct form, and the oblique plural is formed by adding the suffix l-o] j.- to

the direct plural form.

’student' DS ; [shagSrd] ^ DP : [shigerdSn]

Ml OS; [shagSrd] OP : [shagardSnol

Other examples of M 1 nouns are:

'sir [sayib]

’poet’ Ishafcr)

’day laborer’ la jlr]

'Uzbek!' (uzb^k} jl

’contractor' [ijaradar] jl.a

'historian' [tarikh pdh] 6^
'fundamentalist' [ikhwandy] ^1

'professor, barber' [ustad]
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There are many nouns that form their plurals and obliques along the standard Ml

pattern, but do not follow the pattern strictly.

The following are examples of inanimate rather than animate M 1 nouns:

'thing' (shay) 'fingernail' [nukl Jjj

mulberry tree' (tut] Jii 'flower' Igwelj

'cloth' [tuk^rj

There is also a group of animate nouns, not ending in consonants but ending in

[-al I- instead, whose plurals are formed with the Ml suffix l-Sn] ^l-. Many of these

words denote people in occupations or professions. A [y] is added between the [a] I- of

the stem and the [Si I- of the suffix. An example:

'pasha' DS

:

IpachS! La.L DP: (pachaySn) ^LL^L

Ml OS : IpSchS) UL.
t T

OP: lpachay3no] _^LLaL

Other examples:

'friend, lover' [ashnS] bJt I 'mullah' [mulS]

'prophet' [peshwS] I 'clerk' [mirzil I

guide' [rahnamSj j

Another large group of atypical Ml nouns end in [-ij -. These nouns denote

mostly animates, like the group described just above. In the plural and oblique forms,

the final l-i] ^ - changes to [yj.

'foreigner' DS . [kharejl] DP [kharejySnj

Ml OS: [khirejll jU. OP. tkharejySnol

Other examples:

hash smoker' [bangtl

assassin’ [khunl] ^
'drummer' [dolchij

'cupbearer [saqi!

'soldier' [spSyll ^

'rebel' (y3ghtj

'parrot' (totil jJa

'judge' [qazll L3

'kabob seller' [kababt]

'antagonist' [mod^yi] ^ Xt
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Vet another group of atypical Ml nouns is a group of mostly animate nouns that

end in stressed [-el The [-el drops when the plural [-Snl ^^1- is added.

'Wolf DS ; [lewd] DP : [lewSnl

Ml OS : [lewd] 6 OP: llewSno]

More examples:

'bird' Imergh^l ’hair [wextil ‘croW IkarghS] jL^

Another group of M 1 nouns ending in a vowel is a group ending in stressed I-u] j.-.

The lu] changes to [w) when the [-an] ^l- endings are added:

'pumpkin' DS

:

[kaddljj.^ DP: [kadwSnl

Ml OS : [kadiil OP: [kadwSnol

Other examples:

‘clay grain bin' [kandO] 'piece of manure' [ladCil

A final group of non-typical Mi nouns is a group that adds the suffixes as usual,

but adds or changes vowels in the root, for example;

'stepfather' D5. [pland^rl j j.lL DP. (plandarSn)

Ml 05. (plandirl j jjJL OP. [pi anderSno) jJIjJ-lL

Other examples:

animal' [dzanSw^rl jjLii 'shrlnekeeper' [minjawSrl

M2 l^ou^^s. M2 nouns are those masculine nouns that form their plurals by

adding the suffix (-Onal <i
y~ to the direct singular form. M2 nouns ordinarily denote

inanimate objects, or Ideas or characteristics. The oblique singular form of an M2 noun

Is usually the same as the direct form. The oblique plural Is formed by adding the suffix

[-dnol yy - to the direct singular. For example:
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'house' DS : [korl DP \ [korunal

M2 OS : [kor] 0P \ [kordnol

Examples of other fl2 nouns are:

hospital' [roghtiinl jjjisjj 'classroom' [sinfl wiJUa

'dance' [at^nl ^ t 'guess' [a^k^ll I

pomegranate' [anSr] jLlI dream' [khob] ^

^

There are many nouns that form their plu als and obliques along the standard M2

pattern, but do not follow the pattern sti 'rtly.

Some (12 nouns have an alternative oblique plural form which is formed by adding

the suffix (o! j.-, rather than the suffix [-(jno] to the direct stem, for example

house', which has both [korbl and [korCinol as possible oblique plural forms.

Some animate nouns are (12 in form, for example:

'horse' [asl ^1 'father' (pl3rl

There is a group of (12 nouns that add the plural and oblique plural endings as

usual, but add a [-d] to the oblique singular form.

'kitchen garden’ OS. [p3l6z] DP. [pSlezdna]

M2 OS. [palezd] •>JL OP. palezuno]

There Is a larger group that adds a [-SI «- to the oblique singular form, but changes

the vowels in the stem as well.

slacks, pants' DS. (patlunl DP. [patlandna] ojiiij

M2 OS. Ipatlan^l 0
t

OP. Ipatlaniinol y

Other examples:

'thigh' Iwrunl liver’ llacmCinl

(Afghan) pants’ [parttjgl 'knee' Izangun] j

oven' (tandrl
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Another set of ri2 nouns changes [a] to [e] in the plural and oblique forms;

Office' DS. Idaft^rj DP. [dafterOna]

M2 OS. {daft^rj j OP. [dafteninol ojjJLs^

Other examples:

ocean' {samandSrI j xl*— 'shroud' tkafin)

'Street' [sar^k] ^ 'country' [wat^n] j

Another group of M2 nouns end in stressed t-a]. These appear to be words of great

antiquity in the language, and include both animate and inanimate nouns. The final [-a]

drops in the plural forms:

'husband' D5. [mer^j DP. [merCina]

M2 OS. Imer^j OP. tmeruno]

Some other nouns in this group;

‘sheep' [pasil heart' (zra] a

'grandfather' [nik#l 'uncle' (tral 6^

'wedding' iwad^l j (the [a] changes to [al in the oblique forms)

Vet another group of M2 nouns delete the final vowel lal of their stems when the

l-unal Cj- and [-dno] _pj- endings are added;

'mountain' DS. [gharj DP. [ghninal<jj^

M2 OS. [gharj OP. [ghrOnol

Other nouns in this group include:

'door' [war] jj 'unit of weight* [man]

'rug' (^agh^r) 'unit of length' Igaz]

AA3 The direct singular form of an M3 noun ends in lay] The direct

plural and oblique singular forms of an M3 noun are the same, and are formed by replacing

the (ay) with [i] . (The Pashto spelling does not change, however.) The oblique plural of
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an ri3 noun Is formed by replacing the (ay) of the direct singular with [olj.-. M3 nouns

denote both animate beings and Inanimate objects, ideas or characteristics.

Some M3 nouns are stressed on the next-to-final syllable:

friend' DS: [melg^rayl DP: Imalg^nl

M3 OS: [melgdn] OP: Imelgdrol

Other f13 nouns with stress on the next-to-last syllable are:

’summer ' Iw6ray1 'scabbard' (t^kayl

'elder' [spingiray] 'monument' [tsilayi

The stress in many M3 nouns is on the final vowel:

'turban' DS: Ipatk^y! DP: [patkf!

M3 OS: (patktl OP: [patk61

Other examples of M3 nouns with stress on the final syllable are:

man' [sar6y]^^

’spring’ [pesarlSyl Jj—
calf lkhus6y] ^
’Abdalai' [abdal^yl ;jfl AjI

Afridai' [aprid^y] ^ ^1

planting bed' [pat^yl

cooking' [pakhtSy]

Ahmadzai’ [ahmadz6y] ^,<^1

'Achakzai' [atsakz^y)

As can be seen in the examples above, many of the Pashlun tribe names are M3 nouns

with last-syllable stress.

A particular characteristic of the M3 last-syllable stressed nouns is that they

have alternate l-ani ^L-, [-ano] jiL- and [-eyol plurals. For example:

'man' DS

:

[sar^yl DP : [sari] /

M3 [sac-ySnl

OS • [sari] OP : [sarol /

[sarySno]y,L^/
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'Ghaizar DS: [ghaidzSyl DP: [ghaldzlj /

[gheldzySn]

OS: [ghaldzU OP. [ghaldz61 /

[gheldzySno]

[ghaldzayd]

noi\ns. The direct singular form of an ri4 noun ordinarily ends in IS] t- or

[^1 4-j 114 nouns generally refer to animates. The direct and oblique singular forms of an

f14 noun are the same. The direct plural is formed by adding the suffix I-gSnJ to the

direct singular form, and the oblique plural is formed by adding the suffix [-o] y to the

direct plural form.

'uncle' DS: [mamSl LL DP: ImamagSn] ^jL^LL

M4 OS: [mamS] LL* OP: [mamagSno] ^I^LL

Examples of other 114 nouns are:

‘musician' (sazendSj

'representative' [namSyindSl o jjlj Lw

grandfather (title)' [badS] tb

There is a large group of 114 nouns ending In [-ul

^

'scarf OS. [said! jJL. DP. tsSlugSnj^^L^jJL*

M4 OS (sSlul jJL* OP. [salugSno]

Other examples of 114 nouns ending in (-u) j. - are:

'toy'[latuj 'sailor' [mand]

knife* [chSqdj 'churn' [mandSni)]

"weaving tool' [maki5| ‘sugar beet' (lablabdj

snake charmer' Ipardjj^L

'child' [band^] a jjj

Ha'.ara' lazarSI Ajljjk
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D. T~emiKvine AJduk\s

Words referring to all female animals and people are feminine, for example 'girl'

[p6ghlai 'female nurse' [parastSra] and 'woman whose son has died'

[bura] ijj, . Feminine nouns also denote objects, qualities and ideas that have no natural

gender, for example 'shoe' [pan5] 'tear' [w6xkal and 'thirst' [t$ndal

F1 rtowrts. FI nouns form their direct plural and oblique singular forms by

replacing the final vowel of the direct singular form with the suffix (-el

The direct singular form can end in unstressed l-a]/[-3l «- or [-e] The oblique plural

is formed by replacing the final vowel of the direct singular form with the suffix [- 0
]
j-

'woman' OS: [xddzal DP ; [x^dzej

FI OS

:

[xddze] OP

:

[xddzo]

'friend' DS

:

(malg^rel DP : [malgirel

FI OS : (melg^rel OP

:

[malg^rol

Other examples of F! nouns;

'nurse' [parastSra] 'council' (jergfil-i^jA

dormitory' [layliy^i <.J.J 'student (f)' [shagirda] a

rent' lijarSl ojLa.1 'flag' [jand^l

A subclass of F 1 nouns appear to have dropped the final [-a] «- in the direct

singular form, and as such ere the only feminine nouns that end with a consonant other

than the irregular kinship terms described in the next section. For example:

'day' OS: [wr^dz] DP: [wr^dzel

FI OS; [wrSdzel OP: (wr^dzol

Other examples;

'skirt' (lam^nl 'month' [mySstl

'bosom' [gheg] 'elbow' [tsang^li
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F 1 nouns appear to be related to Ml nouns, given several pairs like

(m) nurse" [parastar] ‘(f) nurse" (parastSra) 6jU—

(m) student’ [shag^rd] i ’(f)student" [shagirda!

F2 nouns. The direct and oblique singular forms of ordinary F2 nouns end In

[-ly] Note that the letter ^ is used only to represent the l-^yl ending. F2 nouns

have alternative direct plural forms: the stem plus the suffix [-ganel the (-ayi of

the stem changed to ly] and the suffix [-anel ^L- added, or a form Identical to the

singular. The oblique plural form has similar alternative forms that end In [-ol

’family’ DS: IkoranSyl

F2 OS: [koran^y!

DP: IkoranSyl

[koranaygSnej^L^^jj^ /

[koranySnej

OP: [koraneyoi j^jj^ /

[koranaygSno ]

i

[koranySno]

examples of F2 nouns:

skullcap’ Ikhwal3yl "chair" [tsawk^yj ^

^

'sandal’ [tsaplSyl "cradle' [dzoliyl

There are a number of abstract F2 nouns, the direct singulars of which end in

- rather than, [-ay]

friendship’ DS: (dosttj DP: Idost^y] j-i

F2 OS: [dOStSyl OP: [dOStSyo]

Other F2 nouns ending in (-1! are:

trickiness’ [ch313kl|

"hurry [chatakll

'bad deed’ [badt]

"heat" Igarmf]

"act of ruling, governing' [w3kdar1I j

’good deed’ [nekt]

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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F2 nouns appear to be related to M3 nouns: there are many pairs for which the

masculine is an M3 noun and the feminine is an F2. For example:

‘(m) dog' [spay] (f) dog' [spayl

(m) lamb' [wur^y] ^jj\ '(f) lamb’ [wur^yl

F3 ‘^ow'is. The direct singular form of F3 nouns usually ends in stressed {-^1 <-

or [-3] 1-, but there are also F3 nouns that end in (-61 (spelled a number of ways) and

(- il ^ . F3 nouns form their direct plurals by adding the suffix (-we) or the suffix

l-gSne] to the direct singular form. The oblique singular form is the same as the

direct singular. The oblique plural is formed by adding the suffix 1-wo] or the

suffix (-gSnoj to the direct form.

salary' DS: [tankh3] Uw DP: Itankhlwe]

F3 [tankhagSne]

OS: [tankhSl OP: [tankhSwo! jjLsUj

[tankhSgSno]

Examples of other F3 nouns;

'Pa&htun homeland' (paxtunkhw3] I j.7 «; j

May-June (jawzS)

mistake’ (khatS)

beginning' (shurdl

'requesl'Iarzdl jj_jl

enmity* (duxmani] ^

'cruelty' [jafS] Lij^

dignity’ (fiaydl

’praise’ [san3] LJ;

'topic' [mawz6] j-

’prediction’ [peshbinl]

ZJ*^y^eQi\\ay^ 7SJouk\s

Like the other Indo-European languages, Pashto has a number of Irregular nouns

Irregular nouns In Pashto are clearly masculine or feminine, in that any given noun will

consistently occur with adjectives and verb endings of one gender or the other. Beyond

that, however, their oblique and plural forms are varied enough that these nouns cannot

readily be grouped into any of the more regular noun classes that are described above.
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A»*abic bo»*»*owin9s. One Of the largest groups of irregular nouns are

borrowings from Arabic. In many cases (and depending on the erudition of the speaker)

the Arabic plural of a noun has been borrowea into Pashto along with Us singular.

Frequently, a regular Pashto plural will exist side by side with the Arabic plural,

especially if the noun has come into wide usage in Pashto. A frequently encountered

irregular noun borrowed from Arabic Is;

principle' DS: [dsal] J-o 1 DP: tusCillJ^I

M irreg. OS.- [4sel] 1 OP: [usdiol jJ

1

Many of the borrowings from Arabic occur with the Arabic plural (- Stl ^L-, which is the

regular Arabic feminine plural. All such words borrowed into Pashto, however, are

masculine, probably because they end in consonants. For example;

'anlmar DS: [haywSn]
^^^1

DP: [haywanSti

M irreg. 05: [haywSn) ^^1 OP: (haywanStol

A good many of the words ending in [- Stl v=*L- are Arabic borrowings that exist only in

plural form only as mass nouns; these are discussed in Section G below.

KinsKip A very obvious group of irregular nouns are the kinship terms,

which are all native words of great antiquity, tiany are members of classes or

subclasses and have been listed above; we are listing them here separately, with their

plural and oblique forms.

‘brother’ DS. (wrorl jjjj ^DP: (wrCina! 0jjj

OS.- twrorl jjjj OP: (wrdnol yjjj

'uncle' DS.- [akSI L^l DP: [akagSnl

OS.- (akSl l^l OP: (akiganol

'paternal uncle' DS; (tre! «j: DP: Itruna] 0jjZ

OS: Itrel OP: (trtina)
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‘mother’ DS: [morl jj^ DP: (m^yndel JJU-.

OS: [morl OP: [m^yndo] jAJm

‘sister DS: [khor] jji. DP: [khw^yndel

OS: [khorl OP: [khw^yndol j
v

? j

sisters son' (ri3) DS: [khwray^y] DP: [khwraySnl

OS. [khwrayt] OP: [khwraydl

[khwraySno]

‘son’ DS: [zoyl DP: [zam^nl ^>-1 j

OS: (zoyl OP: Izam$no]

‘brother DS: [wror] jjjj DP: [wruna] ojjj

OS- Iwror] jjjj OP: Iwrtino] jjj

‘aunf DS: [trorl jjji DP: [trSyndel

OS: [tror] OP: [trayndo]

‘daughter DS: [lur] jjJ DP: [ICinel ^jJ

OS: [lurl jjJ OP: [Idijoljiji

husband's brother' DS: (lew^rl jjfJ DP: [1ewri3nai <i

05: [lewr^] OP: [lewrdno)

‘daughter-in-law DS: [ngorl DP: Ing^yndel

OS: Ingorl OP: [ngdyndo]

'brother's son' DS: [wrar^l ajIjj DP: (wrerCinal o

OS: [wrar$l Ajijj OP: (wrerfi! /

[wrertinol jjijj
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Other* old i(*r*e0ulor* \vor*ds. Besides the kinship terms, there are other

irregular nouns that seem to have been in the language for a long time. Some samples

(grouped by similarity of plural and oblique formation):

'Pashtun' D5: [paxtun] •, y.’LJU-t DP: [paxtan^j
• T

M irreg. OS: [paxtan^l 4jlx.,u-« OP: (paxtanb] ^ • t

example:

'

ant, anthill' [megatCin]

'ruler* DS: [wakm^n] DP: [wakm^nl j

M irreg. 05: [wakmSn] OP: [wSkm^no] j

Other examples;

'enemy' [duxm^n] j 'sensitive one' [dardm^nl^

F, 'Re0 u\cxy\zciV\on

Irregular nouns vary widely from dialect to dialect, from speaker to speaker, and

even within the same speaker at different times, For the most part, this variation arises

when irregular nouns become regularized, or lose their Irregularity and conform to one or

the other of the regular classes.

Observations of the ways in which forms 'regularize', and of the assignment of

class and gender to newly borrowed words from other languages, show that

regularization appears to be moving towards the following norms:

a; Nouns ending in consonants are masculine. Animate masculine nouns are M i

;

inanimate nouns are M2,

b: Nouns ending in an unstressed vowel are FI.

c; Nouns ending in stressed vowels are either M4 or F3.

An example of regularization can be seen in the word 'horse' [as] , which is H2

in the central dialect, and as such violates the 'rule' that animate nouns are MI; in the

Kandahar dialect, however, the word occurs with both M2 and Ml endings. Other

examples are Ml nouns denoting inanimates, like 'fingernail' [nukl and

thing' [shay] which frequently occur with M2 endings.
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and class asst0nwant of boft^owed noMns. Nouns borrowGd Into

Paehto from othar languages are assigned a gander and a class: for oMample, a borrowing

from English, which does not have gender and case among nouns. Is converted into a

masculine or feminine noun of or the other of the classes. It appears that the

classification, which is remarkably consistent from speaker to speaker, is based almost

entirely on the phonological shape of the noun and usually conforms to the norms listed

above. Even words like ’animal’ [haywSn! ^1 borrowed from Arabic, which has its own

gender system, ignore the Arabic gender classes and are reclassified in Pashto according

to their shape.) Animate nouns ending in consonants are usually assigned to the M

1

class, for example 'off leer’ [afs^r)_^l, and 'doctor' (dakt^rl Inanimate nouns

ending in consonants are usually assigned to the M2 class, tor example 'address’ [adr^s],

, bicycle' [bSysikll] Ji—-t, and ’branch <of a business, bank, etc.)' [branch]

Nouns ending in unstressed vowels are usually assigned to the F i class, for example

'Britain' [brUSnye] although 'America' has emerged in Pashto as the F3 [amriki]

15L;_^1 , another English borrowing ending in (ij has become an F2 noun: 'agency' [eyjans^yl

and a borrowing from French ending in a stressed [oj has emerged as an F3;

'painting' [tabid]

sin0ulars c\nd

The uses of singular and plural forms in Pashto are similar to the uses of

singulars and plurals in English. Nouns denoting one object are singular; those denoting

more than one are plural. There are differences from word to word; for example, the

English word 'pants' is plural, whsreas the word for Afghan pants— [partCig] £^ is

singular.

Mass nouns. There are a number of Pashto nouns that function in ways similar

to English mass nouns like chalk, chpese, wheat, and so on: in English, these mass nouns

regularly occur only in the singular. In Pashto, however, such words occur either only in

singular or only in plural. Thsse nouns tend to denote such things as grain, food, liquid,

or othe'" elements that are not practically countable.

Some examples of always-singular mass nouns are names for Afghan food:

'(cooked) rice' [chaldw] 'kebob' [kabSb]

'pllaf]' [paldwj jJL soup' [xurwd]
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and some examples of atways-plural mass nouns are;

'flour' (wra] 'water' [wob^I «uj(

'wine' IsharSbl wlj-i- 'lentils' [dal) Jl^

food' [khwarS] a^l

Note that the always-plural designation of these mass nouns Is not based on their

direct form, which appears to be missing a plural ending, but on the fact that their

oblique forms are always with the oblique plural {-o] y ending, and they always occur

with plural adjectives and verbs. The following sentences illustrate this:

[wobe khwdge dM

water sweetFP is5F

[za khwage wobd tskem ]

I sweetFP water drink

Many Arabic borrowings ending in the

mass nouns, for example;

'equipment ‘ [ikmSiSt]

'universe' [kSyndt]

'conveniences’ [tas~h1lSt|

The water is sweet.'

*uji oj

Tm drinking the sweet water.’

Arabic [-atl plural are always-plural

'relationshlp(s)
'
ImunSsibSt]

'publications' [nasharSt] ol

plurals. A peculiar Characteristic of masculine nouns ending in

consonants Is that when they occur in phrases modified by numbers, they end in [-a] »

instead of the expected [-dna] ^

y

or [i-I

three houses’ [dre k6ra]

five offices' [pindzd daftdrai

'two streets' (dwa sarSka] 4^j—r

"HI. LAses of- fke Oases
Pashto nouns function in sentences as they do in other languages; as subjects,

objects, objects of prepositions, and as vocatives.
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LAses of +ke dif*ect fof‘Kv\s of k\ouk\s. The direct singular and plural forms of

nouns are used in subject position in present tense sentences and clauses:

loaxtOn D9 kabSl ke wost ]

Pashiun in Kabul in lives

I ^
The Pasntun lives In Kabul.'

loaxtani p3 kIbSl ke wosl.l

Pashtuns in Kabul in live

I ^ r
'

Tbe Pashtuns live in Kabul.'

They are also used in In direct object position in present tense sentences;

(ahmad oaktCin wini.l

Ahmad Pashiun sees 'Ahmad is seeing the Pashtun .'

[ahmad oaxtang wlni ]

Ahmad Pashtuns sees 'Ahmad is seeing the Pashtuns.
'

Uses of tke oblique forms of frowns. The Oblique Singular and plural forms of

nouns are used as objects of prepositions;

fde oaxtSn^ zoy oa kab^l ke w6si 1
• kSJJ

of Pashtun son in Kabul lives 'The Pashtun's son lives in Kabul.'

Ide oaxtand zaman oe kSb^l ke w6st.l

of Pashtuns sons in Kabul live 'The Pashtuns' sons live In Kabul.'

and in subjects of past tenee transitive sentences (these oblique forms are part of the

very distinctive Pashto ergative construction described in detail in Chapter 1 1).

foaxtana tooak rSwor.l aj 12.^
Pashtun rifle brought 'The Pashtun brought the rifle.'

[jiaiiUna topak rSworl

Pashtuns rifle brought 'The Pashtuns brought the rifle.'

f fj
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These forms are also used as vocatives, for example:

ley ghwSIl (F3, OS) 11^ .^1

0 cow 'Vou cow!'

ley nIkSlI (M Irreg, OS)

0 grandfather 'Grandfather!'

ley m3m3g3no!] (M4, OP)

0 undes 'Unclesr

ley x5dzo!l (FI, OP)

0 women 'Women!'

There are regular exceptions to the rule given above that the oblique forms of

nouns are used in vocatives. Masculine nouns ending in consonants (the [y] of M3 nouns

counts as a consonant) form the vocative by adding the suffix l-a] *- to the direct

singular form, for example:

'boy!' [alSkail (Ml)

friend!' [malg^rya!] \ j.CJa (M3)

and feminine nouns ending in consonants form their vocatives by adding the suffix [-e] to

the direct singular, for example (the (yl in the feminine ending [-ay) does not count as

a consonant):

mother!' [m6re!l j-* (F irreg.)

'family!' (koran^y!) (F3, OS form)

0 > ;Ar\alyses

MacKenzIe (1987) describes the different classes from a historical point of view,

and bases membership in a class on the shape of the direct singular form. He posits

three main masculine stem types: those ending in a consonant (our Ml and M2), those

ending in stressed [^y] (our M3 with final stress) and those ending In unstressed lay] (our

M3 with next-to-flnal-syllable stress); and three main feminine stem types: those

ending with unstressed (-a] (our F I ), those ending In stressed [-ayl (our F2), and those
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ending In unstressed [-e] (a subclass of our F j ). hackenzie posits four cases: direct,

oblique, xrocative, and prepositional.

Shafeev (1964) groups nouns on the basis of their gender and the ending vowel or

consonant of the direct singular form, then describes the formation of feminine nouns

from masculine ones, the formation of plurals, the cases, which he calls absolute and

oblique, vocatives, and the Pashto constructions corresponding to the genitive, dative,

Instrumental and prepositional cases.

PenzI (1955) divides nouns into five masculine and six feminine subclasses, and

describes and gives examples of each class. He posits four cases: direct, oblique 1,

oblique 2, and vocative, and discusses their uses. He briefly describes word formation

and the derivational suffixes. Many of the differences between Penzi's analyses and

ours can be traced to the differences between the central dialect our analysis is based

on, and the western or Kandahar dialect Penzi’s is based on.

In the following chart are the correspondences (some of them not exact) between

the analysts in this chapter, and those of PenzI, Mackenzie and Shafeev.

Here: PenzI: Clg.c.K.ep.gLft Shafeev

Ml M2 Classes Masc. 1,

M2 Ml not Masc. 1

M3 M3, M4 given Masc 2, 5

M4 M2 names, Masc. 4

M irregulars M5 and Masc. 3

grouped

F! FI, F2 with Fern. 1 , 4,

F2 F4 adjective Fern. 3, 6

F3 F3, F5 classes Fern. 2

F irregulars F6

M.
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7^.

There are several different types of pronouns In Pashto: weak pronouns parallel

to English ordinary personal pronouns; strong pronouns parallel to the English personal

pronouns In emphatic positions; demonstrative pronoun/adjectives parallel to English

this/that/these/those ; and other Interrogative and indefinite pronouns parallel to

English who, what, eic.

3, Weak V^\^oy\ov\v\s

Form. The Pashto weak pronouns are parallel to the English personal pronouns I

,

you, he, she, it, we, they: and are much the same in meaning, although there are great

differences between the English and Pashto pronouns In terms of form, position, and

occurrence in sentences. There are two f." .is for each weak pronoun, which correspond

closely but not exactly to the direct and oblique farms of nouns. The weak pronoun

forms are as follows:

Person DireclZ Possessive Ob}taue(Obi of Preo.)

iS. (T‘, ’my', 'me') [mel [ra] Ij

2S. ('you', 'your', 'you') Ide) [darl J.S

JS. C'he/she', his/her', 'him/her' ' lyel [werl jj

IP. ('we‘, 'our', 'us') (mol _^/[am]
^ 1

[ral Ij

2P. Cyou-air, *your‘, 'you') [mo] _^/[am]
^ 1

tderlj.!

JP. ('they', 'their', 'them') lysi ssi
(werl JJ

Occurrence. Weak pronouns are dropped entirely In subject position In present

tense and past tense Intransitive sentences. Thay are also dropped in object position In

past tense transitive sentences. In the examples below, the position of the dropped

pronoun Is Indicated with
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Drooped jg.s.iibjec.t positton in present tense saatBJicjes:

[ahmad gad^gl.] ' 1

Ahmad dances Ahmad Is dancing.'

[gad^gi.l

dances 'He is dancing.’

[gad^gam.l

(1) dance '1 am dancing.'

tahmad me machawl.l

Ahmad me kisses 'Ahmad is kissing me.'

[machawl me.l

kisses me 'He is kissing me.'

Dropped In subject position In past tense tfitransltW_^sent£Jii:BS:

{ahmad gadedl] . 6 ^ *i~> 1

Ahmad danced 'Ahmad was dancing.'

[gatjedd.l .

(he) danced 'He was dancing.'

[gadeddm] *

(1) danced '1 was dancing.'

Drooped in ohlect position In oast tense transitive sentences:

[ahmad kitSD Iwastd.) . ^ 7 iiK^ ‘ 1

Ahmad book read 'Ahmad was reading the book.’

[ahmad Iwast^.] . 4 7 ^ 1

Ahmad read (It) 'Ahmad was reading It.'
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[ahmad khpala xddza machawdla. ] t aJ « > « ^ ^ ^ ^ 1

-J-f . ^

Ahmad own wife kissed 'Ahmad was kissing his wife.'

[ahmad machawdlam.)

Ahmad kissed (me) ‘Ahmad was kissing me.'

[machavY^lem ye.l

kissed (me) he He was kissing me.’

The direct forms of weak pronouns ara used in several ways. First, they are used

when the pronoun is the object of the verb in present tense sentences, and when the

pronoun is the subject of the sentence n past tense transitive sentences.

[ahmad me machawt.]

Ahmad me kisses 'Ahmad is kissing me.'

[machaw^lem ye.l

kissed (me) he 'He was kissing me.'

The direct forms are also used in possessive constructions;

[kitSb mel •t

book my 'my book'

[kitSb ye]

book his ’his book'

The oblique forms of the weak pronouns are used with pre- and post-positions;

[asad 6s rS ta 6kh1i.]

Asad horse me to buys 'Asad is L jging a horse for me.'

[laylS war ta w6wele.l

Layla them to told ‘Layla told them.'
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[aman n# war sara dzi.j

Aman not him with goes Aman isn't going with him.'

[da dar p6re khSndl.l

she you at laughs

J.A Ia

‘She's laughing at you.'

(For further discussion of the behavior of weak pronouns with certain

prepositions, see Chapter 10, Prepositions.)

0\W&y cl^a»*cic+e>‘is+ics of weak p>*onouns. Many Of the sentences above

illustrate that the position of weak pronouns is not consistent. The rules by which the

position of weak pronouns (and other particles) are positioned In a sentence are given in

detail in Chapter 1 1, Simple sentence Structure. Briefly, however, the weak pronoun

follows the first stressed phrase in the sentence, regardless of its function in the

sentence. The stressed phrase can be the subject or object phrase, an entire

prepositional phrase, a verb, or an adverb.

Weak pronouns are never stressed in sentences. A weak possessive pronoun is

often written attached to the word it follows, for example for [kitfib yel. The [yj in

[ye) ^ is often not pronounced; is often pronounced (kitSbe).

(Z-. T^t*oy\ouv\s

Strong pronouns are used when the speaker wants to emphasize the pronoun, e g.

[za ahmaq nd yam; d6y ahmaq da.]

I siup'Kl not am he stupid is 'Lm not stupid; he is.'

Strong pronouns function like nouns in sentences, but in the singular there are

three rather than two possible forms: one set of forms is used In subject position;

another in direct object position; and the third in object of preposition positions

(including the possessive construction). In the plural, there is only one form per person,

used In all positions in the sentence.

The third person singular strong pronouns are differentiated into two semantic

groups; those used when the person or object referred to is In sight of the speaker; the

others used when the referent is out of sight, Pashtun writers differ in referring to a
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person or object already mentioned: some use the 'in-sight' forms, and others use the

'out-of-sight' forms.

The third person 'out-of-sight' strong pronouns are stressed on the final syllab’e.

It Is stress alone that differentiates them from the demonstrative pronouns to be

discussed below.

The strong pronoun forms are as follows;

Stnau]ar forms SMHJ- Ohi. Obi. of Preo.

IS. (T. 'me ) tza] Aj (maj L [maj L

2S. C'you') lte| ^ Iti] b [ta] b

JS. (in sight)

m. ('he', him') Idayl ^.3 [day! (dal

f. ('she', 'her') Ida] [da] 1.3 (del ^^.3

3S. (out of sight) .

Che', ’him ) [agh^j Ua (aghij laghd] Oa

F. ('she*, 'her') (aghSl [agh^l [agh^j

Plurai forms Anoositions

iP. ('we*, 'us') [mung] j)

2P. ('you') [tSse]

3P. (insight) ('they*, ‘them’) Iduy]

3P. (out of sight) ('they', 'them') laghdyl

Possessive phrases with strong pronouns take the form of ordinary prepositional

phrases with the preposition Idel .a. There is dialectal variation In their pronunciation,

and the spelling system favors the Kandahar dialect's pronunciation.
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Possessive Phrases with strong pronouns

Eanm Central Other Pashto

pronunciation pronunciation spelling

IS [d1 mS] [zma] j

25 [d1 t^l [sta] Ll-

3Sn (in sight) Idl 6i] Idl ddl

3SF (in sight) [dt d6] [d1 tii]

35 FI (out of sight) [de aghdj (de aghd]

3^ (out of sight) [de agh^l [de agh6]

IP [d1 mung] [zmungl

2P [d1 t^se] [st^sel Lsi—

1

3P F1&F (in sight) [de ddy] (de di^yl

3Pt1SiF(out of sight) [de aghuyl [de aghdyl

ID, lDekv>onsfi^citive

Demonstrative pronouns In Pashto correspond to the English demonstrative

pronouns this, that, these and those, and, like such forms In English, are used both as

pronouns and as adjectives. Pashto demonstratives, 11k.. louns, are masculine or

feminine, singular or plural, direct or oblique.

In addition, there is a three-wag contrast in Pashto demonstratives, called here

close, middle, and far. (English has only close - this /these ~ and far - that/those.) The

middle' demonstratives translate into English sometimes as this/these', and sometimes

as 'that/those'.
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IpdmonstrativB L vnouns.

nascufine forms,

close OS: [[dSl l^/dSghal<AA DP: [dS] 1 VdSgha] ^ ^

(thls/these) OS :[de] (^.^/[ddghe] OP: [d^ghol j£i z

middle OS. Idgha] <aa DP: [igha] aJla

OS: [Sgha] <JLa OP: l^gho] jJLfc

far OS; [dgha] ^

^

DP: [lighal ja

Cthat/those') OS; [Cighei ja OP; [dg hoi jc ja

Feminine forms:

dose OS; {dS] l.:/[dSgha| <^,3 OP. (dal U/[d3gheI

Cthis/these ) OS; (del ^^,a/[d5ghe] OP: [del
4^

A/[d3ghol z

middle OS; [dghal DP: [fighel ^^^A

OS; (5ghel OP; laghol jJuk

far OS; [ugha] jA DP; [dghel ^ja

Cthat/those') OS: [ugh el ja OP: [dgho] ^ ja

The only difference between the two-syllable demonstrative pronouns and the

simtlarly-spelled strong pronouns is that the demonstratives are pronounced with

stress on the first syllable, whereas the strong pronouns are stressed on the last

syllable:

Mfddfe Demonstratives Strnna pronouns

(5gha]<AA = ‘Ihls/lhat (MV [aghfil<*A = 'he/she (out of sight)'

ISghel = 'thls/that <F)‘ (aghfil = 'her'

The mascullne/femlnlne distinction Is meintalned not only with males and

females, but also corresponds to the grammatical gender of whatever is being referred

to
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[Sgha ta g6 ral] \ <3

that at look look at that <m)l ‘ (referring to a man, book, etc.)

for example, contrasts with

(Sghe ta g 6ra!] I o

that at look look at that (f)!' (referr'ng to a woman, chair, etc.)

OfKej^ T^t^oKxouias

CJnterro0ative /mdej-mife prcmoiAns. Pashto has Interrogative pronouns

parallel to English who? and whdt?. [tsokl translates as 'who?', and has the

alternative oblique form [cha] u. when it occurs as object of a preposition or subject of a

past tense transitive sentence. Both (tsok] and [cha] U. carry heavy stress In a

question

[ts 6 k r3ghay7]

who came 'Who came?'

(chS ta w9ye7] V-> ^ ^
who to talk-23 ‘Who are you talking to?'

(chS raworj’l

who brought it 'Who brought it?'

The word ttsa] ^ is parallel to English 'what?',

stress in a question:

It is invariant in form, and c

[tsd ba pBX si?]

what will happen What will happen?'

(ts5 wSye?!

what say (you) 'What are you saying?'

Usj de wlwele?)

what you said 'What did you aay?'
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Both [tsok] jJyt/ (chal U and [tsa] are used as indefinite pronouns parallel to

English someone and something

.

Combined with the adjective 'every lar] ja they are

parallel to everyone, everything. When used as indefinites, they are unstressed.

[tsok rgghay.]

someone came Someone came.'

[artsok rSghlel.]
• JUlj JjL ^

everyone came 'Everyone came.'

[kitSb ch3 ta w3rka,l 1— L?-^

book who to give 'Give the book to someone.’

[tse me nd di keri.]

something 1 not have done '1 haven't done anything (wrong).'

[3rtse me keri dl.]

everything 1 have done \ have done everything.'

[tsokl JjJ./ [ch3] and Use] are parallel to English whoever and whatev

when combined with the clause marker Itse) as shown in Chapter 13. Some examples

[tsok tse dzSn nd pezani khwdSy nd pazant.] ^

who that self not know-3s God not know .

'Whoever does not know himself does not know God.'

[tsa tse dS wSyi za ye mandm ]

what that she say I it accept '[ accept whatever she says.'

Alote or\ [khpai] English does not differentiate among pronoun references;

in the sentence John brought his book, for example, the his can refer to John, i.e. John

brought his own book, or it can refer to someone else previously mentioned by not in the

same sentence. Pashto does make a dietinction; in the latter meaning, the ordinary

adjective (khpall appears, whereas in the first meaning, a weak or strong

posseeeive pronoun is used.

BESTdOPY AVAILABLE
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[ahmad khpal kitSb rSwor.l

Ahmad own book brought ‘Ahmad brought his (own) book.’

(ahmad ye kitab rSwor.]

Ahmad his book brought Ahmad brought his (someone else's) book.'

P. 0+Ke>* T^Kialyses

Treatment of the weak pror^ouns varies widely, depending on the author's

perceptions of relationships between the we. • pronouns [ral Ij, [derl and Iwer]

and the directional adverbs ‘towards the speaker [ra] Ij. ‘towards the hearer (dar] jj,

and 'towards the one spoken about' [war! jj. The analysis on which the discussion of

pronouns above is based considers the pronouns and directional adverbs as separate

categories, although there is undoubtedly a historical reason for their having the same

phonetic shape.

Shafeev (1964) calls the subject/object forms weak pronouns, but differentiates

the oblique forms [ra] Ij, (darl and (werl jj as 'directive pronouns'. He comments that

the weak pronouns function as subjects in past tense transitive sentences, and objects

in other contexts, but does not discuss the fact that the pronouns do not appe<.r at all in

the converse environments.

Penzl (1955) calls the weak pronouns particles, and groups them with other

particles that behave similarly with respect to their varying positions in sentences, as

will likewise be done here in Chapter 1 1, He Identifies (me] [del (mol y, and (ye)

^ as pronominal particles, separates out (r3] Ij, (dar) ja and (wer] jj as prefixes with

prepositional particles. He lists the strong pronouns, calling them pronouns, and while

he mentions that they can drop when the verbal forms express person in their endings, he

does not give the contexts in which they drop. He also mentions that the pronouns (our

strong pronouns) and particles (our weak pronouns) alternate, but does not indicate that

the alternation has anything to do with meaning.

MacKenzie (I9B7) calls the weak pronouns enclitics, and asserts that they behave

like pronouns in oblique positions (l.e. as subjects of past tense Intransitive verbs, and

as objects in other contexts), except with prepositions. He identifies (rSI (dar) jj,

and [war] as directional adverbs that act as pseudo-pronouns.

o I
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7

\ T^djecfives

7^.

Adjectives can be grouped Into classes like the nouns, although each adjective

has masculine and feminine alternatives whereas nouns are either masculine or

feminine, but not both. The reason for this is that the gender of a noun determines the

gender of the adjectives that modify it, so any one adjective might agree with a

masculine noun at one point and a feminine noun at another point, for example the forms

of the adjective for ‘hungry' in the following phrases:

'hungry boy' Iwegay alSkl ^iJLU 'hungry girl' [wege p6ghla!

There ars four classes of adjectives, two of which have sub-classes. There are

also a very few Irregular adjectives.

The analysis here differs from that In Beginning hnd Intermediate Pashto. By

assigning all the adjectives e;idlng In [ay] ^ to the same class, and grouping together a11

adjectives with ie] » endings In the masculine forms, the nj^Kfiber of classes is reduced

from six to four, and the overall analysis Is less redundant.

3. Adjective. (Z\asse.s

I. Adjectives In this class hava forms that are s'mewhat parallel to the M2

and FI noun dess forms. The masculine direct singular form ends In a consonantj the

masculine direct plural and oblique singular forms are the same as the direct singular;

and the oblique plural ends In the usual (-ol The feminine forms look exactly like F1

nouns; the direct singular is formed by adding [-a] to the masc’iline singular form; the

direct plural and oblique singular end in [-e] rather than [-a] and the oblique plural

ends In [-ol j.-.

'scattered' f1: DS. [tit]
t*

DP. (tit)
m

Adj 1 OS. ltltl OP: [tttol

F: [tltal 4JLJ
m

DP. lttte]

OS. ItUa] DP.- [11 to)
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Other adjectives In this class include:

wide' [prakhl j-j

'

strong' [palwdnd] jJL

'narrow' (tang!

'ready' [taySr] jL^

'difficult' [sakhtj

'whole, entire' (toll JjJ

'tousled' [jar] ^
'quiet' (chiirpl

» »

jAdj 2. Adjectives in this class have masculine forms which end in [-ay]

There are two subclasses of AdJ 2's: those In which the stress is on other than the last

syllable, and those in which the stress is on the last syllable.

Nonfinal stressed Adi 2 . The masculine direct singular form of nonfinai stress

Adj 2s ends in unstressed [-ay] the masculine direct plural and oblique singular

forms end in [-i] and the oblique plural form ends in [-o] j-. The direct and oblique

singular forms of the feminine end in {-ej^^ - and the oblique plural form ends in [-ol j-.

'thirsty' N: DS: [t^gayl DP: (tSgij

Non-final OS: [t^gi] 0 OP. [tSgoj

stress F. DS: [t§gel DP: [t^gel

Adj 2 05: [tdgej OP: [t5go] jjj

Other adjectives In this class include:

'hungry' [wSgayj 'beautiful' [Kkwdlayj

'flaming' [s^way]^_j-K 'new' [nSway]

‘quiet, careful' [ghdlayj complex' jpechdlayj ^ I %

1-ayi ^ is the suffix that forms participles from verbs. Most of the non-final stress 2's,

then, are poly-syllabic, and are transparently related to verbs. For example:

'threatening' (darawCinkayl .J from 'threaten' [ijaraw-] - jjl.j

'scheduled' (iSkSlayj from 'determine' [tSk-l
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Final stress Ad) 2. Adjectives In this class mimic M3 and F2 nouns, and In

Beginning and Intermediate Pashto are called Adj 6. The masculine direct singular

form ends In stressed [-^yl the oblique singular and direct plural forms end in [-11

or t“^yl the oblique plural ends In (-6) j,- or l-4yo] The feminine forms have

endings like those of F2 nouns.

'thin' M: DS: [narSyl DP : [narll ^^/[nar6y|

Final OS: [narl] j^^/[nar6yl OP:[nardl j^/[nar6yo]

stress f; DS: [nar6yl DP: [nar6yi

Adj 2 OS: [nar6yl OP [nar6yol

Other adjectives in this class include:

patriarchal' [plaranSyl 'round' (gerd^yl ^
young' Itank^yl 'primary' [lumranfiyl ^ jJ

'mountainous' [gharan^yl ji 'last' twruslSyl

3, Adjectives In this class are similar to those In the AdJ 1 class. The

masculine direct singular ends in a consonant; the masculine direct plural and oblique

singular forms end in stressed ie| and the oblique plural ends In stressed [61 j.-. The

feminine forms are like FI nouns. There are a number of subclasses of Adj 3, the

simplest of which appears to be the smallest:

rough' M: DS, [zigl DP; [Zlgdl

Adj 3 OS: [z1g6) j OP. izigd]

F: DS: [Zlg61 DP; [zig61

DS.- [zlg6] j OP; [z1g61

Other adjectives parallel to [zigl j are

long' [ugd] 'settled' Imisht]

'green, unripe' (urn) jl
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An equally small subclass is composed of adjectives that end in [el of which

[xe| is the commonest member:

'good' t1: DSj (xa) DP: [xe]

Adj 3 OS: ixel f7P;[xo|

F: DS: [xa] DP: [xel

OS: [xel OP: [xol y^

Other adjectives In this subclass Include:

'asleep' [ud^ld^jl 'gray' [3pe>'d] «j-|-^

'sharp' [ter^l a

'

sleepy [wid^l

A much larger subclass of the Adj 3's are adjectives ending In a consonant, with

stem vowel [o] or [u] -j.-. (Adjectives in this subclass are called Ad] 5 In Beginning and

Intermediate Pashto . ) Except for the masculine direct singular, the form endings In this

subclass are identical to those above, but the stem vowel changes to [a] I in the forms

ending in [a] « , and to la] in the other forms':

'small' M: £?S;[wof-] DP: [wSrdj A^lj

Adj 3 OS. [wac^l A^lj OP: [ward]

F: DS: [war^j uP: [ward]

OS. [war6] OP: [wafrd]

Other adjectives In this subclass include

prone, lying' [protl uij

cooked, ripe' (pokhl ^
'full, satisfied' [mor]

spread' [khpor]

‘mounted, riding' [sporl

'blind' [rund] ^
'cold' IsocI

curved' [kogl

rotten' jwrostl jjj

'heavy' [drundl oijjA

soft' [post! yj

'old' [zorl

"deaf [kunl

'wet' [tund] ujjJ

'bright' trupl

' These particular stem changes occur elsewhere in the language as well. The generality

appears to be that there is a tendency for stem vowels [ol, [ul, and [a] to change to [a] if

the following syllable contains a final [a], and to change to or remain as (a] if the

following syllable conteine any other vowel but [a].
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Other adjectives in the class have idiosyncratic stem vowel changes or deletions.

The examples we have are listed below.

EnollsJi MDS Stem of other forms

red' [surl jj— [sr-1 - J--

'green/blue [shin] [shn-1 -

'sweet' [khogl [khwag-1 - jl f'tkhwag-l -j_A

'warm' [tod] .0A Itawd-] -ijb/[tawd-l -Oj3

Adj 4. Adjectives in this class end In stressed vowels, and have only one form,

although some of them ending In I3l or [al have alternate oblique plural forms ending in

[-awo] jjL- (or [-di in the Kandahar dialect. These adjectives come from a variety of

sources, including Arabic and Persian.

pretty' M:

Adj 4 F:

DS: [x9yst^I

OS. [xayst9]

DS: [xSystS] <z Lii

DS: [xayst^l c:

DP: [xaysti] c:-w^ La*

OP.‘[xayst91 (

[xSyst^wo] jj .»,.j U.

DP: [xaystSI Lui

DP: [xaystS] L^/

(xSystdwo) / JJ <,7. .....j Li>

Other adjectives in this class include:

social' [ijtim§yt]

'basic, essential' [asast]

'Islamic' lislSmt] ^^ I

real, original' [aslll JL» I

emergency' [izterSrl] jJk-i I

'outstanding' [al9]

'mythical' (afsanawll

Afghan' (afghSntl /fawghSntl jyUii

(Z. jAdjecfives

If the adjectives with stem vowel changes are included as a sub-class of Adj 3,

there are very few Irregular adjectives in our word list. One of them is a group of

adjectives the masculine singular forms of which end in the syllable i-ar| y. for example
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'sktnny' Idang^rl which are like AdJ Ts except that the stems of all the forms except

the masculine direct singular end in (-ar-), for example [danger-] - Other adjectives

in this group are oDservanf [stargaw^rl 'prave' [zraw6rl_,j^j, and 'fortunate'

[bakhtawad jj^s-

The only other irregular adjective is 'lively' {mastan^l , which appears in some

dialects to be in mid-shift from an AdJ 4 to and Adj 1. The masculine forms are all the same

[mastan^l - and the feminine forms are like Adj 1.

I).

symbols. Pashto numbers are represented with the following

numerals, which are those used In all languages written in Arabic alphabets:

The written order of symbols in numbers higher than 9 Is the same as the order in

English, i.e ,
from left to right. Forexamole:

15 = 10 471 = tVl

20 = T • 1,000 = >
• * *

AIw*'''be>'s os adjectives. Pashto numbers are all adjectives, and except for

one' [yawl which as an Adj 1 has the alternate feminine form (yaw^l they have

just one form (and therefore are class 4 adjectives).

Numbers between I and 100 are unusually Irregular. In the list below of the

numbers from 1 to 30, note that the 'ones' numbers differ in the teens and the twenties,

especially the equivalents of 'two', three', 'four', and ‘six'. Note also that the equivalent

of '-teen' drops the [I] S in the equivalents of 'sixteen' and 'nineteen'.
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Roman Pashto Pashto word Roman Pashto

number number number number

Pashto word

1 > lyawl jj

2 Y [dwaj

3 Y Idre!

4 i [tsaldr] jjli

5 0 [pindzd]
T

6 (shpagl

7 V [wa] «jl

8 A [atd] 0

1

9 4. [ndhel 4yl

10 1
• llasi ^

1 1 \ 1 lyawdlas)

12 \Y [ddlasi

13 1 Y [dydrlasl jL; o

14 \t Itsw^rlasl

15 10 [pindz^las]

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

20

29

30

n
w
\A

1^

T*

T 1

TT

TT

Tt

YO

Yl

YV

YA

r\

Y*

[shparasl

IwStasl ojl

[at^las]

Inl^nas] ^
[shall

lySwjstl

[dw^vylst]

Id^rwisl] M..J

[tsaldrist] .

[pindz^wist]

[shpdgwist]

[w^wlstl vi-i-jj 6jl

[at^wlst] <::{

[ndhawist] 4^

Idersl ^

The numbers between thirty and sixty-nine are cons'^lent among themselves. Note

that In this series the equivalents of 'two' and 'three' are different from the 'two' and

'three' In the twenties, tens and ones.

31 Y 1 [ySw ders) 36 Yl [shpdg dersl^jj ^

32 YY [dCj dersi ^ ^ 37 YV [wd ders! 6jl

33 YY [dri tiers] i 38 YA (atd dersi o ol

34 Yt (tsaldr ders] 39 Y5, [ndhe dersi o 4^1

35 To [pindzd ders] ^
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The numbers for forty, fifty, and sixty are as follows-

40 t • [tsalw^xtj

50 0 * [pandzds] ^
60 't* [shpetd] <

1 7 ^
A

In the seventies, eighties, and nineties, the 'ones' are identical to the single-digit

numbers except for the equivalent of 'six', which is pronounced with a [e] rather than an

[a]. Here are the seventies.

70 V* [awyS] L jl 75 VO [pindzd awya] L jl

71 V 1 [y^w awy3] Ljl yj 76 V't [shpdg awy3]

72 VT [dw3 awya] L jl 77 VV |wd awyaj L jl ajI

73 VT [dr6 awya) Ljl 78 VA latd awyS] L jl 43

1

74 Vt [tsaldr awyaj LjljjH 79 Indha awya] L jl 4^

The equivalents for 'eighty' and 'ninety' are;

80 A* [atySl L^l and 90 tnawt]

The word for 100 is [sal] J-, which has the irregular plural [s6wa] used in

numbers involving more than one hundred. The word 'and' [aw] jl is usually inserted

after [sal] or[s6wal.j-, its pronunciation, however, is contracted to [s^l o] or

{s^wa w] For example: .

236 (dwd sewa w shp^g dersl ^ jl a

Numbers above one hundred are regularly formed. Some examples:

555 OOP [plnd 2 d sewa w ptndzd pandzos) ^ jl by>*

640 At* (aid sewa w tsalwgxt) jl .J-. Ol

923 ^TT [n^ha sews w ddrwist] jjp aj-m <yi
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The word for 1000 Is (zar] jj . wUn the alternate form [z^ral ojj. An and’ (aw] ji

is sometimes added after the (zerj _,j, or [z^ra] *jj and pronounced [z6r o] or (z5ra wl;

most of the time, however, there is a pause after the (zar) jj or [z^ra] sj j. Numbers over

a thousand are written with no comma or period. Some examples;

3,683 T'lAT

24,561 r^o^^\

320,987 TT'^AV

[dr6 zera, shpSg sewa w dr4 atya]

yj j\ ajj

[tsal^rist zera, plndz^ sewa w ydw shpetal

L^l aji jl V aj3 jl

[dr6 sewa w shdl zara, ndha sewa w wd aty3]

In numbers with tOO or 1000, the [yaw] 1s frequently dropped:

155 loo JJ

[y^w sal 0 pindzd pandzosj

or J* J--'

(s6l 0 pindzd pandzosj

In dates, ‘and' law] j\ is dropped and the date pronounced as though there were hyphens

For example:

1996 ^ V jJ Jnf

(y^w zar - n5ha sewa - shpSg nawi]

1347 mv • ~
! J J

^ ^ aj^

[y^w zar - dr6 sewa

jj yt
- wd tsalwext]

Ordinal u;smt>ers. Ordinal numbers (corresponding to English 'fourth',

twenty-third', etc.) are formed from the cardinal numbers described above by adding the

suffix (-^ml/l-6ml to the cardinal form, The resulting adjective- has the following

forms when the cardinal ends in a consonant
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'fourth' M: OS,- [tsalorim! DP: [tsalorimj

irreg. OS: [tsalor^ml OP: [tsalor^mo]

adj. F: DS: (tsalor^ma) ^ DP; [tsalorime]

DS; [tsalor^mej OP: [tsalor^mol

Other numbers which follow this pattern are

sixth' [shpag^m]

hundredth' [salflml

'tenth' [las^ml jo.—

J

'thousandth' [zarSml (-jj

The following forms are used when the cardinal ends in a vowel:

seventh' M. DS: (warn) ^jl DP: [warn! jl

irreg. OS: [warn] ^jl OP. [w^mol j-jl

adj. F: DS: [w^mal jl DP: [w^mel j\

OS: (w^mel jl OP; Iw^moj j-jl

Other numbers which follow this pattern are;

eight' [atd] O I 'nine' [ndhal 4y^

There are some irregularities in the stems of ordinals corresponding to 'second'

and third, as follows:

two' [dwa] 'second' [doydm]

three' (drel 'third' [dreylml

and the ordinal parallel to 'first' is a different adjective altogether-

'one' [yaw] 'first' [aw^lj Jjl (Adj 1)

There is no conventional way to represent ordinal numbers with number symbols

they are always written in words,
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Vocative Po^^ms o-p T^djectives

Vocative phrases occasionally Include adjectives, and sometimes comprise

adj 'tives used as nouns. The endings of adjectives In vocative constructions are

essen; ally identical to those ol nouns; the oblique forms are used except when the

adjeci.ve ends In a consonant, in which case (always masculine: the [y] of the feminine

(ayj ^ ending does not count as a consonant) an [~al «-is added. The only exception is the

non final stress Adj 2's like 'hungry' [wdgayl the masculine vocatives of which end

in l-e] In the central dialect. Some examples of vocative phrases with adjectives;

'hungry boy!'

'hungry boys!'

'hungry girl!'

'hungry girls!'

little one!'

'little ones!'

(wagye aUka!)

[wagyo alakSnol \

[wage p^ghlei] i

[wego p^ghlo!] \

[w^rall

(waroll I

P. LAses of y\djecilves

Adjectives modify nouns in ways parallel to English. A description of the position

and order of adjectives in noun phrases is given In Chapter 1 1, but In brief, adjectives

occur before the nouns they modify. For example;

[loy khSnl ^j}

b\gM khan an Important khan'

[pindze xkwale p^ghle]

five prettyF giris

- I . t - I X.

'five pretty girls'

Adjectives agree with the nouns they modify in gender, number, and case:

NOS: ftagay alak wob$ ghwSrl,]

thirsty bov water wantdS 'Thi thirsty boy wants water.'
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tIDP: I t3qi alekap wobS ghwarM

thirsty boys water want3P

tIOS: [de tagi alak khwia w^cha wa.l

of thirsty boy mouth dry was

MOP: [de tegp aiakano khwle wSche we.]

of thirsty boys mouths dry were

The thirstg bogs want water.'

• ^

The tMr.stq boy 's mouth was dry.’

The thirsty boy s' mouths were dry.'

FDS: Uqjg., .Degbla wob^ ghwln.)

thirsty g irl water want3s The thir.s_tg_g iri wants water.'

FDP: [tege oeqhle wobi qhwah.l

thirsty girls water wantSP 'The thirsty girls want water.'

FOS: [de taqe oeghle khwia w^cha wa.j

of thirsty girl mouth dry was The thirsty girl's mouth was dry.'

FOP: (de taqo oeghlo khwle w^che we.

I

of thirsty girls mouths dry were

• 4^J j-Li-w ^

The thirsty girls’ mouths were dry.'

Adjectives also occur in predicates, as they do in English, with the Pashto

equivalents of 'be' and with other predicates like 'become' [keg-j and

'seem' [xkar-j jlSLj. These predicate adjectives agree with their subjects in gender,

number, and case (which is always direct, because predicate adjectives always occur in

Intransitive constructions). In the examples above, the agreement can be seen with the

noun 'mouth' [khwial <Jji. which is FI, and the adjective 'dry' [wech] j-j which Is Adj i.

Most adjectives can be used as nouns, in ways parallel to the English adjective

poorin "The poor ye always have with you' hut more extensively than in English. (In many

cases, the Pashto adjective-as-noun translates as 'the one', as can be seen in the

examples below.) In some dialects adjectives-as-nouns occur with adjective endings,

but others occur with noun endings; in the central dialect, however, any adjective that

can be used as a noun takes on the endings of the noun class most similar to the

adjective. In the example below, the Adj 4 'injured, hurt' [zakhmi] is used as an ni

noun, direct plural form:
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[zakhmiySn roghtun ta raghlsl.l .Jiilj C

injured hospital to cams. The injured (ones) came to the hospital’

and in the next example, the Adj 3 ’mounted, on horseback’ IsporJ is used as an Fl

noun, direct plural form:

(spare wadS ta raghle.)

mounted wedding to came. The mounted ones (f) (I .e. horsewomen)

came to the wedding.’

Ca, (Zot'r\pc^nsay^ of jAdjectives

Pashto forms comparative statements like 'Ahmad is taller than Massoud’ by

means of prepositional phrases which do not involve special adjective suffixes like

English comparative -er or superlative -est suffixes. The comparative and superlative

constructions are described in Chapter 10, Prepositions.

•H. VaK*ictfioKi

Like the nouns, there is a great deal of variation from dialect to dialect in terms

of adjective forms, especially In cases where the stem changes or the adjective is

otherwise idiosyncratic. The Adj l’s, however, are the norm, and most variation is

towards that norm.

T^djec+ives and jAdve^^bs

Several adjectives do double duty as adverbs, modifying other adjectives or

sentences. The most common of these are:

good/weir (xal cA (Adj 3) ’pretty/very’ [xSyst^l Li (Adj 4)

'many/very' [der] (Adj 1) ’heavy/many’ (zyat) ii»L j (Adj l)

When these adjective/adverbs modify other adjectives, they agree with the adjective;

when they modify sentences, they agree with the direct object if there Is one, and

otherwise with the subject. Examples:
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[ xa gaddgi ]

well(m) dances (m)

[ xa ga^ggl.]

well (f) dances (f)

He dances well.’

• ^-4*

'She dances well.'

[da peghla kltabOna iwait.] ^
thatgirl books (m) weii{m) reads 'That gtrl reads books well.'

[da peghia kitabch^ Iwall] 1^

that girl notebooks(f) well(f) reads 'That girl reads noteborks well.'

3* Ofke>* y\y\a\yse.s

Penzl (1955) devotes a chapter to adjectives, and posits five classes, defined on

the basis of the feminine forms, riackenzie (19d7) also posits five classes, but bases

their membership on different characteristics. Shafeev ( i 964) posits seven classes.

The classes of these analyses correlate with one another and with the one given above as

follows:

|j££a

1

Penzl's

1

Mackenzie's

1

5hafeev:s.

1

2, final stress 4

1

4 5

2, nonfina) stress 3 5 6

3 2 additional 7

class

3, C", o/u stem V some 1 2 2

3, C**. various stem some 2 3 3,4

4 (all forms same) 5 additional additional

class class
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Pashto verOs are complex both in form and in use, so we have divided their

description into two chapters. In this chapter, we will describe the various ‘orms that

Pashto verbs can assume, including:

- the personal endings by which verbs agree with subjects or objects;

- the forms of the verb parallel to 'be';

- the auxiliaries ‘become’ [i<ed5l| and 'make, do' [kaw^l]

- the four basic tense/aspect combinations (present/past and

Imperfect! ve/perfectlve);

- the three types of verbs, (simple verbs, derivative verbs, and doubly irregular

verbs); and

- the formation of participles.

In Chapter 9, we will describe the use of these forms in constructions which occur in

simple sentences. In Chapter 13, we will describe additional constructions which appear

only in clauses, for example the various verb constructions associated with conditional

sentences.

Throughout the discussion, we refer to verbs as their present i.mperfective stems,

for example put" [gd-1 - rather than the traditional infinitives, which are formed with

the past imperfectlve plus the l-el] J- past tense marker, for example ’put' Ikexod^ll

While some Pashtun readers have objected to this departure from tradition, and

correctly pointed out that the present Imperfectlve stems are sometimes

unpronounceable, we continue to use the present imperfectlve to keep in accord with

Beginning Pashto and Intermediate Pashto and the accompanying glossary, In boxed

models and examples below, however, we list the infinitive form in Pashto script (In

parentheses) for the convenience of those accustomed to the traditional citation form

In this chapter, English glosses are not given In the cases where they are

Impossible to formulate or do not make much sense. The tack of distinction in English

between imperfectlve and perfective makes it difficult to reflect the distinction in

Pashto, especially in dealing with the equivalent of 'be' and with the Pashto auxiliaries.
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Whenever possible, intransitive verbs are used as examples, so that t''e points

being made are not obscured by complications of the ergative construction, which is not

discussed in detail until Chapter 1 1.

Finally, we use the following abbreviations in charts and lists of forms:

1 - first person, i.e. T, me’, 'we', 'us'

2 = second person, i.e. you'

3 = third person, i.e, 'he', him', 'she', 'her', 'if. they', them'

S = singular

P = plural

pres = present

pst = past

part = participle

li = masculine

F = feminine

imp = imperf active

perf = perfective

3 . T^e.t^soncx\

Verbs agree in person and number with either the objects or the subjects of

sentences, depending on the tense and particular construction. Agreement is indicated

with personal endings, i.e. suffixes following the verb stem which indicate person and

number.

P>*esent te^^se ek\dii^gs. The endings for verbs in present tense constructions

are as follows:

Ending: Example:

[gadSgamlIS: l-am)
|

0.- Tm .'ancing*

2S: [-el you’re dancing' [gad^ge]

3S: 'he/she is dancing' Igad^gtl

IP: {-ul j- we're dancing' tgad6gul

2P: I-9ylC5‘ you-all are dancing' [gad^gay]

3P: 'they’re dancing' igagegil^j^j^
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Note that the second person plural ending is spelled wtth ^ (the unique use of this

letter) and that the third person endings are the sa;’ie for singular and plural.

"Past teJise e»idiK\0 S. In past tense constructions, the personal endings are the

same as the present tense endings, except for the third person endings, which agree with

the subject or object in gender as well as number, as can be seen in the examples below.

(The verb 'dance' has the past tense stem Iga^ed-] and will be explained in the

section on simple verbs below.)

Ending:

iS: [-am]

g?<9mol.g;.

'1 was dancing' [gadeddm]

2S: I-e| ‘Vou were dancing' [gagedfi]

3Sn: [-a] -t- 'He was dancing' [gadedd]

3SF: [-a] 4.- Ghe was dancing' [gaiJedS]

IP: [-U] y We were dancing' [gadedti]

2P [-ayl Cs~ 'Vou-al! were dancing' (gadedSyl

3Pt1

.

l-al -L- 'They (m) were dancing’ [gaded^UI^

3PF: l-el 'They (f) were dancing' [gaged^l

<C. ~I7e.i^se and yA.spe.cf

The classification of verbs is based on two interacting verbal "states"; tense

(either present and past) and aspect (either imperfective and perfective). All verb

constructions therefore involve one or the other of the follovying four verb forms:

Present Imperfective Present Perfective

Past Imperfective Past Perfective

Verbs may be classified according to the way in which their four forms are

constructed, in the same way that nouns or adjectives can be grouped into classes on the

basis of their various endings. There are three classes of verbs in Pashto, celled In this

analysis simple verbs, derivative verbs, and doubly irregular verbs. We use the term

’Irregular' to describe verbs whose present and past stems are different, and the term

' The presence of the l-al-1 -J- will be explained below in the section on simple verbs.
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'doubly irregular' to describe verbs whose present and past stems and imperfective and

perfective stems are different.

Each verb class is described in detail below, after the presentation of the verb be

and the auxiliaries.

Aspect, or the imperfectlve/perfectlve distinction, is a central characterl'jtic of

the verb system. Pashto aspect Is difficult for non-native speakers to understand in

semantic terms, but the difference between the perfective and the imperfective appears

to relate to whether the action denoted by a verb is completed (= perfected, or

perfective) or not completed (= imperfective). This semantic distinction is not

consistent, however (in the next chapter, for example, it v.'lll be shown that positive

commands use the perfective, whereas tr j corresponding negative commands use the

imperfective), and it seems best to consider the imperfective-perfective distinction as

one of grammatical form only. Readers are cautioned that a parallel should not be made

between the Pashto perfective and the English perfect tenses, i.e. the present perfect (/

have gone), past perfect (/ had gone) and future perfect (/ win have gone).

Like most of the other Indo-European languages including English, Pashto's

equivalent of the verb be is irregular. Also like other Indo-European languages, the

Pashto be verbs may occur as main verbs in sentences parallel to 'I am hungry' or ‘He is

an important khSn' and also as components of verb constructions, as will be seen in the

next chapter. The be verb Is unique among Pashto verbs In that it does not have an

infinitive form; we will continue to label it as be in English.

Present imoerfective forms of be

IS: '1 am' [yeml ^ IP: 'we are' [yu] ^
2S: 'you are' (yel 2P 'you all are' [ySstay]

JS. 'he is' Ida] 5P: 'they are' [dll

she is' [da]

JS/P: 'he/she/it is; they are' (wil

3S/P: 'there 1 s/are' Ista} 4 7 A
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PresejiLaerfectlve forms of be

IS: \ am' [sam]
|

1m JP: we are' [su]

2S: 'you are’ [sej 2P: 'you all are' [say]^
2S command form: [sa]

3S: he/she is" [si] JP. they are' [si]^

The 3rd singular masculine present imperfective form is pronounced [deyl in

the Kandaher dialect, and [dag] in some of the eastern dialects. It is pronounced [day] in

reading and formal speech. The spelling of the perfective forms with [shl reflect the

pronunciation of the Kandahar dialect; they are pronounced with [sh] In formal speech in

t'’B centra? dialect.

Among third person forms, [w1] is used when an assumption or given fact Is

being discussed, whereas [da] and [d1] are used when reporting an observation. The

contrast is clear, for example, in the following sentences referring to a public picnic

table:

[khalek dalta nSst wi.]

people here sitting be3S

• ‘ [>< 1 ‘ -I -[-**

‘People sit here. (We can use this table.)'

[khalek dalta nSst d1.)

people here sitting be3S

• ^ ,3 <*‘10 Li ^zJ ^ i i

People are sitting here. (We can see them.)'

As may be seen In the glosses, this contrast parallels the contrast <n English between

the simple present tense ('People sit here') and the present continuous (‘People are

sitting here').

The other 3rd singular present tense form listed In the chart - [sta] -

functions like English there Is'. An example.

[pa kor ke wora sta
)

jjS -o

in house in flour there-is There’s flour In the house

'

Sentences and questions with [sta] are commonly used over the telephone, for

example:
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[asad st^7|

Asad ihere-is?

[asad ndsta

]

Asad not'thsre-is

[wo, stll

yes. inere-is

^ Omwi I

Is Asad there?'

• vX^ i

Asad Isn't here;

'Ves, he's here;

Past tmoerfectlve forms of be

15: '1 was' [wemlj&j IP: 'we were' [wu] jj

25: 'you were' [wel^^j 2P: you all were' [v. ^y]^^J

35t1: 'he was' (wel j 3PM: 'they were' [wal jj

JSF; 'she was' [wa] aj 3PF: 'they were' [wel^^j

Past perfective forms of be

Wit/lflUfJri.bl -J w/ihf-Sl-l-J

15: '1 was' [swaml [swSlem] j-i

25: 'you were' [swel [swSle]

35: he was' [swe]

'she was' [sWd] d [sw^la] <0

IP: 'we were' [swu] [SV.’^lU] jijJm

2P: 'you all were' [sway] [ewileyl

3P: 'they were' [sw^lal -0j-i/[swalj

The sufftx [-Sl-1 -J- is the regular past tense suffix, and Is optional for verbs

having different present and past stems. (The tense of the verb can be seen In this

difference, just as the English present/past verb distinction can be seen In pairs like

run/ran .)

In the be verbs as well as others, the t-^l-I -J- must not appear In the third

singular masculine form, but must appear In the third plural masculine form, In the

latter, however, the personal ending can drop.
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<S. ^Auxiliaries

The part that auxiliaries play in the formation of verbs and constructions is

described in Section G below, and throughout Chapter 9, Verb Constructions. There are

two auxiliaries, described separately below.

Tl^e intrcmsitivei . [keg-) ( J*v^) 13 the intransitive auxiliary

which when used as a full verb has the meaning become'. As an auxiliary, it translates

in a number of ways, so we have left glosses out of the following chart.

' -

Present forms of the intrans itive auxil1 ar_u_tJ<fi.Q-l_--
(
Jjl^)

Pres.8JitJmp.ec tgcli.y£

fS: IkSgeml ;p. [kSgul

2S: 2P: [k6geyl

JS.-

PrL^ent oerfi

[k6gi|

active

3P: lk§gil^5^^

IS: [sam]^ IP: [su] ^
2S: Ise) ^ 2P: Isayl^
JS.- [si! 5P: (sil^^

The present imperfective 3rd person form Is always pronounced Ikigll In the

Kandahar dialect, and frequently in other dialects as well. This pronunciation Is a

reflection of the phonological process described in Chapter 2.

The present perfective forms are pronounced with [shl rather than [si in reading

and formal speech.
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P.ast forms of the intransitive auxlliar^^ fkeg-1 -
( J.a^O

Past tmoerfectwe

Without f-al-l -1- with [-d1-l -J-

IS: [keddm] [keudlam] |J

2£: [kedd] [keddlel^^

JSM: [kedd]

JSF: [kedd] [keddlal J

IP: [kedu] [keddlul

2P: [keddyl [keddleyl ^
JPM: [keddll JjY^/[keddlel

3PF: [kedil [keddlel

1

Past perfective

Without [dll ^Isuffix: With [dll -Isufflx;

IS: [swemi ^jhit (swdleml
^

2S [swel^_^ [swdlel j-t

JSM: [sal ^
JSF: [swa] [swdlal Jj-i

IP: [SWUI [swdlul jJj-S

2P: [sweyl^j-i [swdlayl

3PM: [swall Jj--/ [swdlal j-i

3PF: [swel [swdlel j-i

Again, the past tense suffix [dll is opttanal In verbs (except In 3rd singular

masculine forms, where it must jiat appear) whose present and past tense stems are

different, as this one is.

The initial in past perfective forms is pronounced [sh] in reading and formal

speech.

TKe The transitive auxiliary is [kaw-| ( Jj^), which

when used as a full verb has the meaning do‘ or 'make'.
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Present forms of the transitive auxiliary fkaw-1 ^ '

Present imfljertecJtive

IS: [kawSmIjo._^ IP: [kawdl

25: [kavv61 2P: [kaw6yl

3S:

1

[kawll JP: [kawll

Pjres.ent. perfective.

IS: [kern] IP: [kul

2S: [ke] 2P: [keyl

3S: IKII JP: IKI) is/

The [r] in the perfective forms is pronounced in some dialects, and by all

speakers in reading and speaking forir:o11y.

Past forms of the transilive auxiliaru (kaw-1 - S ( . 1

Ea.it-.ijmpj?.iJ.g-C-Uyfi

without [-^1-1 -J-

• —

with

IS; (kaw^leml
^^

2S: [kaw^lel ^

^

3SM: [kaw^]

JSF: [kawdla] J^
IP: [kaw^lu] ji

2P (kaw^lagl ^
3PM: (kaw^ll Jj^ /[kaw^lel J

JPF: [kawSle]
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Past forms of the transitive auxniar^ [Kaw-I - S ^ J *^)(cont.)

Past oerfective

W.Lth0.ut [§n -isuffix. With 1^1 1 -isufLix:

IS: [kram] IkrSlaml jtJ^
2S: [kfe] [kr^lel

3SH: [ka]
. [krl ^

3SF: [kra] d^ [kr^lal J^
tP: (krul [kr^lul

2P: Ikray] [krSlagiy^

3PH: [krai] J^/[kr^la] -d^
3PF: [krSle]

Note, tn the 3rd singular masculine past imperfectlve form, the [a] -L- in both

spelling and pronunciation. This is a reflection of a general process, mentioned in

Chapter 2, in which an (a) becomes [a] when the following final syllable ends in [e].

P. Simple Ve^*(:>s

The following sections describe how the formation of the present/past and

imperfective/perfective stems of the three different types of verbs (simple, derivative,

and doubly irregu.ar). The personal endings described above are attached to these stems,

and they are combined with the forms of fie and the auxiliaries in various constructions

that will be described in detail in the next chapter

Ov'd\na^Y simple verb formations. Simple verbs form their perfective stems

by adding the prefix [wd-1 to the imperfectlve stem, and their past stems by adding

the suffix [-$!-] -J-, for example:
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SimolfL.verh formation: 'tie' ftar-1

Pres. imp. [tar -1 2 -^
Pres. perf. (w^tar-

Pst. imp. Itar^l-

Pst. perf. [wStaral-]

Present imoerfective forms of ‘tie’ ftar-1 ^ lJ

fS: [tarSml ^

^

iP: [tariil

2S: [tar^l 2F: [tare^l
(5^

JS: [tartl 3P: Itartl

Present perfective forms of 'tie' [tar-1 wJ J W ):

15: [wdtareml j IP: [w^tarul J

25: [w^tarel j 2P: [wdtarayl j

35: [wStaril J 3P: [w^tarll J

Past impertective farms of 'tie' ItariL -^w J h

15: [tardleml
^J5

25: [tar^lel ^
35M: [tar^l

35F: [tar^lal

IP: [tardlul jJ^
2P: [tar^ley ij

^

3Pt1: [tardlel J^/[tarS!l

3PF: Itar^lel ^

^

2 in this chart and elsewhere, a stress mark over a hyphen indicates that the stress

occurs on the personal ending.
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Pa5_t_Derf.ective forms of tie’ [tar-1

fS: [wStarelam!

2S [w^tarelel

3Sf1: [w^tSral j

3SF; IwStaralal

IP: (w^taralul jJ

2P: [w§taraleyl j

3Pt1: [wdtaralal j /[w^taral] J^j
JPF: [w^taralel

ExamplGs of other simple verbs are;

drink' Itsk-) (^J^)

have' [lar-j "jJ (JjJ)

consider' [gan-1

send' [leg-1 ~

throw, toss‘lshifid-1 - AJLii (J
v; a)

wrlte'dlk-l -jJLJ (JSU)

'keep' lsat-1 (JiL-)

'make, do' [kaw-l

^

Note that it Is not possible to drop the [-31-] -J- suffix in past tenses of simple

verbs; doing so would make the past tense forms identical to the present tense forms.

Note also the presence of la] I in the 3rd singular masculine forms in the past

tenses in the paradigm of [tar-1 ) above. This is another exemplification of the

rule that changes la] to [3] when the following final syllable ends in [a]. The verbs above

that have [al as the vowel of the stem, also have [a] t as stem vowel in the 3rd singular

masculine forms.

Simple m+ransi+ive verbs er\dir\g m [-eg-] The present Stems of all

intransitive simple verbs end In the common intransitive marker l-eg-1 which is

similar to the intransitive auxiliary described above. The past stems of these verbs

predictably end in [-ed(dl)-l-(J) j^-. (Parentheses around an element indicate that the

element Is optional).
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Simolg verb formation: Intransitives ending in f-eo-l -

1

'dance' [gad^g-I

Pres. imp. [gadSg-]

pres. perf. [w^ gadeg~I

Pst. imp. (gadedt^l)-] -(J ) aj

Pst. perf. [w^ ga^ed(el)-] -(J)

In a pattern that was seen in the auxiliary forms above, and will be seen

throughout the description of verbs, the past tense marker {-dl-1 -J- is optional when

the past stem differs from the present stem, except in the 3rd masculine forms. The

following alternatives are all correct;

PastJmD_erfect.l.j^e_f_orms of [qad^o-l -

Form

fS: [gaded^mi ^a^^
with. [-41 -] -J-

[gadeddlem] ^iJa^^

25: Igaded§l ^^aJ^ [gaded^le] ^ a^^
3St1: [gaded^] aa^^

JSF: [gadedi] [gaded^la] d a^^

IP: [ga(jedd] [gadeddlu] jja^^

2P: [gai^ed^y] [gaded^leyi

5PN: [gageddle] 4Ja^>^^

[gageddll Ja^^L^

3PF- [gaijed^l ^a-^ Igaged^lel

Note the peculiarity of the 3rd masculine forms encountered before: In the

singular, the past tense suffix must nal appear. In the plural, the suffix must appear, but

the personal ending Is optional.

Examples of other simple verbs ending In [-eg-I are:

stop' [dar^g-] 'reach' [ras6g-l j)

live' [w6seg-l jl (J jl) 'walk' [gerdzSg-l '

'blow' ilagfig-l - (Ja.jXi)
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Simple ve>*bs ending in [-aw-] -j-. In parallal to the Intransitive verbs ending

In [-eg-1-^^- described Just above, there are also a number of simple verbs that end In

the common transitive or causative suffix |-aw-] which is similar to the transitive

auxiliary. These are ordinary simple verbs whose forms are parallel to those of ‘tie‘

[tar-j -
) described above, and should not be confused with the class of transitive

derivative verbs described below. Some examples (again, the stress mark over the

hyphen indicates that the stress Is on the personal endings);

‘transport’ [rasaw-I j j) pull, push' [chalaw-]

'play [ghagaw-1 throw' [ghordzaw-]

grind, knock’ [takaw- 1
~

Sim pie irregular verbs. There Is a great numbr nf verbs that form their

perfective stems with [w^-1 -j, but whose past tense stems differ from their present

stems. These verbs are similar to English Irregular verbs (like think with Its past tense

thought rather than the regular thinkgd), and are therefore called simple irregular verbs

in this analysis.

Simple irregular verb formation: ’roll around' [roherl - J

Pres. imp.

V ^ ^ —

[rghar!

Pres. perf. [w^rghar] ~^ jj

without [-al-l-i-.- wj(/T[-3l-]-J.-

Pst. imp. [rghaxt-j [rghaxt^l-j -Iz-tJij

Pst. perf. [w^rghaxt-1 -ju-uijj [w^rghaxtal-l

The following past tense Imperfective forms of the verb ’roll around’ [rghar-] are

all correct:
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Past imoerfective forms of Yoll around' frohgrl

Fqrm: wfthowt [-^1-1 -J- -J-

IS [rghext^m] j [rghaxtSlam] ^Lt-A-c j

2S: (rghext^l IrghexlSlel

3Sf1: [rghextSl

3SF: [rghaxtSl <1-4^ j (rghext^lal

IP: [rghextOi Irghext^lul

2P: [rghext^yl j [rghextiley! j

3PM: trghexlSlel aJLs-u-Pj /

[rghext^l] j

3PF: ir*Qh&xt^|
^^1 ^ [rghext^lei

A lengthy If Incomplete list of simple Irregular verbs is given below.

EnsJMl PresenL^tem Past stem Infimtive

buy' t^khl-J-^J^l [akh1st(5l)-j~

’wear' [^ghund-] ~
1 [aghust(6l)-I ji.\ 1

'buzz' l^luz-1 - jjJI [alut(#D-] -(A):jJI

'pass' [4wr-l -^jl Iwuxt(Sl)-] jl/

(some dialects) [3wred(5l)-| -( J.)

roll' [3wr-] [awuxt(^l)-l -(lli-i j\

'pull out' [b3s ~| L |yest(5l)-] -U)iw^l JjL^I

consider' {bdl-I -J^ [bal(^l)-l-a)Jj

'know' (p^zan-1 lpezand(6l)-| -(I)

'explode' (chw-1 ~j^ [chawd(5l)-J -(DajL».

'want' (ghwar-1 [ghuxt($l)-1 jt-

suck' [rSw-] -jj [rud(5D-] -(A) Ajj J-^JJ

'slit
'

[k3g-l-jl^ [xk(Sl)-l

'show' [xly-] (xod(^l)-l -ID

see' (g6r-l -jj£ [kat(^l)-l -U)^
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read' [Iw^n-] -J^ (Iwist($l)-I ^
'see' [wtn-j [lid(6l)-l -(1) J-hJ

'catch' tnis-] -—

^

lnlw<4l)-l -d)

roll up' [nghSr-] [nghext(el)-]

say' [wSy-1 (way(dl)-l -d)^j /[w6l-] .-Jjj JiJ
'seem' [yis ~| 1 [yesed(^l)-]

'kill' (w^zn-1 jj [waz($l)“] -d)j|j Jjj
shoot' [wSH-Jj [wishtCSD-l

'extract' [bSs~] ^ [west(Sl)-l

Four very common and very old simple Irregular verbs listed below have

idiosyncratic third person masculine singular and plural forms in the past tenses.

English Prsssni $tem Past stem

look'
(
J:^) [g6r-l -jj£

get ouf(J:; j) [w4z-l -jj

climb’(Jj-k) lkh6dz-) -

eaf(J^ji.) Ikhwr-I

[kat(^l)-I

Iwat(dl)-] -iJj

Ikhat(^l)-1- Ju:a

[ khwar(^l)-l

JSff in 3PM in

[jssJUlorms.

[katd] <u

Iwat^I I

j

[khSU] <uU.

[khw§r6] 0^1

A full paradigm of the past imperfectiva forms of 'get out' (wez-1
(
J: j) is

given below, with the idiosyncratic forms double-underlined.

Formi Without {-tU -J- withl-^]] -J-

IS: (wat^ml 4

1

[watdlem] |cJ3 j

2$: [wat6] [watdie] J

3S t1: [wot) *rj 4 <

3S F: [wat^] O j [watilai J

IP: (wat61 J [watdiul J

2P: [wat^yl [y

J

[wat^leyl^ j

3P n: [wild] <G f 4 [wattle] <iZ J /[wat^H J3 j

3P F. [wat61 J (wattle! J

'\Oii
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SiKVTple VeK*bs bfigiK\niMg wi+b [3j -1. The perfective Stems of simple verbs

beginning with [a] -I, whether regular or irregular, fallow the pattern shown below, in

which the [wera-] is pronounced [w3-l;

Simple verb beginning with [a~) ~l: throw' fachaw-1 -
(. i-^l)

Pres. Imp. (^chaw-j

Pres. perf. [wdchaw-l j

Pst. imp. [achawdl-1 " Jj-^l

Pst. perf. [wSchawal-l
-
Jj^lj

Other si mple verbs starting with la] -1 include:

'buy' (6khl-| -Kl fiy l^luz-•) -jjJl

'hear' [4wr-] -jjl wear' [4ghund-l *'
1

'turn over' [^raw-] -j^l 'roll around' l^wr-1 - ^jl

'send' l^staw-j 1 'climb over' [^wext-

C^. Dek^iva+ive Vek'bs

Derivative verbs are formed, or derived, from adjectives or nouns. They

constitute the largest and most open class of verbs: any noun or adjective can be made

into a verb, although of course in practice some nouns and adjectives do not make sense

as verbs.

Derivative verbs may have transitive and/or intransitive forms; the intransitive

ones reflect a state of being or a passive situation, for example, the intransitive be

sold' or "be on sale' (kharts6g-l j*. The transitive ones, on the other hand, tend to

be causative, for example 'sell' (or ‘cause to be sold') [kharlsaw-1 ji.

A derivative verb consists of a noun or adjective plus either the Intransitive

tkeg-l (Jj^) or transitive [kaw-1
( J auxiliary. The personal endings are

attached to the auxiliary. If the first component of the verb is an adjective, the

adjective agrees with the subject or object In number and gender.
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In tha case of Irregular adjectives, It Is often the feminine form which is used li

derivative verbs. For example (as will be explained in more detail below, the [k-1 -S o

the auxiliary drops when affixed to a wo*o ending in a vowel):

dtf/gg.t./.V'g. Clas.Q.ulw& ESi^ _.e
‘

Oerivatfve verb

warm' [tod] ^^ [tawda] Itawdaw-] (Jj^j3)

‘cold’ [sorl [sare] a^ [saraw-l-j^ (Jj^)
curved* [kog] [kaga] [kagaw-1

'ripe, cooked’ Ipokh] [pakha] 4^ (pakhaw-j (Jj^)

If the noun or adjective ends in a vowel, the auxiliary is a separate word, and ha

forms as listed in Section E above. The adjective ‘pretty' [xaysti] for example,

becomes the intransitive derivative verb become pretty [xSysta k6g-] wi

forms as follows:

‘become oretty' fxaysta kiQrl -^.,^ tjj^
PresenUmperfectwa

15: [xSysta k^gem] ajl L,mW

25: [xSysla k6gel

35: [xlysta k6gi] Lmi

IP: (XSysta k^gu] --ri Li»

2P: [xSysta k^gay] <i.

5P: (xSysta k6gi] clM>_J LrM

Present perfective

fS:

25:

55:

tP:

2P:

3P:

[xaystd sem] ^
txaystd se|

[xaysti si]

[xayst4 su|^
[xiyst^ say] ^

[xaystS si]
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become orettij' [xSgsta kdo-l
^ J La )

East impgrfectlye

tS:

2S:

5SH:

35F:

\P:

2P:

3Pt1:

3PF:

Past oerfecttve

15:

25:

3St1

35F:

IP:

2P:

3Pf1:

3PF:

without [-61-1

[xaysta ksddm] <cl^
[x§ysta ked^l ^
[xSysta kedd]

[xSysta kedd]

[xSysta kedfj] <c:

—

[[xaysta keddy] <CL^

[xaysta ked6]

Jz.

4
4
4
4
Li

with f-^1-l-J-:

[xaysta keddlam]
^ XfS Li

[xaysta keddle] ^ a^S «cLwj Li

[xaysta ked^Ia]

[xSysta kad^lu)

[xSysta keddlagi

IxSysta ked^la] a

[xaysta ked^lj

[xaysta kedSle] XfS

-4
Li

Li /
*

L»»

Withoutl-B\-]-

[xaysta swam] ^
[xaysta swa]

Ixaystd sal

[xSystd swa] «

[xaysta swu] jjJ,

[xaysta sway)

Li
»

4
4
:4

4
Li

[xSystS swalaml
^

[xaysta swale] ^

&

[xaysta swe]

[xaysta swala] aJ

[xaysta swalul ji jJ»

[xSystS swalayl ^ j-i

[xSystS swala] aJ

[xaystS swal] Jj-i

[xSyst^ swale] jJ*

^Li
«»

:l4

i 4
i4
4 /

^4
^Li

The forms for the transitive derivative verb with 'pretty [xSysta]

are as follows:
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[:<aysta kawdmj
^

[xaysia kaw^l

[)(3ysta kawtl

(kSysta kawd] jj^

[kaysta kaw^yl

Ixaysta kawi)

[xaysta kam]
^*

1
.

^

[xaysta kel

IxSysta kil

[xaysta ku)

[xaysta kayl

[xaysta ki]

[xaysta kaw^Iam] <u.

[xSysta kavY^lal ajl.

[xaysta kawd] cl

[xaysta kawdia] cl

[xlysta kawilul jJ cl

[xaysta kaw^lsy) cl

Ixaysta kavv5ll Jj^ CL-

(xaysta kawdla] cl ci

[xaysla kawSlel ci



Si Verb Forms

tieaultftf. cause lo_Ue Drett^j _ [x5^sta_kaw_-J_-

Past Qgrfectlvs

25;

JSM:

jsr

IP:

2P:

3PM:

3PF:

without f-3l-l - J-

[xayst^ krsm] ^ci.^ U,

[xayst^ kre] o—j Li

[xaystd ka] ^ a ^ Li

[Klystd kra] OmW Li

[xayst^ kru] ax.... j Li

[xayst^ krayl Li

[xaystd kra] t>

^

Li

[xaysta krgj Li

(J^< .r ... .1 ...^

mCQ.[ -al-l-j-;

[xSystd kralam] ^ Li

[x§ysta k^alel Li

[xSystS krala] aJ^ a x...,.> Li

[xayst6 krglu] jJ^ i,.z..,^.j Li

{xaystd kralayl 4JL«^Li

[xaystd krala! <J^ Li/

[xayst^ krai] aj: Li

[xaystd kralej ^ •«-* Li

The imparfactive forms of a darivative verb are slightly different when the noun

or adjective ends with a consonant. The [k-1 is dropped, and the rest of the auxiliary

is added to the noun or adjective to form a single word. Note that the imperfective

forms of these verbs are indistinguishable from the imperfective forms of simple verbs

ending In [-eg-l or [-aw-j -j-.

All the forms for the transitive and intransitive verbs derived from the adjective

injured' Izobalj ([zobSI] has the feminine form tzdbla) are given below. All

forms are masculine (except the obvious 3rd person feminine forms) In order to simplify

the presentationj the various masculine and feminine possibilities are given later in the

section.

be injured' [zobl^o-l

Present imperfective

iS: (zobl^gam]

2S: [zobl^ge]

3S: [zobl^gii

IP: jzobligu]

2P: (zobl^gayl

3P: (zQbl6g1|,j^^^3
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be Injured' Izoai6g-l Jj U-V-kj i^i

Present perfective

IS:

2S:

3SM:

/ P.

2P:

JPM;

[zdbal sem] J^J3

Izdbsl sel

Izddslsil J.j3

[zdbel su] j-i

(zdbel say]

Izdoal sil Jjjj

be injureg'JLgjikligd.

Past imaerfective

Without f-dl-1 - J-; With f-dl-1- J-:

fS: [zobleddm]
^

[zobleddlam]

2S: [zobledd] [zobled^le] ^ *v4jj

JSM: [zobledd]

JSF: [zobleddl [zobleddlal 4J a^jJ

}P: [zobledd] jO^jj tzobleddluljJ a^_j_5

2P: [zQbleddy] [zobled^lay]

3PF!: Izobled^l] Ja^jj /

[zobleddlal

5PF: [zobleddi / (zobleddlej ^a^jj



be InlurefT r 2 nhl^fl-l -
^ fJj^L

Past pgrfggtive

Without [-$1-1 - J-: With J-

IS: izdbal swam) jo.
(J'. jJ iz6bal swalam] jtJj-S. Jjj3

2S: [z6bel swel Jjj3 [z6balswa1el J^j3
3St1: tz6bal sa]

3SF: [z6bla swal [zfibla swalal «J j-fc **-4*jj ^

JP: [z6bel swu] [z6bel swalul j}

^

J^jj

2P: (z6bal swayl Jjj3 [z6ba1 swalayl vJfjj

3PN: [z6ba1 swalal «J j-i. JIjjj

* (z6bal swal] Jj-i Jjjj

3PF: [z6ble swe] ^y4j3 Izfible swale]

The form for the transitive equivalent of (zobl^g-1 -^^4.^3 is 'injure, hurt'

[zodlaw-1 -jLjj Its various forms are given below; again, all forms are

masculine except the the obvious 3rd person feminine forms, in order to simplify

presentation.

'injure, hurt' [zoblaw-1 -

Present imperfectlve

IS: [zoblaw$ml IP: [zoblawdl jjljjj

2S: [zoblaw$l j3 2P: [zoblaw$y]

3S: [zoblawil 3P: [zoblawil

Present nerfective

!S: [z6bal kaml ^ J^jj IP: [z(5bal ku) Jjjj

2S: [z6bal kel J^jj 2P: [z6bel kayl Jjjj

3S: (z6ba1 kil JijJ 3P: [z6bal kll^^ Jjj_5

^The (r| is pronounced in other dialects, and In reading and careful pronunciation
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'Injure, hurt' (zoblaw-l - (

Past tmoerfective

}S: [zoblawSlsm]
^
jJjjj iP: [zoblawdiu]

2S: [zoblawdle] ^ 2P: [zoblawileyl

JSM: [zoblSwal SPn: [zoblawSl] JjJijjj /

[zoblawSlel <J

JSF; [zoblawAial JjLjj 3PF: [zoblawdlel

'injure, hurt’ [zobiaw-] T. 4-L 4 ‘ JJ ^

Past perfective

Without f-al-! - J-: with f-al-l- J-:

iS; Izdbal kraml ^

^

Jr?j.5 Izfibal kraleml ^
2S: [zdbel kre] Jjjj [zdbal kralel ^
3Sri: [z6bel ke] ^ J^jj

JSF: Izfibla kra] [zfibla krala]

IP: Izdbel knjj J^jj [zdbal kralu! >1^ J^jj

2P: [z6bal kragl (Jijj (zfibal kreleyi J^jj

JPtI: [zdbal krela] J^ {JiJJ ^

3PF: [z6ble kre]

[zfibal krall

(z6ble krale] ^

^

When the derivative verb Is formed from an adjective, the adjectival part of the

verb agrees. In all tenses, in number and gender with the object of the verb in transitive

sentences, and with the subject of the verb otherwise. This is reflected in the forms

above, and all possible forms of the adjective are shown below with the past perfective

forms of the intransitive derivative verb formed from the adjective 'wet' [lundl ji, an

irregular adjective with the following forms:

DS: Ilund]Ai_^

OS: tISndS] b^')l

F: DS: [land SI

OS: [land^l ^ jJ

DP: [landdj

OP; (landdl j jJ

DP: [land61,^J^

OP: [landdl jJjJ



'get wef (past perfective) [lund swal-l -J jJi, jJ

'[ (m) got wet' [lund sw^lam] |cJ jJi X jJ

| (f) got wet' [landa swdlem] ajJ

'Vou (m) got wet' [lundswdlel j-i a) jJ

'Vou (f) got wet' {landa sw^lej ^ ajJ

‘He got wet' [lund sii jJ; jJ

'She got wet' [landa swdia] JjJ; ajJ

'We (m) got wet' iiinde sw^lu] jijJ*

We (f) got wet' [lande sw^lu] jJ

'You (m) all got wet' [landa sw^ley] AJj'i

You all (f) got wef [lande swilayl

'They (m) got wef [lands sw^la] aJ

'They (f) got wef [lande sw^lei j-i

As mentioned at the beginning of the section, the class of derivative verbs is

ben, in that almost any noun or adjective can be changed into a derivative verb by adding

the appropriate auxiliary. Hera is a sample:

Derived from nouns:

From 'change' (badall Jjj (Ml):

become changed into' {badl6g-] - Oj

change into' [badlaw-1 -jJjj

From 'wind' [bad) (Ml):

'be winnowed' [bad6g-l

'winnow' (badaw-) -

Derived from adjectives:

From 'clean' (pakl jJLCadj l):

'become clean' [p3k6g-l

'clean' [pakaw-1

From blocked' jju (adj I):

'be b1ocked'[band6g-]

block' [bandaw-] -jAju

From 'straight, level' [awar] jl jl (adj !)

be straightened' [aw3r6g-l

'straighten, level out' [awSraw-1 -jjl j\

From obligated' [arl ^1 (adJ 1):

'be in need' [ar6g-l

'force' [araw-] -j^l

•• o
j C
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From 'long' (ugdl (adj Irreg.):

decome long’ Iugd6g-i

’lengthen’ (ugdaw-1

f'l. I^owbly C7k‘K‘e0t4la(^ Vei^bs

The doubly irregular verbs - there are relatively few of them - are those whose

perfective and imperfective stems differ as well as their present and past stems. The

verb ’take’, for example, has the following forms:

Pres imp: [byay-J-^Lj Pst imp: [bow(3l)-]-(J)_^

Presperf: [b6z-]-jjj Pst perf: (b6tl(3l)-l-(DJb_jj

In all the doubly-irregular verbs, the difference between perfective and

Imperfective is carried by stress (and Is not reflected in the spelling at all). In the

perfective forms, stress is on the first part of the verb, and in the imperfective forms on

the last or next-to-last syllable, as can be seen In the stress marks over the hyphens in

the example above. In many of the doubly irregular verbs, the shift of stress is the only

difference between imperfective and perfective, for example ’plant’ lkenaw-1

Which has the following forms:

Pres imp: [kenaw-] Pst imp: IkenawSl-] -J

Pres perf: [k6naw-l Pst perf: [kdnawal-) -J

All doubly irregular verbs are capable of being split into two parts; in many

constructions, for example the negative, a particle is inserted between the first and

second part, as wMI be described in Chapter 9. In most doubly irregular verbs, the first

part is easy to identify, for example:

give (to you)' (dar+kaw^l)

give (to me) ’ in+kawal! Jj^lj

In some doubly irregular verbs, however, the parts are not so easily broken into

syllables, for example:

'sit down’ Ike + n-]

’put’ I ? gd-1 (J,sj-f-^)

From ’free’ [az3d] ,aljl (adj 1);

‘become free’ [azad6g-l jl

'set free'Iazadaw-]- j-al jl

r) »
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Other doubly Irregular verbs have Idiosyncratic 3rd person forms in the past

forms, parallel to the idiosyncratic forms of the simple irregular verbs described above.

Here is a list of all the doubly irregular verbs we are aware of. The idiosyncratic

third person forms are listed when they exist, with no stress marked, as the stress will

be on the final syllable in the imperfective, and on the first syllable in the perfective.

lose' [baylod^lL haoDen: lorewat^ll . b wi

Pres imp: [bay1-l -_L L Pres imp: [prewez-l

Pres perf: IbSyl-j -JL L Pres perf: (pr6waz-j -

Pst imp: (baylod(dl)-]-i_^ L Pst imp: [prewat-1 -D

Pst perf: tbSylodtel)-] Pst perf: [pr6wat(al)-l ~Z

3St1: [prewot] ojj^j^

3PM: [prewata) «d

'cut' [prekawHL. \ S -give (to uDu)- Idarkaw^ll . 1

Pres Imp: [prekaw-1 Pres imp: (darkaw-j

Pres perf: [pr6kr-l Pres perf: [d^rkr-j

Pst imp: (prekaw^l-i-J_^ Pst imp: [darkaw^l-j -J

Pst perf: [pr6kr(-el)l -J^ Pst perf: [d^rkr(al)-] -J

wash- fpremindz^H -go- [tl3ll_^Ub

Pres imp: Ip rem i n d z -
1

j-i Pres imp: Idz-j -ik

Pres perf: [pr6mindz-]-iJi-^ wi Pres perf: [iSr s-|

Pst imp: [premindzil-l-l-^.: *.» Pst imp: (tl5(l)-j -ib

[prew6l-l-J Pst perf: [lSr(el)-l
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'come (to me)' [rStl^ll . UjK :aive (to mel1

' [rakawall . (<l^I .

Pres imp: [ra+dz- ! --il j Pres imp: (rakaw-]

Pres perf: [rS+s-l Ij Pres perf: [r3kr-] -^Jj

Pst imp: [ratl(5l)-l -JJLsIj Pst imp: Irakavy(al)-] -J

Pst perf: [rSghUal)-) - JUp Ij Pst perf: [rSkr(al)-] -J

JSM: trSghay] ^Ij

bring (to me)' (rawr^l] . L 'transport here' (rawast^ll . A ,

Pres imp: IrSwr-] Pres imp: [rlwast-1 j\j

Pres perf: IrSwr-]-^jlj Pres perf: lrSwast-1 j\j

Pst mp: [rawr(-^l)-]-J^jlj Pst imp: [rSwast^l-l -JU-*jlj

Pst perf: trSwr(sl)-l Pst perf: [rSwastal-] -JLl*,jIj

Dut:JkaxadAlL_. 1 .a •go (to you): (dartllU ,Lbjj

Pres imp:

W 1

[gd-]-ij Pres imp: [dardz-1 jj

Pres perf: [k6gd-l Pres perf: (d3rs-|

Pst mp: [kexod(9l )-]-J Pst imp: [dartl(al)-] -JJS j:>

Pst perf: [k^xodCal )-]-J Pst perf [d^rghl(al)-|-Iiii J J

5Stl: (daraghayl

•allow' [prexod^ll, w 'open' {pranastill A

Pres imp: (pregd-] Pres imp: [prIniU Z-] ->-^l j-j

Pres perf: [prfigd-l-^^ Pres perf: [pr§ni 2 -l ~ ^
Pst imp: lprexod(51) Pst imp: IprSnast(-61)-l -h—',\

Pst perf: [pr6xod(aD ^ Pst perf: [prSnast(-3l)-l-JL:—ll

•*.ake' [bowiil_Jjk» •get UPllD.aJLs.e.diil^J

Pres imp: [bySy-1 -j Lj Pres imp: Ip3ts6g-1

Pres perf: [b6z-]- Pres perf: [pS^^eg-l

Pst imp: [dOVV(3l)-)-Jjf Pst imp: (patsed(-il)-l -J j-tiL*
• «

Pst perf: [t)6tl(3l)-|-ib ji Pst perf: [p8tsed(-3l)-l -J j-ciL
• T
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-QHiiPPyp' JaK < 'arrivg. enter' Inenawat^ll

Pres imp: [kekSg-1 Pres imp: tnanawSz-] jXi

Pres parf: [k^kag-] Pres perf: [n^nawz-1 jjLi

Pst imp: [kexkotKal)-] - i Pst imp: (nanawat(^l)-l-Jj jjj

Pst perf- !k6xkod(al)-| -

^

Pst perf: nSnawaUal)-) -J3

3SM: [nanawotl Oj 4ij

JPfl: (nanawatal C Ij 4ij

go .acLbimi: [yyartl^ll Jl3 . j> 'aiveJto him) : [vyarkaw^ll .\Ss»

Pres imp: [wardz-l --i jj Pras imp: [warkaw-]

Pres perf: [w6rs-l jj Pres perf: [wSrkr-1 jj

Pst imp: [wartUal)-] -113 jj Pst imp: [warkaw^l-l -J_^jj

Pst perf: (w^rghl(al)-l-Ui jj Pst perf: [wirkr(al)-l -]

3SM: Iw^raghay]

take Uo him)’ {warwri^n . ^ » 'take, carry [wrall . 1 ,

4

Pres imp: [warwr-] -^jjj Pres imp: twr-1

Pres perf: [vY^rwc-] -^jjj Pres perf: (vy6s-|

Pst imp: [vvarwrSl-] Pst imp: [wral-I -J^j

Pst perf: Iw^rwral-l Pst perf: Iw^wr-]

3SM: [waf^wor] 3St1: (wiworl

err fkhatawatall . l3 ’deceive' [khalaue.sjLaII. U-^ LlL

Pres imp: lkhatSwaz-1 - jjIjiL Pres imp: [khatabSs-I

Pres perf: [khatSwz-1 - jjLl^ Pr perf: [khatSbas-l Lli^

Pst imp: [khatawat(al)-] -J3 jLlL Pst imp: [khatayest(al)-] Ls^

Pst perf: Ikhatiwai(al)-] -J3 jlii. Pst perf: [khatSyesUaOl Lii.

3SM: [khatawotl >Zj

3Pf1: IkhatSwalal 43 IjIia
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•sit down' [kenSst^lI

Pres Imp: [ken-]

Pres perf: [k6n-] -

Pst imp: [ken5st(9l)-l

Pst perf: (kinast(al)-] -1:^

Plant- (kena wiiil

Pres imp:

Pres perf:

Pst imp:

Pst perf:

[kenaw-1

[k6naw-l -

tkenawll-1 -J

[k^nawal-! -J

O. T^ai^ficiples

Pashto participles - adjectives formed from the past stems of verbs - are used in

several frequently-occurring constructions. There are two types of participles: one

formed with the past imperfective stems of verbs, the other formed with the past

perfective stems. While the different types of participles are clearly perfective or

imperfective in form , the semantic base of the imperfective/perfective distinction is

usually not evident in the actual constructions.

While participles take the form of adjectives, they differ from adjectives in

having alternate perfective and imperfective forms. They also differ from adjectives in

that in some constructions they do not agree with subject or object.

Fo»»tna+ion of impe»*fec+ive paH-iciples. The past imperfective form of verbs is

used to form imperfective participles: the participial ending [-ay] is added to the

past imperfective form of the verb plus the past tense suffix [-^1-1 -1 - (i.e. the

infinitive), and the resulting word is a regular class 2 adjective. The imperfective

participle for the verb "go' [dz-1 therefore has the following forms:

t1: DS: [tl5lay)JJb DP: [tl^lil JLb

OS: [tl^lij Jib OP: (tl^lol jJLb

F. OS: [tlSlel DP: [tl$le]

OS: [tUlel^ OP: Itl^lol jlb

Examples of imperfective participles are:
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Verb Infinitive Imperf ective

parti ciple

S/mp/e:

'dance' (gadeg-1 [gaded^H J [gadad^layl

send' [leg-] [legdllJjJ [iegdlayi J

^

Derivative:

'be built' (joreg-1 IjoreddllJ IjoredSlayi
^J

build' [Joraw-1

Doubty irregular:

(Jorawili (jorawSlayl J

'sit' [ken-1 [kenastdl] [kenast^lay] U,. ... ^

plant' (kenaw-1 [kenaw^l] Jy..>^;u.Sr [kenaw^leyj

go' Idz-] -A. [tl6l] JJt; [tldlayj JJb

'take' [byay-j [bow^ll Jj>> (bowdlayl ^JJJJ

Po»‘m<afioK\ per^ec+ive pat*+tciples. The participial ending (~ayl“^ is also

added to the past perfective form of the verb to form the perfective participle, which is

also a class 2 adjective. Some eKamples:

Verb Perfective participle

Simple:

'dance' (gad^g-! [w^gadedalay] j

send' [leg-] [w^legalayljj^j

Derivative.

'be built' [joc s^wayl

'build' [joraw-j -jjj^ [jorkdray]^^

Doubly irregular:

sit down' [ken-j -t,. ..•fT jk^nastaiay-l

plant' Ikfinaw-j [k^nawalay-j

i JjJ
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The I-al -1 - i- suffix may be dropped in participles, again consistently with the

general rule that if something else about the form indicates that it is a past tense

construction, the past tense suffix can drop. In this case, the participial ending l-ay]

indicates that the form is past tense.

imperfective participle Imperfective participle

wijh - X~

[gaijedfiy] [gaded^layl J
Heg6y] [leg^layl J

[]ored6yl [jored^Iay] ^J

Ijoraw^y] [joraw^layl J
[kenast^y] [kenast^layi

[kenaw^yl [kenawilayl

{tlayl ttlSiay]

Ibow^y!^3j^ [bow^layljjjj

sJdiosyttcratic participles. Two verbs are idiosyncratic witii regard to

participles in the central dialect: they have only the imperfective participle form, which

Is used In all participle constructions.

Verb Perf e.cAij^eZjMELerf_ecltj/e_D.art l.c I p I e

go- [dz-1 -A [tl^layl JUb /[tlayl

put’ [gd-1 [ixod^layl /[txay] 1

The participles for the auxiliaries are also idiosyncratic:

Auxiliary Imperfective Perfective

participle participle

Intransitive [keg-1 [keddlayl^ { [sSwayl

[kedfiy]^

Transitive [kaw-1 tkaw^lay] ^ [k^rayl ^5^
Ikaw^yj
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.3F> CD\\\e.y- T^iaalyses

Analyses of verb formation vary widaly from writer to writer on Paahto grammar.

Mackenzie (1987) posits a four-way system similar to the one given here, j e. based on

present/past, imperfective/ perfective. He equates the doubly irregular verbs with the

Simple verbs, positing the first parts of the former as preverbs which preclude the Iw^l

prefix but attract the stress tn the.perfective forms, and classifies the remaining verbs

as irregular. The derivative verbs are called denominative verbs in hts analysis.

Shafeev (1967) establishes the perfectlve/imperf active aspect, but posits three

tenses (present, past, future), rather than two. He identifies two types of verbS“-simple

and dertvative--and divides the derivative verbs into three types: prefixed,

denominative, and compound. His prefixed verbs are doubly Irregular verbs with

recognizable first parts; his denominative verbs are the derivative verbs '.hat end in

consonants, and his compound verbs are the derivative verbs that end In vowels.

Penzl (1955) observes that Afghan grammarians all clearly establish a

distinction between the perfective and Imperfective aspect. He posits four classes of

verbs. Class I verbs are those with the same present and past stem (simple verbs), Class

II verbs are those whose past stems are predictable (simple verbs ending in [-eg-]). Class

III verbs are those whose past and present stems are different (simple irregular verbs),

and Class IV verbs are those that have different present and past, perfective and

imperfective forms (some of the doubly irregular verbs). Verbs which differentiate

aspect by stress shifting atone form subgroups of Classes I
- 111.
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;A, .U^^+t^oduc+ioKv

In this chapter, we describe how the verb forms presented in the last chapter are

used in constructions and phrases. The chapter is organized roughly according to

meaning: present time expressions are described, then future ex-presslons, then past

expressions, then constructions and expressions that are used in all three time frames.

After the presentation of constructions, there Is a summary of them, organized

according to the form of the verb (present imperfective, present perfective, past

imperfective, past perfective, and participles) used in each construction; this

organization corresponds to the presentation of verb forms in Chapter 8.

To make the example sentences easier to understand, the examples will, whenever

possible, contain one of the following verbs:

Simple verbs

Intransitive: 'dance' [gaijfig-]

Transitive: 'send' [leg-1

Beginning with [a]

:

’buy'Tai^-] -JaI

Derivative verbs (derived from the class l adjective 'healthy, constructed' [jorl )

Intransitive: 'get better, be sewn, be built' Ijor6g-l - (Jo^^j^)

Transitive: ‘build, make healthy, sew* [joraw-| (Jj^j^)

Doubly irregular verbs

Intransitive: 'go' [dz-| (J-t:))

Pr. imp. [dz-l -i Pr. pert. nSrs-] -wM

Pst. imp. [tli(l)-l - (DJb Pst. pert. [lSr-l

Transitive: 'take' (byay-1 -j

Primp. [byay-1 -j Pr. pert. Iboz-1 -jji

Pst. imp. (baw(el)-l -(J)^ Pst. perf. lb6tl(al)-l -(I)Jb jj

i3r.
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S. T^k*e.se.Kv+ TTi^ne £>:p»^essions

be. The simple forms of Pashto be are used In constructions parallel to English

’am, ’Is', and 'are', although distinctions are made between perfective and imperfective

forms that are not made in English.

The present Imperfective forms of be are used in constructions and sentences

parallel to English sentences with 'am', 'is', and are'. For example:

IdukSndSr yam.l .jw

shopkeeper be rS '1 am a shopkeeper'

[wSgay ye?I

hungry be2S

(la mor sara nSsta da.l

with mother with sitting be3$

[paxtan^ yu.]

Pashtuns be IP

[tase muhtardm khalak ySstay.]

you-all respected people be2P

'Are you hungry?'

, A ^ b ^

'She's sitting with her mother’

'We are Pashtuns.'

I* U ^
bi

'You (all) are respected people.'

(duy aprfdi dl.)

theyAlridi be3P 'They are Afridis.'

*Uke Pi*ese^\+ C?mpeK*fec-rive Xe^\se. Expressions parallel to the English

simple present (’I go ) or present continuous ('1 am going') are formed Dy adding the

present tense personal endings to the present imperfective stem of the verb, for

example:
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Present lmperfectWe tense of Igadda-l

‘I dance/am dancing' Igaddgam]

'you dance/are dancing' (gaddgelj^j^

'he/she/it dances/ls dancing'

'we dance/are dancing' Igaddgul

'you all dance/are dancing' [gaddgay]

'they dance/are dancing’ (gaddgil ^

Some examples of sentences using this tense are:

(sari tol pa meld ke gaddgi ]

men all at picnic at dancedP

[layla khpale korandy ta paysd legU

Layla own family to money send^^S

(tsapidy pa pexawdrke jordgt.]

sandal in Peshawar in are made3P

[majdt jorawi-l

mosque theybuHdJP

[pohantitn ta dzu.)

university to wegofP

[tdse asiina bSzdr ta bySyay?]

you-all horses bazaar to take:?P

The men all dance at picnics.'

'Layla sends money to her family
'

‘Sandals are made In Peshawar

'

They are building a mosque."

*We go to the university.'

'Are you all are taking the

horses to the market?'

AJe0Qtive present imperjective constructions. The negative Of the present

imperfectiva tense Is formed by placing the negative particle [ndl <i before the verb For

example:
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Present imoerfective neaative of foad^o-l

Tm not dancing/don't dance' [n3 gagegam] jS 0

'you're not dancing/don't dance' [n$ gadegel^j,^^

'he/she/it Isn't dancing/doesn't dance' [na gadegl] 0

'we aren't dancing/don't dance’ [n3 gadegu]

'you all aren’t dancing/dan'l dance' [n3 gadegay]

’they aren’t dancing/don't dance' [n3 gadegl] 0

In present imperfectWe negative constructions with verbs starting with lal t, the

(a) < of the negative particle drops, the In] is attached to the verb stem, and the [a]

changes to [a], ( This change of [a] + [a] = [a] I also occurs when the perfective [we] j is

attached to these verbs.)

Present imoerfective neaative of buu' I3khl-1 -JLlI

Tm not buying/don't buy’ [nSkhlamj

’you're not buying/don't buy' [nSkhle]

he/ she/it isn't buying/ doesn't buy’ [n3khll]

we aren't buying/don't buy' [n3kh1ul

you all aren't buying/don't buy' [nSkhlay]

they aren t buying/don't buy' [nSkhli]

Some examples of the negative present imperfectlve are;

[mung pe waduno ke n^ gadegu.j o ^
we at weddings at negdanceiP 'We don’t dance at weddings.

[Iayl3 pa myast ke Ilk kor ta nd legi.j ^ o

Layla in this month in letter home to nsg send3S « <j O j J

'Layla Isn't sending a letter home this month.'

'A country isn't built with words
'
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[Z3 khpsle ]Sme nd Jorawam ]

I own clothes neg sew^S | don't sew my own clothes.

'

[mung wad^ ta nd dzu ]

we wedding to neg go IP We're not going to the wedding.'

[day khpala korandy pakistSn ta nd byayU

he own tamily pakistan to negtake;3S
.^

'He Isn't taking his family to Pakistan.'

Ipl3r me bagh n3khl1.]

father my orchard rreg buy3S fly father is not buying the orchard.'

TWe P**asent Perfective Tei^se, The present perfective tense is formed by

adding the personal endings to the present perfective stem of the verb. In present-time

expressions, this tense occurs only in clauses, and its use In such clauses is described

fully in Chapter 13. An example occurs in the next section, however, in the first clause

of the sentence 'Asad will be a teacher when he finishes school.'

(S. PufuK*e Xime ^xpf^essioi^s

Future Statements with be . Expressions corresponding to English statements

like I'll be late' or 'We're going to be there In an hour' are formed with the perfective

forms of be and the future marker [ba] <i. The third person form [wl] is used in future

contexts to express certainties: [sil ^ is used to express possibilities. Some

examples:

[tase ba zar Ugi say.l

you fut soon thirsty be2P 'You all might be thirsty soon.'

[day ba jdg wi.]

he ftvftall beSS

•tSJ

'He will be tall.'
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lasad Che maktab khl^s k1, maal4m ba si.]

asad when school finishes teacher /ufbe3S

'Asad will be a

j-l

teacher when he finishes school.'

[ba] witk tKe Pr'esent Pe»*fective Tense. Most future expressions are formed

with the future particle [ha] o and the present perfective tense, which combines the

present perfective stem of the verb with the present personal endings, [bal <o occurs,

along with the weak pronouns and some other particles, in fixed order in sentences (see

Chapter n fora description and examples); this characteristic has impact on the

formation of negative future statements as can be seen below.

Some examples of future constructions with the present perfective are:

[ahmad ba pa wadd ke w^gadegU o J^l

Ahmad fut at wedding at dance35, pres perf 'Ahmad will dance at the wedding.'

(p13r ba me pays6 b^la hafta wdlegi.j <L
if*

father ftjfmy money next weak send5S, presperf

‘Mg fathe.' will send money next week.'

[layia ba jdra si.) , ^
Layla fuf improve aux3S. pres perf 'Layla will get better.'

[asad ba dewll j6r ki.j ^

Asadtut wall build aux3S, presperf Asad will build a wall.'

[tor ba iSr si.]

tor fut go aux3S, pres perf 'Tor will go.'

[tor ba ye b6zi.|

tor fut him take?5, pres perf

ift <t

Tor win take him.'

/\Je9citiv£ future expressio«s. Negative future expressions involve the

negative particle (nal the future particle (ba) << , and the present perfective form of the

verb with the appropriate personal ending.
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V/lth simple verbs, the particles appear in the following orders;

If there Is a subject or object:

subject/object (bal -o + [wS] j In4] O + present verb stem + ending

Example;

(ahmad ba we n6 gadegi.] O j -u

Ahmad fuf perf neg dancedS 'Ahmad will not dance.'

If there is both a sublec_t.3nd_obLec_t;

subject + [ba] o + object + [we] * [ne] <1 + present verb stem + ending

Example;

[asad ba Ilk wend legi.] ^ j ^ ^

Asadfut letter perf neg sendSS Asad will not send the letter.'

If there is neither subject nor object:

[we] j + Ibaj o + [ne] O + present verb stem ending

Example:

[we ba n^ gadegi.) <j j

perf fut neg dance3S 'He won't dance.’

With simple verbs beginning with [a] I, the perfective [we! j and the [aj I of the

verb combine:

(waj Ij + [nal - si + rest of the verb,

as in the fallowing example with the verb bug' [akhl-j -iiki

{bSgh bs w9 ndkhli.) ^ ^

orchard /or perf neg-buy3S He won't buy the orchard.'

Future negative constructions with derivative verbs are somewhat simpler than

those with simple verbs: the negative particle [n4j Is inserted between the adjective

or noun and the auxiliary, for example:

[laylaba jora n6 sl.l , <i

Layla fut improve neg aux,3$, pres perf 'Layla won't get better.'

iasad be dawSl Jor nS kl ] ^ ^

Asad fut wall build neg aux, 3S, pres perf ‘Asad won't build a wall
'
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Future negative constructions with doubly Irregular verbs Involve placement of

the negative [n5] o between the first and second parts of the verb. For example:

sit' [ken-] “i,—

(

Positive '(I) sir [k6nem|

Negative ‘not sif [ke nS nam]

'take there' [warwr-j jjj P-0Slt.1_ve '(he) takes' (w^rwrlj
^jjj

Ne.qa.tlve 'not take' [war n4 wrij^^j jj

'take' [byay-1 -j Lj
(
Jjj) Positive '(we) take' [bdzul jjj*

Negative 'not take' (bo n5 zu] jj jj

Examples of future negative constructions Involving doubly irregular verbs in sentences

(as ba baz^r ta bo nS zM O
O-*!

horse fut market to take neg take3S,pres perf

'He won't take the horse to market.'

[Pakistan ta ba lar su.j

Pakistan to fut go neg goJS, pres pe/f 'We won't go to Pakistan.'

[asad ba amSn ta mot6r war n^kril

Asad fufAman to car give nsg-give3S, pres perf JJ

'Asad will not give AmSn the car.'

"Present Jmperjective Tense w»+k Future Time PKrases. Just as In

English, the present tmperfective tense described In the previous section may be used in

future contexts, especially If a future marker like 'tomorrow' or next week' is present:

(ze ba b^1 zemay pe pSklstSn ke yam.]

1 A;f next winter in Pakistan In befS

U r IS^J Ji ^

Tm (to be) In Pakistan next winter.'
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(piar me payse b^la hafta l6gt.l jr* ^
tamer my money next week send3S Tig father Is sending money next week.'

Co^^+^‘as+ive Futw>*e ^?cpressioK\s. As was described Just above, ordinary

future constructions are formed with the present perfective form of the verb preceded

by the particle [ba] o . The same construction with the Imperfective stem, however,

yields rough equivalents to the English future progressive (e.g. ‘I will be writing

letters'). In actual use, however, the construction implies contrast between one action

and another, for example:o

[za ba dz^m,

I fut golS, pres irr

ta ba pate K^ge.]

you fut stay aux2S, pres imp

Til be going, you'll be staying.'

{ta ba gad^ge, za ba dar^gam.) dj ^

you fur dancers, pres imp I fut stand IS, pres imp
. j®* j ^ ^

‘Vou'll be dancing. I'll be standing.'

[ta ba tsd kawe?]

you fut what do^S, pres imp 'What will yflii be doing?'

Comwta>^ds wi+k be. The present perfective forms of 2nd person be forms—

[sal ^ and [say] ^--are used in commands, and are made negative by inserting the

particle [ma] o. Examples:

[zraw^r sal]

brave be2S

{sabdr say.]

patient be2P

[sSda md sa.l

naive neg be2S

1 *> •

JJ^J

‘Se brave.'

t »

•(^ Ji'

‘Be patient.'

'Don’t be naive.’
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Another kind of command that translates roughly as English ‘May you involves

the use of [se| ^ rather than [saj . The familiar Pashto greetings are examples of this

construction:

[steray md se 1

tired neg be2S ‘May you not be tired.'

[kh'rt'ir se.) •

miserable neg be2S May you not be miserable.'

(zrawSr sell

brave be2S

I

• JJ^J

'May you be braver

Positive Cornmands. Ordinary positive commands are formed with the present

perfective stem of the verb, plus the verb ending [-al «- (singular) or [-ey] ^ (plural).

The adjective component of derivative verbs agrees with the direct object. If there is

one, and with the subject if there isn't an object; the auxiliary agrees with the subject.

Some examples:

Positive command forms of 'dance' [aa^l6a-J -

'dance' (to one person) (w4gagega! ^

j

dance' (to more than one) [w^gadegayl j

Positive command forms of 'build (1t/them)‘ -

To one person:

'build (It M)' [jdrka]

'build (It F)’ [jdra kal

'build (them M)‘ [jdrkal

'build (them F)‘ [jdre kal
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Positive command forms of build (It/them)' -

^
CJ -Aj,

(

c 0n t .)

To more than one person:

'build (It M)' [jdCkayl

'build (ItF)' Ijfirakay]^^

'build (them M)' [jbfkayl^^^

'build (them F)‘ Ijfirekey]^^

Positive command forms of 'go' (dz-i -A (. Lb)

'go' (to one parson) [l^rsal aJ»

go’ (to more than one) [iSrsaylJ^

Positive command forms of 'take' {buau^L_-.>

'take' (to one person)

p-

Ibdzal

'take' (to more than one) Ibdzayl

Additional examples of posUlve commands;

[kor jfirka.] •

house (M) build aux2S, presperf ‘Build the house.'

(tsawkay j6ra ka.l

chair (F) build aux2S, pres perl 'Build the chair.'

[bSzar ta rS sara iSr sa.]

bazaar to me with go aux2S, presperf

[w^gadegay.l

danoe2P, pres pert

. AiM
^

"J/ Ij Aj

'Go to the bazaar with me.'

'Dance (everyone).'

(mSshuman dar sara bbza.l

childran you with takers, pres perf 'Take the children with you.'
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C^Zommands wi+K [wartlz-] - and [radz-1 -Jilj (JJ3lj). Thes 0

doubly irregular verbs are exceptional in that their positive commands are fornnea with

the imperfective rather than the perfective stem (recall that these are doubly irregular

verbs, and so Imperfective forms carry stress on the final syllable). Examples:

[ridz^ Che dzu.l . jL ^
corners, pres /mp that we go C'mon, let's go.'

[wardzdy.l

go2S, pres imp

* *

Go there.'

AJe0a+ive Commands. Negative commands are formed with the particle [m^l,

the present imperfective stem of the verb (not the perfective as In positive commands),

and the same 2nd person endings as positive commands-- [-a] « (singular) and 1-ay] ^

(plural).

Negative command .forms of 'dance' [oadlo-l,-

'don't dance' (to one person) [md ga^ega] -l*

'don't dance' (to more than one) [m^ gadegey]

Negative command forms of 'go' [dz-j (JJb

)

don't go' (to one person) [m^ dza] 4^

'don't go' (to more than one) lm4 dzeyj 4-*

Examples of negative commands are:

[maktub wos m^ lega.] -*^7^ ^
letter now negsend^S 'Don’t send the letter now/

[kor sarek ta nizde m$ joraway.j ^ -Jj--

house road to close neg buildup 'Don't build the house so close to the road,'

.Ca. 4-. ^J-Jl

'Don't go now.'
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[layla kor ta md by9yay ]

Layla house to take2P Don't take Layla home yet.'

(bagh makhla.l .Jik.L

orchard neg buy2S 'Don't buy the orchard.'

In this last example, it can be seen that the [al of the negative particle, followed

by the beginning (a] of the verb, again results In [a].

,T7nteosive (Zammands. As described above, ordinary positive commands

require the present perfective stem of verbs. There are other commands which involve

the imperfective stem, in most cases, the Imperfective command conveys a sense of

urgency;

[pats^ga tse gharq swell

get up2S, pres /mp that doomed you are 'Get up before you're doomed!' (I.e.,

the snake is about to bite you)

The greater sense of urgency which the imperfective command carries can be seen In the

following examples

[w^khwra]

eat2S, pres perf

as opposed to

or

or

IkhwrSl

eat2S, pres imp

[khwrS

eat2S, pres imp

[khwrS

eat25, pres imp

ma ta m^gorail

me to don't watch

ye Che dzu.]

it that we-go

ye Che saregi.l

tt that get-cold

'Eat.' (normal invitation)

I O L* •

Eat! Don't wait for mer

'Finish eating it so we can go.'

'Eat it, it's getting cold.'
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Another contrast:

Ira sp6r sa.]

here rnouni^S, pres per/ ‘Get on (behind me on a horse)' (normal command)

as opposed to

[ra sparSgaU I I

j

here mount2S, pres rmp Get on (so we can get out of here)l'

In some cases, the imparfective command conveys a sense of repeated action, for

example:

[har wakht che za rSsam, darSga.l

every time that I come stand up25, pres imp

*|^^J O
• ®JO

‘Every time I come, stand up;

and a contrastive example:

[te dzS; zadar dzam.j

you go2,5 pres /mp I there am-going

.
|Oi^ jA Aj < 4a <U

’Keep going; I’ll catch up;

as opposed to

[talScsa; za ba sabS dirsam ] 4^ aJ ^

you go2S. pres peri I fut tomorrow go-there
.^ j >0

‘Go, i'll go tomorrow;

T^asf Xifrte ^pKpt^essiorvs

Past Time ^xpressto»4s wi+h be. The past Imparfective forms of be are used

in ways parallel to English 'was' and ‘were’, for example:

'1 was tired;
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(Z3 khSn warn.]

I khan belS, pstimp •| was a khan."

tduy khapi wa.]

they unhappy be3P, pst imp

•JJ ^
They were unhappy.'

[layla stare nd wa?l *5 *j ^
Layla tired neg baSSF, pstimp Wasn't Layla tired?'

When past perfective forms of be are used, they translate as 'became', as can be

seen in the follovring:

(stdray swam.)

tired belS.pstperf

[za khSn swam ] *3

I khan beiS.pstperf 'I became a khan.'

[duy khapS swa.l •

they unhappy b(.'3P, psfperf They became unhappy.'

'I became tired.'

[Iayl3 stare swa?) ^ ^
Layla tired neg be3SF, pst perf 'Didn't Layla get tired?'

TKe Past Jmperfective Tense. The past Imperfecttve tense consists Of the

past imperfecttve form of the verb plus the past tense personal endings. This tense

parallels the present Imperfecttve, in that any given construction Is ambiguous, and can

be translated as the English past continuous, e.g. 'I was studying', or as a past habitual,

e g., '[ used to study'. For example:

[safl lol pa melS ke gadedel.l ^ V
men all at picnic at dancepsf imp3P

translates best as ‘The men were alt dancing at the picnic' If the context Is a

description, say. of a social event that the speaker attended, and translates bast as
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The men all used to dance at picnics'. If the conteKt is a discussion of Pashtun culture.

other examples are given peiow, wltii the moet natural translations given the lack

of context. Note that in the transitive sentences, the verb agrees with the object rather

than the subject of the verb, and the subject Is in the oblique case; this Is the ergative

construction which is described in detail in Chapter 1 1. In the examples below, the

nouns the verbs agree with are shown with grammatical characteristics in the word-by-

word glosses.

(layla khpele koran^y ta pays6 legale.]

Layla own family to moneyFP sendSFP, pstimp

'Layla was sending moi.ey to her family.'

• ^—ir;*
^

I
[tsapUy pe pexawer ke joreddle.l

sandalsPP in Peshawar in be madeSFP, pst imp

'Sandals used to be made in Peshawar.

[mgjet ye joraw^ 1

mosquaAfS they build^A^S, pst imp

[pohantdn ta tialu.]

university to gofP, pstimp

[tase asuna bSzar ta bow^I?]

you-alt horsesWP bazaar to takeSMP, pst imp

[mung pe wadi^no ke nd gagedu.j

wefP at weddings at ner? dance fP, psf /mo

They were building a mosque.'

.jlb O

'We were going to the university.'

'Were you all taking the

horses to the market?'

'We weren't dancing at weddings.'

lege.)[layia pa de mylst ke 11k kor ta ni

Layla in this month in letterWS home to negsendSMS, pst imp

^ ^ >—i-fal *
** « L^i»* ^ ^

'Layla wasn't sending a letter home this month.'

[mS khpale J5me nd jorawale.) • ^ ^

I own clothesFPnear sew3PP,psf/mp '1 wasn't sewing my own clothes.'
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[mung wad3 ta n5 tlu.l

we yp wedding to nog golP, pst imp

• ^ O A .3
1j ^j

'We weren't going to the wedding,'

[de khpela koraney Pakistan ta Oowa.l AJLi.

he own famifyFS Pakistan to negtakeSSF, p$f //np ' ^ ^
'He wasn't taking his family to Pakistan.'

[plir me high nSkhlst.l
. j'iLt

falher my orchardMS nag buy3MS, pst imp ‘My father wasn't buying the orchard.'

The Past Pe»*ffictive Te^\se. The construction which parallels English simple

past tense, e.g., 'I went', he saw It', etc., is the past perfective tense, which is formed by

adding the past tense personal endings to the past perfective stem of the verb. Again,

the persona) endings agree with the objects of transitive sentences, and the subjects of

Intransitive sentences. Ekampies of positives:

[laylS khpele koran^y ta payse wSlegele.l

Layla owr family to moneyFP send3FP, psf perf
. ^ O

'Layla sent money to her family.'

[xedze j6re swe.]

womenFP recover aux3FP, pstperf 'The women recovered.'

[majad ye J6r kr.)

mosqueAfS they build aux3MS, pst part 'They built a mosque.'

[pohantun ta la^'u.)

university to gofP. pst pert 'We went to the university.'

[tase asuna bSzSr ta botle?] o jjL

you-all horsesAfP bazaar to take^MP, psfperf 'Did you all take the

horses to the market?'
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Eyamples af negatives;

[ahmad wa gaded^.]

Ahmad prf nag dance3/WS, pstperf

A

'Ahmad didn't dance.'

[asad lik wa n5 lega.l • ^ j 1

Asad\etteTMSprf nag sendSMS, pstperf 'Asad didn't send the letter.'

[wa na gadeda.l

ptf nag dance3S/W, pst perf

• A U.J Aj ^

'He didn't dance.'

[bSgh ye sva nd khlsta.I . <<7 ... > Ij

orchard/WS he prfrreg buy 3S/W, pstperf 'He didn't buy the orchard.'

[de layla mor jora nS swa.] , aj-i aj jj-* ^

of Layla motherFS healthy nep aux3FS,psfperfLay la's mother didn't get better'

{asad dewai Jornd kra.l ^

AsadwallMS build nepaux3/VfS, psfperf 'Asad didn't build a wall.'

las yebSzSrta bond ta.l . O -u O jljL ^
horse/WS he market to take nep-take3MS, pstperf

'He didn't take the horse to market.'

(Pakistan ta 13r nd swu.] ^ ^

Pakistan to go nepaux/P, psfperf 'We didn't go to Pakistan.'

[asad amSn ta motar war nd ka.i • jj ^ 'J—

I

AsadAman to car/US give nag give3SM, pstperf

'Asad didn't give Aman the car.'

"Perfec+" Expressions. Pashto has constructions Which nearly exactly

correspond to the English "perfect " tenses, e.g., 'I have gone', 'I had gone', and 'I will have

gone.' (In any reference to the English "perfect" tenses, the word ''perfect'' is in quotes to

remind the reader that there is no relationship between the English "perfect" tenses and .

the Pashto perfective forms.) Thess very common Pashto constructions are formed with

the imperfectlve participle of simple verbs, and the perfective participle of the
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derivative and doubly irregular verbs, and the imperfective forms of be . Below, a full

paradigm of the present and past forms is given with a simple verb ;

'dance' Iga^eg-]

'I have danced* [gaded^lay yam) ^
'you have danced' tgaded^lay ye]

'he/she has danced' [gadeddlay da]

'we have danced* [gadeddll yul ^
'you-all have danced' [gaded^li ySsteyi L

'they have danced' IgadedSll di.l^i

'1 had danced' (gaded^lay warn]
|

0.j

'you had danced' tgaded^lay we]

'he had danced* [gaged^lay wa] j

'she had danced' Igadedale wa) *j

we had danced' [gadeddll wu] jj

'you-a11 had danced' [gaged^l^ wayl,^j

'they (m) had danced' [gaded^li wa] jj

they (f) had danced' [gaded^li we]

The Pashto equivalent of the English future perfect Is rendered in a construction

comprising the future particle [ba] , the participle, and the present Imperfective forms of

be (with the 3rd person twl] ^j):

'1 will have danced' [za ba gaded^lay yam! ^ oj

'you will have danced' [ta ba gaded^lay ye] <G

he will have danced' [day ba gageddlay wil o ^4

we will have danced* [mung ba gadeddll yu]

'you-all will have danced' [t3se ba gaded^ll ySstayl L <»

they will have have danced' [duy ba gaded^ll w1] <»
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The following examples Illustrate the "present perfect" and "past perfect"

constructions. They also— by using a derivative verb formed from an adjective—show

how the different elements of the participle construction agree with the object. Chouse'

[korl is masculine; 'chair' (tsawk^yl is feminine). All these "perfect" tense

constructions are past tense constructions, and therefore the verb of transitive

sentences agrees with the object. Note that both the adjective segment, (i.e., [jor] )

and the participle (i.e., [kSrayl ) agree.

PBrf9Ctlve_Darticiole * present tense be:

[tor kor jor kSray da.l

TorhouseMS build/WS parQMS be3S

[tor koruna jor k^ri di.l

Tor housesMP buildMP partSMP be3P

JJ^
Tor has built a house.'

'Tor has built houses,'

[tor tsawkey jo^a kdre da.)

Tor chairFS buildFS part3FSbe3S

(tor tsawksy jore keri di.j

Tor chairsFP buildFP part3FPbe3P

‘Tor has built a chair."

‘Tor has built chairs."

Perfective participle * oast tense. fle

[tor kor jor kSray wa,] .j jy
TorhouseMS buildWS parGMS be3S "Tor had built a house."

[tor koruna jor kSri we.) . jj jy
Tor housesMP build/WP part3MP be3P ‘Tor had built houses."

[tortsawkay jora kSre wa 1

Tor ChairFS buildFS part3FS be3S

[tor tsawkey Jo^e k^re we.]

Tor chairsFP buildFPpart3FPbe3P

. 6j jy
Tor had built a chair.'

Tor had built chairs.'
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(bal + perfectWe parttclolB + future bs

[tar ba kor jof ka^ay wi.) jj^ o

Tor fut houseMS build/lfS paraMS beSS Tor will have built a housa.'

(lor ba koruna jor kan wl.l ^jjj^ ^
Tor fut housesWP buildWP partSMP bed Tor will have built houses.'

[lorba tsawksy jofa kafe wa.l ,nj JJ^

Tor fut chairPS buildPS partSFSbeSS Tor Will have built a chair.’

[torba tsawkay jore kare we.] ^ JJ^

Tor chairgFP buildFP part3FPbe3P Tor will have built Chairs.'

In negative constructions, the negative particle precedes the form of ba, and the

participle Is moved to the end of the phrase:

(tor tsawkay n4 da jora kare.

I

Tor chair ne^bs build aux.part 'Tor hasn't built a chair.'

[asad me dwa wradze day lidalay.j

Asad I two days neg be see, part 'I haven't seen Asad for two days.'

P. (SxpK^essions witk

Infinitives are formed by adding the past tense suffix (-^Ij J- to the past

imperfective form of the verb, for example;

^erb:

'dance' [gadSg-j ^
'send' (leg-1

'buy' [akhI-1
*

'get better' [Joi;'6g-l

'build' (Joraw-j

go' (dz-j -i

take' [bySy-l

inffnltlve:

(gaded^ll Jaj,^

llsglll

[akhlstdl]

IJoredSl)

[Jorawdlj

[tlalj JJb

IbowSl]
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Infinitives are masculine plural nouns, and have oblique forms with the usual plural

oblique [- 0 ] y ending.

Citation Fo»*n\s. The infinitive Is used as the citation form for verbs In

traditional Pashto grammatical studies, and therefore the form used when Pashtuns talk

about particular verbs. In the example below, the infinitive is glossed as the English

infinittva with to.

(bowal der gran fll day
! Jjri

to take very difficult verb is . 'bowa/ is a very difficult verb.'

infinitives as /Mowns. Another common use of infinitive constructions Is as

nouns, similarly to their use in English. In the examples below, the Infinitives are again

glossed as the English infinitive with to. Note how the verbs are plural in agreement

with the subject infinitives.

[de gidere niMtai arSn dl.l

of fox catch/nf difficult be3P

[de layla katal sarau w^zhni.l

of Layla look/nf man kill3P

f tl3l me stdray kawi.l

go/nf me tired aux3P.

fwayalo te ye mdgora, kaw^lo ta ye gora.]

talk rnf

[wayal n$ ghwaram, kawii ghwaram.]

taik//if neg I want, 6oinf t want

^

'It is difficult to catch a fox.'

•

'Layla's gaze kills a man.'

Traveling makes me tired.'

I don't want words, I want action.'

4 6 ^ jhj

to his don't look acUnf to his look » aj ^
'Don't look at his words, look at his actions.

'
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Passives. The infinitive is also used with the intransitive auxiliary [keg-]

in constructions that translate almost perfectly as English passives. For example:

[day wazal k6g1.] Jjj
he Mint aux3S, pros imp He's going to be killed.'

[as malgdri ta baxal kegi.l J-H ^
horse friend to give/nf aux3S, pres imp

'[One's! horse is given (only! to friends.'

[pa pexawdr ke njune textawel k6g1.]

in Peshawar in girls kidnap/nf aux3P, pres imp J.

'Girls are kidnaped in Peshawar.

[lalmi pa pesarll ke karel k^gi.j (J ^
wheat in spring in plant/'nf aux3S, pres //np 'Wheat is planted In the spring.'

[saray pa bada wradz ke pezandal kegi.l ^
man on bad day onknow/nf aux3S, pres imp

‘A true man makes himself known in difficult times. '(a proverb)

Many traditional grammatical analysas of Pashto concluded that the past tense

transitive sentences, in which the verb agrees with the object rather than the subject,

are passives, and so the existence of an unequivocal passive construction provides

evidence for considering the past tense transitive constructions as something other than

passives.

^xpf*essions oj- jAbiliiy

'cam/be able to'. One of the most common uses of the perfective and

imperfective participles Is In constructions with the present and past perfective forms

of be. These constructions are parallel in meaning to English 'can/be able to’, 'will be

able to' and 'could/was able to'.

The tense of be determines its agreement. In constructions with present tense be

forms, the construction is considered to be in the present tense, so the be form agrees
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With the subject. In the constructions with past tense be forms, the be form agrees

with the object if there Is one, following the usual pattern for past tense constructions.

Note that the participial form is unchanging: it does not agree with either subject

or object, and in the case of derivative verbs derived from adjectives, the adjectival

part does not agree either.

Statements expressing abilitg in the present tense consist of the tmperfective

participle, followed by the present perfective form of be. Some examples:

[asad xa gadeddlay si.]

Asad well dancepa/t be3S Asad can dance very well.’

[layla wos lik leg^lay si.]

Layla now letter sendpart be3S 'Layla can send the letter now.'

[mung pe bagh ke hdr chera kenastdiay su.)

we in orchard in wherever sitpart belP

^

We can sit anywhere in the orchard.'

Ikor ta me bow^lay se?j

home 10 me takepart be2S

^ Jjji ^

Can you take me home?
'

In negative constructions, the participle must come at the end of the verb phrase.

Examples-.

(pohantun ta ni sey tlalay.l ^ ^

university to neg be goparf 'Vou can't go to the university.'

[badrang 1e nawroz na pe khwa say karalay.l o jjjjj ^

cucumber from Nawroz before neg be plantparl

'Vou-all can't plant cucumbers before Nawroz.'

‘Vou can’t build a house there.'
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Statements aDout future ability are formed with the future particle (ba] o, the

perfective participle and the present perfective forms of be. Note the order of elements

in the negative constructions. Some examples:

[asad ba xe wSgai^edelay si.)

Asad fut welt danceparf be3S Asad Will be able to dance very well.'

[layta ba iik sabS ta we n4 si legalay.] O jJLJ <o ^LJ

Layla fut letter tomorrow perf neg be3S sendpa/t ^ ^ j

'Layla won't be able to send the letter tomorrow,'

[altaba kor Jor nd se keray.l

there /bf house build neg be2S aux, part

‘You won't be able to build a house there.'

{mung ba Pi bagh ke har dzSy k^nastelay su-1 jA o «u ^
we hif in orchard in any place sitparf belP

'We will be able to sit anywhere in the orchard.'

[tSse ba wrusta la nawroza lalml wa nd say karalay.)

you-all fut after from Nawroz wheat neg be plant part

'You-all won't be able to plant wheat after Nawroz.'

Ikor ta bamebdtlay se?) ^
house to fut me take part be2S 'Will you be able to take me home?'

Ordinary past tense 'couid'/'was able to' constructions consist of the perfective

participle plus the past perfective forms of be. These statements carry the Implication

that the ection that could be carried out actually was carried out. Examples:

(de asad piar pakhwa (^er xa wdgaijeday sa.l

of Asad father earlier very good dancepart be3MS

.-ui ^

'Asad's father was able to dance very well years ago.
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[layfalik wdlegslay sa.l

Layla letter^fS sendf)arf beSMS

d\cxpi^^ 9 1 Ve>‘b Lises

'Layla could send the letter.'

[mung nan sahSr pa b§gh ke har chera k^nastalay swu.]

we today morning in orchard in any where sitparf belP

'We could sit anywhere In the orchard this morning, and did.'

[za wa ni swam ga^edalay.] ^

j

I pri neg belS danceparf 'I couldn't dance.'

Some 6/<amples of negatives:

[pohantun ta n^ sway tlalay.l *(J^ ^

university 1 3 neg be2P qopart ‘Vou-all couldn't go to the university.'

(bSdrang la nawroz na pakhwa wa n5 swal karalay.]

cucumberMPfrom Nawroz from before peri neg be3MP p\an\part

Jj-i O j \j^ jjjy
’Vou-all couldn't plant cucumbers before Nawroz.'

[mung pa bagh ke her chera ni swii kenastdlay.)

wa in orchard in any where neg belP sWpart

'We weren't able to sit anywhere In the orchard.'

be able.'. There are constructions using the oast imoerfective participle

and the present and past perfective forms of be which translate roughly as 'might be

able' or 'might have been able'. (Note that the combination of imperfective participle

and present perfective form of be is unambiguously a definite 'can' statement, as

described above; a parallel construction with the perfective participle Is :iot used.)

This construction with the Imperfective participle usually occurs in conjunction with a

conditional clause (often implied), and will be described In detail In Chapter 13; briefly,

however, the difference between It and the construction described above Is that the
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ImperfecUve participle + past perfective be construction does not carry the Implication

that the action is proDaPle or was carried out Contrast the following sentences:

Ilayla ba 11k sabS ta w6lega1ay stj J

Layla fuf letter tomorrow send, p&rfpart ba3S •

'Layla will be able to send the letter tomorrow.'

Ilayla ba lik sabS ta legdiay si.] O ^.iLJ o

Layla fut letter tomorrow send, imp part be3S .

'Layla might be able to send the tetter tomorrow (if the post office is open).'

Imung tera haf ta Jwar wdkarelay swe.j ^

we last week corn p\antperfpart be3S . a j

'We were able to plant the corn last week (and did).*

[mung tera hafta jwar kar^lay swa.] jl^ <CLiA

we last week com plantrmp part be3S . aj-i

‘We might have been able to plant the corn last week

(If you had brought the seeds).'

"HI. <S>:pressior\s oj- Obll0atiom

C^^onsWctioris witk 'must* Idel Expressions parallel to English expressions

with 'must' are formed with the particle 'must' [del followed by the present

imperfective tense of the verb. Some examples:

[asad de yawa ba]a r3dzl.l ^
Asad must one o'clock come3S, pres imp 'Asad must be here at one.'

(layla de kor ta n3 dzi.]

Layla must house to neg go3S, pres imp

. O O ‘iLJ

'Layla must not go home.'

Ite de pa de p6we.]

you must about this knowdS, pres imp 'Vou must know this.'
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ConstK*M£:tions with ’should' [bayid] ajL. The partlcle’should' [bSy^d] ajL

followed by a verb In the present perfective tense combines in a construction parallel in

meaning to English 'should'. Note that [bSyad] carries the same ambiguity that

English 'should* does, e g., ‘Vou should (it's good for youl brush your teeth every day' as

opposed to 'Asad should [will probablyl be here any minute.' Examples:

[asad bSyad yawa baja rSsi.] ^ ^

Asad should one o'clock comeSS, pres perf 'Asad should be here at one.'/

'Asad will probably be here at one.'

(layla bayad kor ta lara nd si.] . O L ^
Layla should house to go nep go3S, pres psrf ‘Layla shouldn't go home.'

[ta bSyad pe de pose.] e>j^ ^

you should aboutthis know aux2S, pres perf 'You should know this.’

O. SiAmmary: P^oi^tris cmd lAses

Below are summarized, by verb stem, the constructions described in previous

sections of this chapter Also included in the summary are characteristic English

glosses for each construction, and the components of each construction in italics.

Simple be constructions Cl am/ I was/I bei ame/l will be/bai/Hay you be)

Various tense forms of be

Constructions with the present imoerfec tive stem:

Present imperfective tense Cl am going/l go.')

pres. imp. stem + pres, personal endings

Ordinary negative commands (‘Don't go.’)

(ma) + pres. imp. stem + 2S/2P endings

Future Statements with time phrases Cl'm going tomorrow')

time phrases * pras. imp. stem + pres, personal endings

Contrastive future (Will yau be going?')

Iba] + pres. imp. stem + personal endings

Intensive positive commands (‘Col')

pres. imp. stem + 2S/2P command endings

Repeated action commands ('Keep going')

pres. imp. stem * 2S/2P command endings

JG2
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Obligation expressions ('I must go')

[del + pres. imp. stem + personal endings

Constructions with the orasent perfective stem:

Ordinary positive commands ('Go.')

pres. perf. stem + 2S/2P command endings

Constructions with the present perfective stem (cont.):

Future expressions (Til go.')

[ba] + pres. perf. stem * personal endings

'should' (‘I should go')

[bayadl + pres. perf. stem + pres, personal endings

Constructions with the DastJmD_e_rfective_s_tem:

Past imperfective tense: Cl was going/l used to go )

pst. imp. stem * {ell *pst. personal endings

Infinitives Cto go )

pst. imp. stem * [-el]

Passives CIt was built')

infinitive + aux [keg-1 in all tenses

Constructions with the oast perfective:

Past perfective tense ('1 went )

pst. perf. stem * pst. personal endings

Constructions with perfective oarticioles:

'Present perfect" Cl have gone )

perf. part. + pres, imp forms of be

"Past perfect" Ci had gone')

perf. part. * pst. imp. forms of be

"Future perfect" Cl will have gone )

(ba) + perf. part. + pres. imp. forms of be

Statements of future ability <‘l will be able to go')

[dal + perf. part. + pres. perf. forms of be

Statements of past ability ('I was able to go')

psrf. part. + pst. perf. forms of be
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CoPs_tQ<iLUons.with ImperJectWe oarticiPtes.;

Statements of present ability ('t can go')

imp. part. + pres. perf. farms of be

‘might be able to' statements ('I might be able to go')

[bal + imp. part. + pres. perf. forms of be

might have been able to' Cl might have been able to go')

imp. part. + pst. perf. forms of be

K. Otkef* T^i^alyses

Analyses of Pashto verb constructions Vhry widely from one another. All

analyses agree on the simple tenses (although they are called by different names) --the

present imperfective and perfective tenses, and the past imperf active and perfective

tenses--but there are different analyses of what is here called the perfective/

imperfective distinction. Much of the difference revolves around the analysis of the

participles. This book posits a simple form— the participle—'which is used in a variety

of constructions, whereas other analysts combine descriptions of forms and

constructions, resulting in more tenses, moods, etc., than the analysis here. Moreover,

the particle [ba] besides functioning as the ordinary future marker, also occurs with

nearly all ofthe tense/aspect combinations, and other analyses assign different

grammatical names to the resulting meanings.

Shafeev (1964) posits two aspects (perfective and Imperfective) six moods

(indicative, imperative, subjunctive, reprehenslve, conditional-optative, and

conjectural), two voices (active and passive) , and three basic tenses (present, past, and

future). The different moods correlate with the analysis here as foltows:

indicative: present and future tenses, past tenses, "perfect" tenses with

participles + imperfective be forms

reprehenslve; 'ba' *• participle + past imperfectIvePe, described in

(Chapter 13)

subjunctive: participle + perfective be forms

conditionai/optative: participle constructions with conditionals,

described In (Chapter 13)

conjectural: [bal << + participle + Imperfective be
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Psnzi (1955) posUs two basic tenses - present and past - and suggests that these

can be made future with the particle (ba] He distinguishes indicative, imperative, and

optative moods, the latter all being constructions with the participle. He also

distinguishes perfective and imperf active.

Mackenzie's (1987) analysis is f"om a historical point of view. He distinguisiies

two basic tense stems (present and past) and a series of derived constructions with the

participle. He posits two stems for every verb corresponding to the perfective and

imperfective stems of this analysis.
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*I7k\+»‘OcluctioK\

This Chapter describes Pashto prepositions anO prepositional phrases, which are

phrases containing a preposition and a noun object of a preposition, as in English phrases

like ‘In the house', ‘of my cousin', and ‘towards the orchard'. Pashto has

pre-posttlons: prepositions like English prepositions which occur before the

noun in the phrase;

post-positions, which ocur after the noun in the phrase; and

pre-post positions or amOipositions, which consist of two or more elements, the

first Of which occurs before the noun 1 n the phrase, and the latter of which

occurs after the noun In the phrase.

In this analysis and In other chapters we call all of these "prepositions" except when

discussing the different orderings among the pre-, post-, and pre-post-posltlons.

In the discussion below, the different types of prepositions just mentioned will

be presented. The noun cases that occur with prepositions will then be discussed, and

then some special cases, and some common phrases which utilize different prepositions.

The section on uses of prepositions Includes some constructions, notably the

comparative and superlative, in which prepositions play a major part.

3. Xke ”PK‘e-posi+ioK\s

There are only two pre-positions, but these are very frequently occurring words.

One of them Is 'of [del phrases with (del are the only way to express possession

with nouns or strong pronouns:

(de asSd]

of Asad

(de asad piSr]

of Asad father

[de asad iSs]

‘Asads'

> ^Lj 111 « I ^

'Asad’s father'

I ^

Asad's hand'

"GB
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In the centra] dialect ^ Is pronounced (dll before strong pronouns, e.g. [di ma] L In the

western dialect and others, j before pronouns is spelled and pronounced [z], for example

(zmal Lj.

The other pre-position is [pel which has several meanings. One of the

meanings is the Instrumental ’by means of, or ’with':

[pe chardi a

with knife ‘with/by means of a knife'

[asad paray pa chara pr^kar.l
, ^ ^

Asad rope with knife cut 'Asad cut the rope with a knife
'

[pa] is also used with number as af In time expressions:

[pa yawi baja]

atone o'clock 'at one o'clock'

Vet another meaning of [pal o Is 'at, on, In', and is described below in the discussion of

the pre-post-position [pa ... bands]
• v

(S, *Pos+-pos!+ions

There is only one common post-position that we know of: the dative post-

position 'to' [ ... tal o :

[bizSr ta] O jljL#

market to to the market'

[bazSr ta dzSm.l O jljtj

market to !‘m going 'Tm going to the market.’

D. T^t*e-pos+-positioiAS

Most prepositions have two elements, with the noun object positioned between

the elements. The first element of these pre-post-positlons Is one or the other of [pa]
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(la) J , or (tarl jZ, The sacond alement of a pra-post-position is likely to be one of the

following words:

[nal O

Isar^I 6

llSndel ’il

IkBl

lpas6]

[bSndel

Ipdrej

Usikha]

Here are some of the commonest pre-post-positions:

Pre-QOSt-oosition:

‘in, af [pa ... kel ...

’after' [pa ... pase]

'on/to' [pa ... bSnde] ^ jJL ... ^
with* [la ... Sara) a ... J

from' [la ... nal C ... <J

"under" [la ... landel ... J

under' [tar ... iSndel ...

"from" [la ... tsSkha] ...

"up to" [tar ... a pore) <... jZ

Example:

"in Kabul’ [pa kapal kel ^
"after class’ [pa d6rs pas61 ^
on the bridge’ [pa pl^ bSndel <dL

"with Asad’ [la asid sard] j^i <i

'from Layla' [la laylS na] O

"under the bridge’ [la pld Idnde] aJL J

under the table' [tar mdz iSnde) jZ

from Logar' [la logdr tsdkha] jJ aJ

'until morning’ [tar sahSra p6re)

Peleled elements. One or the Other element of a pre-post-positlon - most often

the first - may be deleted. Phrases with [la ... na] <;... for example, can also appear

with Just [... nal <i

[kitab me la asdd na wSkhlsta.l

book I from Asad from took.

[kitab me asdd na wSkhlsta.l

book I Asad from took

and phrases with (la .. saral ... d are also possible with just [... saral ...:

^Ll aJ 'XJ

‘Layla Is sitting with Aman.'

Ij jiMtf I aJ

I took the book from Asad.'

— ^ Ij Aj i t_j 1 7 ^

'I took the book from Asad.'

[laylS la amSn sara nSsta da I

Layla with Aman with Is sitting

. 6.3
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[laylS amSn Sara nSsta da.l « ^L«l

Layla Aman with is sitting 'Layla is sitting with Annan.'

In the case u. ..le pre-post-posltion 'on/to' [pa ... pande! ... the second

element is dropped more often than the first, resulting In phrases which superficially

look like the phrases with the Instrumental pre-position [pa] o, for example;

[kitap pa m^z pande yixay da.) >r*

book ontable on placed Is 'The book Is on the table.'

tkItaP pa mez yixay da.) jr^ V
book on table placed is 'The book is on the table.'

One context in which the first element of a pre-post-position must drop is when

the object of the preposition is a weak pronoun, as can be seen in the following

examples:

[asad pexawdr ta w^r sara dzi.l

Asad Peshawar to him with is going

[kttab me der na wSkhista.]

book I you from took

V
[kitab wer bSnde txay da.)

book it on placed Is

• (5^ *j-** jj ^ ^

'Asad Is going to Peshawar with him.'

'I took the book from you.'

The book is on it.'

Special (Sases
'from' [la nai o ... <). When the noun in a phrase with 'from' [la ... nal c ... <J

ends In a consonant, the [n-] - ; of the second element is frequently dropped, and the

remaining [a] « Is attached to the preceding noun. The example sentence given above has

the following alternative;

(kltaP me la asida w^khlsta.i . j dO^I <j ^
book 1 from Asad irom took. 'I took the book from Asad.'
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(tar) _y. When the object of a pre-poslposltion whosG first element Is Iter]

ends In a consonant, an [a] « must be attached to that noun. (If the noun ends in a vowel,

there is no attached [al * .) Here are examples with the pre-post-posltion ‘up to‘, 'until'

[tar ...(-a) pore) (<-). and the object ‘morning’ [sahar] which ends in a

consonant, and ’tomorrow' [sabS] L- which ends in a vowel;

[tar sahSra pore rS Sara pSte sa.J . -ui Ij

until morning until us with stay 'Stay With US until morning.'

[tar sahS pore ra sara pSte sa l ^
until tomorrow until us with stay 'Stay with us until tomorrow.'

Pki^ase.s wi+h house' [kor]j^. The word house' [korlj^^ has a special altered

form— tk^ral --that may replace the entire prepositional phrase 'to the house' [kor

ta) o but only if the possessor of the house is either understood from the context or

overtly mentioned.

[de laylS kara dzSm.) />

^

of Layla to-house I go 'I'm going to Layla's house.'

P>*o fo^•ms. Certain preposition + 'him/her/if [ye] combinations are always

replaced with pro forms. Some examples; ’with him/her/if *(pe yel ^ never occurs,

but is always replaced by the pro form ’with him/her/if [pe] i

[sterge ye pe tore kre.]

eyes she with-it blackened ’She mascaraed her eyes with it.’

and 'from it/hIm/her’ *[le ye tsakha) ^ J also never occurs, but is always

replaced by the pro form 'from it/him/her’ [tel or [tre]

[kitab me tre wSkhist l . « r I

j ^
book I from-him took 'I look the book from him.'
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A third pro form Is [pa ke] ^ o, which replaces the phrase *[pa ye ke] ^

[agha der I6y kor da, tsok pa ke wosi?l

that vety big house is who in-it live S jl 4_i

That'S a huge house. Who lives in it?‘

P. TMoukv (Cases witk P^*epositio^^s

The nouns that occur in prepositional phrases are ordinarily in the oblique case.

In the following sentence, the object of the preposition: is the Fi noun 'bowl' [kSsS]

in its oblique singular form [kas6]

[pa kas6 ke wobS sta.] .<cu£i 'Ujl ^
in bowlOSin water is Thare's water in the bowl.’

In some literary or formal usages, however, nouns that end in [-al <- (i.e. the feminine

nouns like bowl' [kasaD may occur in direct case with some of the prepositions, mostly

‘with’ (pel and ’in’ [pa ... kel ^ :

[pe k3s^ ke wobd sta 1

in bowlDS in water is

t ^

’There’s water in the bowl.'

Ca. P>^eposifioKvs Pk»*ases

A number of common phrases translate into English prepositional phrases, which

In Pashto transparently consist of combinations of prepositional phrases and additional

words. Some of them are listed below, with example sentences:

'before' [la ... na pakhwS] 1 <6 ...

(= ’from' [la . . na] <6 ... <U before' [pakhwS] I

[la tS na pakhwS raghay.) ^ b 'J
.

from you from before he-came ’He got here before you.’

1 ^ i
J < i
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’outside' [la ... na bah^rl ^

(= 'from' [Is ... nal Ai ...J + outside' [bah^r] j^)

[la kalS na bahar wlSj;’ wa.l .j ^ aJ

from kala from outside standing was 'He was Standing outside the kala.’

'after' [wrusta la ..". (na)l -u ... J

or

(= 'after' [wrusta) jjj

[wrusta la mS na rSghay.)

after from me from he came

+ 'from' [la ... naj <u ... <J)

'He got here after me..*

[wrusta la ma raghay.l

after from me he came 'He got here after me..'

'without' [be la .' na) O ... J

(= 'without' [be] ^ + 'from' [la ... na) O

[be la tS na me guzira nd kegi.I

without from you from 1 can't get along.

J)

^ ‘J

'I can't get along without you.'

except for' [pr^ta la ... na| -u J... C

(= 'except' [prata) o ^ + 'from' [la ... nil O ... J)

[prata la tS na tsok n$ pezanam.)

except foryou no one not 1 know 'Except for you I don't know anyone.’

In the phrases below that start with the possessive phrase [de] j plus noun, the

possessive phrase can be substituted for with a weak possessive pronoun, which is

located in the sentence according to the rules for particle placement which are

discussed in Chapter 1 1. The first two phrases below give examples with weak

pronouns.
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over/on top of [ de ... Is pSsa] <u»L* J ... ^
V

(= of (de ...] .2 ’from top' [Is pSsa] <u.L> <i)

[marghs de bagh 13 pSsa t^r S3.] .4J: <u.iL <J

bird of garden over passed 'The bird passed over the garden.'

[m3rgh3 ye Is pasa ter S3.]

bird its over passed 'The bird passed over It.'

about' Ide ..''. pa bSrS ke] *jL 4
^

... ^

(= 'of (de ...1 ^ +
'on subject' [p3 bdra kel ajL <j)

Ide asad pa bard ke ghagegam.I

of Asad on subject on I'm talking

[pa bard ke ye ghagdgam.]

on subject on his I'm talking

Tm talking about Asad.'

Tm talking about him.'

about' [de ... pa bdb] >_jLi ^
i. • y

(= 'of [de ...1 i 1
-

'on subject' [pa bSb] <uj)

[de asad aw tarisa pa bdb tsd wage?) 4
^

of Asad and Theresa on subject what you say S Ij 4^ L

‘What do you think about Asad and Theresa?’

instead of [de ... pa dz8yl ^U. 4j .. .i

(s 'of [de ...] i 1
-

’ipi place' [pa dzayl ^^LsL <j)

[aman de asdd pa dzay rdghdlay day.) ^
AmanofAsad inplace hascome 'Aman has come Instead of Asad.'

in front of [de ... pa mdkh kel ^ ^ .
. a

(= 'of [de . ] i +
'in face' [pa mdkh ke) ^ 4^)

[de dukSn pa mdkh ke wl^r wa
; .j 4j ^

of shop In face In he was standing 'He was Standing In front of the shop'
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because Of* [de ... la amdial <tJL*l <J ... .a

(= 'of [de ...] .1 + 'with cause' [la amiSla] 4L>I ^J)

[d1 ta la am^la radzl.) <i <LI t5 i

of you with cause not he*comes He's not coming because of you.’

'like' [de ... pa shSnl . '.Lm o
(= 'of [de ...1 i + 'with fashion' [pa shSn) /.Li o)w r

[ySr me de gw5l pa shin day.l ^Li -tj i jL
love my of flower with fashion is. fly love Is like a flower.'

’towards’ [ de ... pa IdrljjJ o
(= of [de ...j i + ’with direction’ [pa Idrl jjJ o)

[delogirpa lor wdkhwadzed.l

of Logar with direction he-starte'^.flut 'He started out towards Logar.’

like' Ide ... pa tser] <ui ....:»
-rt ^

(= ’of [de ...] + with sort’ [pa tser] «t^>

[day d1 tS pa tser day.l o b a

he of you with sort is 'He Is like you.'

f-I. lAses of P^i^eposl+lor\al PKv'oses

In Pashto, prepositions are used as modifiers of noun phrases, verb phrases and

whole sentences. Below, we desci ibe some cases where Pashto differs from English in

using prepositional phrases where English uses some other construction.

Jndrj'ect objects. In Pashto, there is no difference between an indirect object

parallel to ’John’ in the English sentence '1 gave John the book' and a phrase with the

prepoettlon 'to', e.g., '1 gave the book to John.’ All such phrases are rendered in Pashto

with the preposition 'to' [tal c and the appropriate abject. Examples;
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[m3 kitab as3d ta riwor.l

I booK Asad to brought

(Uk war ta wilwala.l

letter him to read

• Ij ^ i L*

‘I brought Asad the book;

O jj .ilJ

Read him the letter.'

Comparatives. Comparative statements in Pashto parallel to English

comparatives like Asad is taller than Aman' are formed with the preposition 'from' [le

na] J . Unlike English, the relevant adjective has no special form, except for two

words borrowed from Persian--’detter' [betirl and 'worse' tbat^r) jjl, --which are

directly equivalent to their English translations and are the only words in the language

specific to comparisons. Some examples of comparisons;

[asad 13 amSn na J^g day.)

Asad from Aman from tall is 'Asad is taller than Aman.’

[pexawar le kSb^l na toy day. ]

Peshawar from Kabul from big is. 'Peshawar is bigger than Kabul.'

[le bekarl na k3r xS da.] j\S J

from without-work from work good is 'To work is better than to be idle.'

(te le ma na batira ye.) . o L* J o

you from me from worse are 'Vou're worse than I am,'

Comparisons with nouns parallel to English comparisons like 'Aman buys more

books than Asad' are also formed with the preposition 'from' [la ... na] -u ... U . and

typically Include the word 'more' [zyat] j or 'less/few' [leg] ^ , Examples:

(de amSn plar de as3d la plar na lag baghuna lari.)

of Aman father of Asad from father from few orchards has

'Aman s father has fewer orchards than Asad's father.'
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[amSn Isasld na der zyat kltSbuna dkhll.j

Aman from Asad from many many books buys

• wjUj ^ I <J I

'Aman buys a lot mora books than Asad.'

Superlatives. There are three ways to make superlative statements parallel to

English statements like 'Khoshal Is the tallest boy in class ' The first possibility is a

comparative statement with [la ... na] *i ... <J in which the object of the preposition is all-

inclusive, for example:

[khoshal pa sinf ke la tolo alaKano na J^g day ] 4J iJULms o JUJt*

Khoshal in class in from all boys from tall is • <j;
^ jJ

'Khoshal is taller than all the boys in the class .'

[de t6r as de tol kali la asuno na chatik day.]

of Tor horse of whole village from horses from fast is

Tor’s horse is faster than all the horses in the village.'

[day de pexawar la (olo likwalSno na mashhur day.]

he oi Peshawar from all writers from famous is

'He Is better known than all the writers In Peshawar.'

A second way to express superlatives is to include the adverb 'very' [der]

before the adjective in question. Such sentences are ambiguous, for example:

[khoshal pa sinf ke (}er jag al^k day.]

Khoshal in class in very tall boy is ^ ^
'Khoshal is a very tall boy in class.' or

Khoshal Is the tallest boy in class
'

,1[de t6r as pa tol kdli ke der chatak as day.)

of Tor horse in village in very fast horse is

Tor's horse is the fastest horse in the village.’ or

’Tor's horse Is a very fast horse in the village.'

I
j 7R
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tday pa pexaw^r ke der mashhur likwai day.] ^ jj I
^ ^ ^

ha in Peshawar in very famous writer is j5LJ jj^^- ^

'He is the most well-known writer in Peshawar* or

He is a very well-known writer In Peshawar.*

To disambiguate the type of sentence above, the subject can be moved out of

position to Just before the verb. Such sentences are unambiguously superlative.

[pa sinf ke d^r Jog alak khoshSi day.]

in class in vary tall boy Khoshal is

t *
I I ft > Lq Am*

Khoshal Is the tallest boy in class.'

[pa kali ke d6r chatak as de tor day.) ^1 ^J^ a^

in village in very fast horse of Tor horse is
• tj-'

I ^

’Tor’s horse is the fastest horse in the village.'

(pa pexawar ke der mashhur llkwSl d^y day] a^

in Peshawar in very famous writer he is ji^
'He is the most well-known writer in Peshawar.'

Penzl (1955) lists some of the prepositions, grouping them with particles. His

lists are similar to the ones here, with minor differences probably attributable to

dialectal variation Penzl postulates a second oblique case in nouns, which occurs only

.vith objects of the prepositions Hal 0 and [ter] ^ , and only when the noun in question

ends in a consonant.

Shafeev (1964) divides the prepositions into pre- and post-positions, and lists

some prepositions and their Russian counterparts.

Mackenzie (I9B7) does not discuss prepositions.
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jA. Dy\{t^O(duci\oy\

This chapter describes the structure of simple sentences, i.e. sentences with only

one verb. First, the order of major elements in sentences and questions Is described, and

the conditions under which some of these elements are deleted. Then, the structure of

noun phrases is described, including nouns, pronouns, and adjective and prepositional

phrase modifiers. Next, the order of verbs and their modifiers in positive and negative

verb phrases is described, then the Pashto particles or clitics, along with their

placement in sentences and their Internal order. Then, the order of modifiers In

sentences is shown, and the construction and use of time phrases. A summary of

agreement rules is presented next, then a discussion of the Pashto ergative

construction. The chapter concludes with a presentation of some unusual constructions.

3. 3asic Woi*d

SOV order. The basic word order of a Pashto sentence is subject - object -

verb (SOV), as opposed to English, In which the basic order Is subject - verb - object

(SVO). Some examples are given below, with the basic elements identified;

fasad Itk I6gi .l '

SOV
Asad letter send 'Asad is sending the letter.'

toiar me yaw log bSgh Mlli]SO V

lather my a big orchard Is buying

liS. ts$. kawe?l

SO V

you what work do

My father is buying a big orchard.'

jli o

'What work do yiiy. do7‘

Many sentences, of course, are intransitive and do not have objects. In this esse

in both Pashto and English the order is subject (S) -verb (V). Note, however, that in
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Pashto all modifiers precede the vert (making the verb the last element in the sentence)

whereas in English most of the verbal modifiers follow the verb, for example:

( de aman koranatj pa kab^l ke w.o.sig l.l

S modifier V

of Aman family in Kabul in lives

j*

'Aman’s family lives in Kabul.’

tahmad be sabS de logar pa lor w$khwadzeg1 .1

S modifiers V

Ahmad fut tomorrow of Logar in direction starts

( < m I

JJ-*

’Ahmad will start

for Logar tomorrow.’

The verb is also the last element in sentences with be. As in all Indo-European

languages. Pashto sentences with be verbs are intransitive. Phrases that follow the be

verb are complements, not direct objects. (Complements are phrases that futher define

the subject, and can be noun phrases, adjectives or question words.) Some examples of

be sentences, with the complements labelled;

f tauia de aman xSdza jja,.]

S complement V

Layla of Aman wife be3FS

t khoshgl derkhapg dau-l

S complement V
Khoshal very unhappy be3M3

. ft 4j»i i«» I ^ 'i^J

’Layla Is Aman's wife.'

Khoshal Is very unhappy.’

[morme ch6ra fla?)

S complement V

mother my where fje3FS ’Where is my mother?’

DclefioiA of swbjec-fs and objects. Under predictable circumstances, subjects

and objects are deleted. One of those circumstances is in Imperative sentences - those

whose verbs end In the imperative [-a] •- or [-syl (5-. In Imperative sentences, Ihe

predictable second person singular or plural ’you’ subject ie deleted, as It Is In English.
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Examples:

(w^daregay ll

V
wait pi

\ .

Wait!'

[fno^ar tar sabS pore rngKlila . ]

O modifiers V

car until tomorrow until don't buy

.Uii.L L--

‘Don’t buy the car until tomorrow.’

Another predictable circumstance under which subjects or objects are deleted is

in the case of weak pronouns. In present tense sentences and past tense intransitive

sentences, weak pronoun subjects are deleted (unless they are focussed on, in which

case strong pronouns which don't delete are used). The information carried by the weak

pronoun (i.e. the person and number of tne pronoun) is to a greater or lesser extent

carried by the verb endings. Examples;

[kitab ^khlem.)
^

o V

book buy/s I'm buying a book.'

[kor ta dzt I

modifier '

house to go3S ‘He's going home.'

[ter sahSra pore w^gadedem.l -H

modifier V

until morning until danced/S 'I dancad until morning.'

In past tense transitive sentences, weak pronoun objects delete; In this case as well, the

identity of the pronoun Is recoverable from the verb ending. Past tense transitive

sentences are described in detail in Section H below

(asad parun wdkatelu.l •

S modifier V

Aud yesterday tow fp Atad aew ut yesterday.'
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Ipa DSzfir ke mo wSkhist? I

modifier S V

at market at we bought it3MS

ij

We bought it at the market."

Wot*c{ ot*de»* in questions. There In no difference In word order between

statements and questions. Yes-no questions (Those that can be answered bg a simple

'yes’ or "no") are differentiated from statements solely by the rise of the voice at the end

of the sentence, directly parallel to the way the English statement "John's a poet" can be

made into the question "John s a poet? (i d never have believed it)". Whereas English

questions like these are used to express suprise or get clarification, in Pashto it is the

only way to form yes-no questions. Examples:

[amSn shair day.l

Aman poet is

laman shair day?l

Aman poet is?

"Aman Is a poet."

^Ll

'ts Aman a poet?"

Question-word questions (those with words parallel to English "who", 'whaf,

"when", ‘where, "whlcn", "why" and "how") are differentiated .'rom statements Dy

positioning the appropriate question word in Us ordinary position In the sentence. The

Intonation stays the same as for statements. In the examples below, a sentence with a

noun or other word in one position or another, followed by s parallel question in which

the noun has been replaced with a question word. The phrases and their question-word

replacements are underlined in the transcription:

[asad Isic kawl.]

Asad work does

[asad ifii kawl?)

Asad what doss

"Asad is working."

"What Is Asad doing?"
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•who: Usokl Jjl (direc t)/ Ichal U
(iauli chal^w pakhaw l ] ^
Layla rice cooKs 'Layla Is cooking the rice.’

ftsdk chalaw pakhawi?]

who rice cooks

[dgha de laylg kltap day. ]

that of Layla book is

Idgha de kitSb day?)

that of who book is

'Who is cooking the rice? '

‘iJLa

That’s Layla's book.'

u_) ^ 4JLa

'Whose book is that?’

’where’ fchdral a_^/Ichdrtal O

Ibazgr ta dzi.l

market to he goes

Ich6ra /cti6rta dzi?|

where he goes

'which’ [kuml (Adl D

[dgha motar akhli.l

that car he buys

fktjm motar akhli?l

which car he buys

’when’ ftse wakhtl j A.

fmSxIm raghay.l

afternoon he arrived

[ULx^alitli raghay?.!

what time he arrived

'He’S going to the market.’

'Where is he going?’

Ua
'He’s buying that car.'

'Which car is he buying?’

'He arrived at dusk.’

‘When did he arrive?’

‘what time’ ftso bajol ^*j>o A (’clock’ [bajdl Is an FI noun)

Ighwani^a pa yju(i E>aje ehuro kdgi ) . ^
maeung at a clocks start The masting etarts at sight

‘
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ighwsnda p3 isj^ &ajo shuro kegt?]

meeting at how many clocks start

What time does the meeting start?’

(Z, J^oun PKrases
Oi^det* of eleineK\+s. Noun phrases comprise a noun or a pronoun, together with

modifiers that mag De adjectives, orepositional phrases, or whole sentences (i.e.,

relative clauses, which are described in Chapter 13). For example, the following noun

phrase consists of the noun ’car’ [motarl jjj- with two modifiers: the prepositional

phrase 'of Asad' [de asad] i, and the adjective 'new' [naway]

[de asad n^wag molar]

of Asad new car 'Asad's new car'

Adjective and prepositional phrase modifiers generally precede the noun thoy

modify. As will be seen in Section E below, however, weak possessive pronouns may

either precede or follow the nouns they modify, and their position .s determfnnd by rules

which work on the entire sentence.)

Noun phrases function as subjects, complements, objects, or objects of

prepositions:

As subject:

Ide asad n6wau motar der gran dau ] i

of Asad new car very expensive is .

Asad's new car is very expensive.'

As complement:

Faqha soln motar de asad nawau mot^r dau.l ^1 ^
(hat white car of asad new car is ‘ ^ ^ J**

'That white car Is Asao'c new car'

AS direct obiecU

[layig flB„a5atl.aa,yiray.mflVaj: rgwust.l \sy ^ ^
Layla of A«ad new car here brought 'Layla brought Asad's new car.'

;S3
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AS otiiect orcLi:e.Q_o.5nion:

[dg asad PS n $ vyi m otgr Ke dzu.i

of Asad in new car in we go

* o a—

I

i

'WeTe going in Asad's new car.'

Note, In this last example, that the possessive phrase with Ide] .1 precedes the

prepositional phrase In which it is embedded. Examples with other prepositions include:

[de asad le ndwi moUr na]

of Asad from car Irom from Asad's new car"

[de asad pa chSqd]

of Asad with knife

[de asad tar bSgha pore]

of Asad up to garden up to

^ La» ^ Umk I J

With Asad's knifa'

up to Asad's garden'

0»*dei* of modifiers m noun pKr*ases. Ordinarily, any possessive phrase with

(del i is the first element in a string of modifiers. The possessive phrase Is followed by

any demonstrative (e.g., ’that’ jSgha] 'this' [d8] \a, etc.), then any quantifier (e.g., a

number - including one' [yawl, which frequently functions like the English indefinite

article 'a' - or a word like 'some' [bSzel or 'a few' [yaw ts5j ), then

descriptive adjectives like big' [loy] or ’prett>'' [xSystal o^La., then the noun.

Adverbs that modify adjectives, e.g. 'very' [der] occur immediately before the

adjectives they modify This order may be violated when the speaker wishes to focus on

one or the other of the modifiers; the emphasized element tends to come first,

Here are some example phrases displaying modifier order

[de asid agha pindz^ nor ger loy kltabtJnsl jy j^I ^

of Asad those fiva other very big books ^jj ^jJ ^

'those other five very big books of Asad s'

[de asad de plSr tsaldr dere xSysta lurte]

of Asad of father four varypratty daughtera L4

'Asad's father's four very pretty daughters'

4
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(P3 loll ke de tor de tan kh de xovviinki de mdshsr wror xaysta kor]

in village in of Tor of history of teacher of older brother beautiful house

-C: jU jjjj ^ ^ ^ <u»
V

Tor's history teacher's older brothers beautiful house in the village'

[de maktab de sh§gard3no de d^rs de dawre de wdkht le khwaxay na ddka ySduna]

of school of students of study of period of lime from happiness from full memories

'memories full of happiness of the time period of students' studying at school'

Noun phrases within prepositional phrases contain elements in the same order as

subject or object noun phrases, with the exception of possessive phrases with [de]

which appear beforo the whole prepositional phrase;

[de asSd de piSr U tsaloro dero xSysta lOno sara]

of Asad of father with four very pretty daughters with

a 4.1—.J Li ^ ^

with Asad's father's four very pretty daughters’

I?. Ve.»*l:7 T^hf^ases

of eiernents in v&Ay plr\i»asas. The usual Order of elements in a verb

phrase (which Includes everything in the sentence except the subject) Is time phrase -

complement/object - place ohrase - other modifiers - verb. Note that if the object

of a preposition Is a weak pronoun, the prepositional phrases is almost always

positioned just before the verb. Examples;

[parun me la malgaro sara pa rasturan ke kabab wakhwr.]

yesterday I with friends with in restaurant in kabob ais

‘I ate kebob at the restaurant with my friends yesterday'

(parun me pa rasturSn ke kab8b war sara wakhwr.)

yesterday I in restaurant In kabob them with ate

'I ate kebob at the restaurant with them yesterday’
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1 Simple Sentence St>'ucture

Of'de*' irt kiegative vef*b pk>*a5e5. The order of negative elements in the verb

ohrase is described In detail Chapter 9. In summary, the negative particle [ne] ^ occurs

before the verb in the Imperfective tenses. In perfective lenses it occurs with simple

verbs between the perfective marker [we] j and the verb stem; with derivative verbs

just before the auxiliary, and with doubly irregular verbs between the first element and

the rest of the verb. Some examples of negative perfectives;

[23 ba 11k W3 ndlegam.l

I flit letter prf neg I send

j wlLJ aj
| won't send the letter.'

[23 ba chalaw pokh nS kram.j
' ^ ^

1 fut rice cook neg I'be' "I won't cook the nee.'

[Z3 ba delta ke n^nsm.l

i fut here sit neg I sit '1 won't sit here.'

/*

T^ai^+icles

TKe particles. Next to the ergative construction, particles and their order are

probably the most famous--or infamous-aspect of Pashto grammar. The particles,

sometimes called clitics, are the following:

'but, well, then, at least, maybe' [kho]

Future marker [ba] <j

Weak pronouns 'my/me' [me] 'your/you' (del 'hls/hlm.her, iis/n'|ye|

our/us' [am] , [mol j-.

'must' [de]

These particles are invariably positioned immediately after the first stressed

element in a sentence or clause, and when there Is more than one particle In a sentence

or clause, they must appear in a fixed order. These two factors in many cases result In

the separation of a modifier from the modified element, in other cases In the "violation"

of the usual SOV orderin sentences, and in many other cases in ambiguous sentences.

XKe fit'sF sfressecJ element in a sentence. The first stressed element In a

ssntsncs may ba ona of a number of grammatical alemanta, ranging from the first part of

ofi
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a doubly Irregular verb to a construction of several words. The sentences below

Illustrate this point, using the weak pronoun mg' (mel as a possessive in the basic

phrase 'my father' Iplar me] or in object position. Note how the position of

[me] ^ is determined not by its function in the sentence, but by its having to follow the

first stressed element.

Subij£.CLLas_T irst stressed element:

[khoshal khSn me plSr day.)

Khoshal Khan my father Is

[de plar katS me pa logSr ke da.)

of father kala my in Logar in is

[asdd me la piSr sara gorl.j

Asad my with father with sees

Direct object as first stces.5^j,aleineM.

[piSr me by^gam.j

father my I bring

tde plar bSgh me dkhit.]

of father orchard my he buys

Khoshal Khan is my father.'

. j'ij

'My father's kala Is In Logar'

'Asad Is visiting with my father.'

'I am bringing my father.'

'He is buying my father's orchard;

PreposittonaLphrasejas first stressed element:

[la piSr Sara me n^st yam,]

with father with my sitting I am.

Iwruste la pl3r na me ragbag.)

after father from my he arrived

U j

I am sitting with my father.’

* if ^

He arrived after rny father.'

Adverb as first stressed elemeM.

Ik^le kala me pl8r amrIkS ta radzi.l . j <u f ^ ^
sometimes my father America to comes 'Sometimes my father comee

to America.’

‘Today he's taking me to a picnic.'

-I

j 8 i

[ndn me meI6 ta byayl

)

today me picnic to he takes
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(n$ me pSzanU

not me he knows 'He doesn't know me.'

V_er&_as first stressed .el emenl:

[rSlege me.]

sent it here they

• if*

I was sending it here.'

[satd me]

kept it I

'if*

'I was keeping it.'

£art .o f.v.erD as fir$t s^r?.s.§g<3.gJem^Qi;

[wd me pez3nde.]

pert I knew him

if J

'I recognized him.'

(S me khistll

I wore it | wore it.'

[b3y me lod^.]

I lost it

• *-^>1
(f

't lost it.'

Ot*der of pat^icles atrvon0 tketnselves. AS mentioned above, another

characteristic of the particles is that when there is more than one of ther in the stme

sentence, there is a strict Internal order among them which overrides their grammatical

positicning in the sentence. The order is as follows;

[khol jL. + Ibaj + [me] /[mo] j-. +|del^^i + ly®I

The internal order of particles, and the ambiguity that arises from the rigid

ordering, is shown by th& idiomatic translations of the following sentence:

(piar me de I6gl| f
father meymy? you/your? send 'My father Is sending you.' or

Vour father Is sending me.'
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Two occurrsnces of words which are pronounced identically are not passible, even

if the words have different meanings (as they do in the case of the word [de] which

may be Interpreted as either the particle ‘must’ or the weak pronoun your/you'). The

following sentence Is therefore ungrammatical:

*[plSr me de de w^legM

father me/my must your/you send

'hy father must send you' or

'Your father must send me.'

The only way to express these meanings is by using strong pronouns:

[p1§r me de t§ w^legU

father my must you send 'My father must send you,'

[dl t3 plSr me da wdlegl.i

of you father me must send

if*
^

Your father must send me.'

The ambiguity that stems from the rigid order of particles is seldom a problem, as

the context in which multiple particles appear nearly always contain enough information

to convey the meaning unambiguously, in those cases where ambiguity is a problem, it is

resolved with the use of a strong pronoun.

V'. Order o-p A^odij'iers Im 3eKv+e»nces

As described in previous sections, there is a normal order of major elements in a

sentence (50V), a normal order within the noun and verb phrases in a sentence as welt,

and an internal order among particles which occasionally overrides thd other orders. As

in English and other languages, however, it is possible for a Paehto speaker to emphasize

or place focus on one element of a sentence or another, by placing It out of order. The

following sentence, for example, is In normal order, and no one element Is focused on

over another

(ahmad sabSta laylS logSr ta bySyl.l

Abmad tomorrow Layla Logarto takes

'Ahmad is taking Layla to Logar tomorrow.'
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If context requires that the time be focused on, it can be brought to the beginning of the

sentence;

[sabSta ahmad laylS logar ta byayi ]
.
^ o ^jJ ^LJ

tomorrow Ahmad Layla Logarto takes

Tomorrow. Ahmad is taking Layla to Logar/

The movement of a modifier up to the beginning of a sentence for focus appears to

be a common device among writers. The following illustrative sentences are taken from

pieces of modern prose (the pre-posed modifiers are underlined in the transcription);

famd^gha wakht za de yaw32e pa ma?nS p6 shwam.l ’

that time l of "alone* with meaning understood

t

’At that time, 1 understood the meaning of "alone".'

[Da4gro_g.ano kh^lko ke hjrn saray dzSn ta "yawaze" way^lay shM
in very many people in also man sell to 'alone' can say

‘In a great crowd of people, a man can say that he is ''alone'’.'

( la n§chgr6y ye de noro naqellno pa ts6r samlasi dzmaka zhawSra kra.]2

with desperation he of other settlers like immediately earth dug hole

'In desperation, he like the other settlers Immediately dug a hole in the earth.'

foa (Jer taklTf mo wux khlSs karay shu.l

with much difficulty we camel have freed

•j-i

'With a lot of trouble, we freed the camel.'

Time pK»'aaes. Time phrases may take the form of nouns, adverbs, or

prepositional phrases.

'This sentence and the one below are frorn the essay ‘Alone' [yawSze) by Ulfat, a

well-known modern Pashto writer. The essay has been reprinted a number of times.

2 This sentence and the one below are from The Legs of the Camel' Ida wux pexa]

an article by M Pasanay that appeared in the November, 1905 issue of

Spade, (op. 91-2).
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FrequBntly occurring noun phrases are the days of the week. The terms ror all tne

days except Friday (which is an Arabic borrowing) are transparently formed from the

Persian word for ‘day’ and the Persian numbers. The terms for flonday, Tuesday and

Wednesday are written as two words In Pashto.

'Saturday' [shamb^] » fc

Sunday' lyakshamb^l

'Monday' [du shamb^l « ^ A

Tuesday [se shambi]

'Wednesday' [char shamb6]

Thursday [patishamb6]

Friday'

The day words nnay occur alone, for example:

[mung shamb6 mel6 ta dzu.) .ja. <3

we Saturday picnic to go 'Were going on a picnic Saturday.'

More frequently they are combined with the word for day In general, Iwradzl . as

follows:

[mung de shamb^ pa wradz mel6 ta dzu.l

W0 of Saturday on day picnic to go

C-}J

'We're going on a picnic Saturday.'
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Pashto has a series of words to refer to traditional times of day;

'morning' [sahSrl

'late morning' [tsSxl/tsSxt mahal) Jly*

'noon' [gharmdi

'afternoon' [mispaxin]

late afternoon' [rrizdigdr]

‘dusk* [mSxSm] ^UL
'late evening [maskhutSnl L

midnight' [nlma shpa) 4 i.A

These words may occur as modifiers:

[mung maspexin meld ta dzu.l O ^ j-.

we afternoon picnic to go 'We're going on a picnic this afternoon.'

or they may be combined with the day words;

[mung de shambd pa maspaxin meld ta dzu.) - j-*

we of Saturday on afternoon picnic to go .
jik. o L«

'We re going on a picnic Sunday afternoon.'

Pashto expresses Western time-telling with the prepositional phrase consisting

of ‘on/af [pal the word 'hour' or 'clock' [ba]dl ^ as the object of [pa] preceded by a

number, and other word-and-number combinations to express 'before' and 'after'. Some

examples that show the system are given below;

[pa tsaloro baj6)

at four hours 'at four o'clock'

(pe pindza bdnde tsaloro bajo]

at five after four hours 'at five minutes after four'

'at quarter after four’

f
j 92

(pa paw oande tsaloro bajo]

at quarter after four hours
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[pa tsalor nfmo bajo]

at four half hours 'at four thirty'

[pa paw kSm plndzo bajo]

at quarter lacking five hours

iL^ 4_t

’at quarter to five'

[pe pindza k§m plndzo bajo]

at five lacking five hours 'at five minutes to five'

Some examples showing time phrases in complete sentences are:

[de layla malg^re p3 tsalor nimo bajo radzl.l ^
of Layla friend at four half o'clock comes .^^Ij

'Layla'S friend is coming here at four thirty.'

[asad saba sahSrpa ate nimo bajo maydSn ta dzi.)

Asad tomorrow morning at eight half o'clock airport to goes

t ^ I >V i»e ‘ ^
^ ^ I « * kXdd* I

Asad is going to the airport tomorrow morning at eight thirty.'

(kSnferans de jum€ pa wradz de sahirpe n^ho bajo pay! k^gi.]

conference of Friday on day of morning at nine o'clock starts

^ ^ j'v- ^ ^

The conference starts Friday morning at nine.'

\
jJl)

Agreement between verbs and subjects/objects was discussed ektensively in

Chapters B and 9. Agreement between adjectives and nouns was explained in Chapter 7.

The following is a summary.

Adjectives and demonstrative pronouns agree with the nouns they modify in

gender (masculine or feminine), number (singular or plural), and case (direct or oblique)

This agreement takes the form of suffixes attached to the adjective or demonstrative

pronoun.

In intransitive sentences and in present tense transitive sentences, verbs agree

with the subject (n person (first, second or third), and number (singular or plural). In
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third person past tense sentences, the verb agrees with the subject or object In gender

(masculine or feminine) as well..

In the case of derivative verbs whose first element is an adjective: the adjective

agrees with the object > the verb if there Is one, and with the subject if there is no

object, in number (singu r or plural) and gender (masculine or feminine).

In the "perfect" tenses formed with the participle: the participle agrees with the

object of the sentence if there is one, and with the subject if there Is no object, in

gender (masculine or feminine) and number (singular or plural).

In past tense transitive sentences (discussed in detail in the following section),

the verb agrees with the object of the sentence in person (first, second or third), number

(singular or plural), and In the third person forms, gender (masculine or feminine).

If the noun phrase to be agreed with consists of both masculine and feminine

genders, the agreeing verb or adjective wilt be masculine. (Such compounds are

described In Chapter 12 below.)

f"!. XKe (Zc>nsiy^iAcV\oy\

As has been mentioned several times in preceding chapters, past tense transitive

sentences are constructed differently from a.' other sentences:

- the subject of the sentence is in the oblique case;

- the object of the sentence is in the direct case; and

- the verb agrees in person, number and (in the third person) gender with

the direct object rather than the subject.

This combination of agreement and case occurrence Is called the ‘ergative’

construction. ‘Ergative’ was originally the name of what Is now called the agentive

case. The term has recently been expanded to refer to languages in which objects In

transitive sentences take on the grammatical characteristics of subjects of intransitive

sentences. Pashto is an ergative language, but only in past tenses; Basque and some of

the languages spoken in the Caucasus are ergative languages In that objects of all

transitive sentences have the characteristics of subjects of intransitive sentences.

Historical linguists hypothesize that at one time all the Iranian languages might have

been ergative languages, and that each has lost ergative elements at different speeds,

now, only Pashto, Beluchl, and Kurdish retain ergative elements.
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The weak pronouns are also involved in ergative constructions: in past tense

transitive sentences, weak object pronouns drop, and weak subject pronouns are in

oblique rather than direct forms.

Simple sentence pairs are presented below, the second of each pair being the past

tense equivalent of the first. In comparing them, note, first, how the verb endings differ,

in agreement with the subjects of the present tense sentences and the objects of the

past tense counterparts. In sentences with weak pronouns, note how subject pronouns

do not appear in the present tense sentences, and object pronouns do not appear in the

past tense counterparts. And finally, observe that the subjects of past tense sentences

are in the oblique case.

Noun subject and object:

[saray man^ khwri.l

man appleF eats

vs.

[sari mana khwartia.l

man apple was eating

[xedza tikray ^khli.l

woman scartM bu^'s

vs.

[xadze tikray ^khiste.l

woman scarf was buying

The man is eating the apple.'

The man was eating the apple.'

"The woman Is buying the scarf

'The woman was buying the scarf.'

Weak pronoun subject, noun object:

[mana khwr^m.l

apple I eat

vs.

[ma^a me khwar^la.]

apple I was eating

I'm eating the apple.'

if*
^

'I was eating the apple.'

'We're Inviting the man.'
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isaray mo melm^ k 0 .] -ui-^

man we were inviting 'We were Inviting the man.’

Noun subject, weak proi:mn_ob|ectj

[asad ye Skhli.l

Asad i\M buys

vs.

lasad dkhiste.)

Asad was buying

'Asad is buying it.’

'Asad was buying it.'

[zmaray ye r§wal1]

ZmarayitF brings

vs.

(zmari rawastSla.]

Zmaray was bringing

•(JjU

'Zmaray is bringing it.'

'Zmaray was bringing it.’

W.e_ak_DJ3}imun subiert. weak pronoun object:

[gatSm ye.

I

I win itF

vs.

[gatdia me.l

win I

| am winning it.’

| was winning tt.’

[khartsawi!j ye.]

we sell itF

[khartsawdla mo 1

were selling we

’We’re selling it.’

We were selling it
’

j. 3R
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C7. Xwo LAnusual (SoKistructioi^s

Ve»*bs tkcit t^equif'e possessive subjects. There Is a small group of frequently-

occurring verbs the logical subjects of which must be possessive constructions. This

group includes phrases for expressing likes and dislikes, and for feelings tike hot or cold.

The logical objects of the transitive verbs in this group are sometimes expressed via

prepositional phrases, and sometimes as ordinary direct objects; the vcib agrees with

the grammatical objects. These verbs are listed below, with their grammatical

peculiarities and examples.

:dis 1 ike ' Iliad radz“]

Subject: possessive phrase

Object: in prepositional phrase with 'from' [la ...nal ^ ... 0

Agreement; verb is always third person plural. [badl.ij remains unchanged.

Examples;

[la doddy na de rixtya ham b6 d radzi?]

from bread from your really bad go3P

S I j JiJ LXmi j

'Do you really dislike bread?'

[de asad de kimyS la dars na bSd rSghlel.]

of Asad of chemistry from class from bad went3P/W

'Asad didn't like his chemistry class.'

‘mel[x.a_uisd_r

—

Subject: possessive phrase

Object: as usual

Agreement: verb and 'good' [xa| <4 agree with object

Examples:

[de har cha laylS x4 yisi.] . i ^ .a

of everyone Layla likeaS 'Everyone likes Layla.'

[de tolo khalko layl^ x^ yeseda.l . a

of all people Layla liked3SP 'All the people liked Layla.'
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[de tarlsS tsl awghani doday Ka yesed^le da ]

of Theresa always Afghan food haslikeddPF . ^ \S^J^
Theresa has always liked Afghan food.'

'dislike' [bad iLisrl --^ I a->

Subject: possessive phrase

Object: as usual

Agreement: verb and 'bad' [bad] agree with the object.

Examples:

[de layla mere ye b6d ylsl.i Ju

of Layla husband his don't iikedS He doesn't like Layla's husband.'

[kimya me bada n^ yeseda, de malim pa khab^ro na pohedam.l

chemistry my bad neg Ilks^SF of teacher with words not I understood fS

L- jrJ— id (ft

didn't dislike chemistry, I didn't understand the teacher.'

lUe.jnjo.y.Llia^axfigd

—

Subject: possessive phrase

Object: as usual

Agreement; verb agrees with the object

Examples:

[di ma afghani do^^y khwax^gi.j

of me Afghan food enjoyaPF

[d1 m3 afghani doddy khw3xa swa.j

of me Afghan food enjoycIFF

idi da za khw3xa swam ]

of him me liked fSF

[di da za khw3x swam !

of him me liked f5A<f

‘i enjoy Afghan food.'

. AjJi

'I enjoyed Afghan food.'

‘He liked me (f).'

'He liked me (rr).'

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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•feel) ike' (zr9 kea-l

Subject: possessive with 'heart' [zee] #^3, e.g. 'my heart' (=
’l'> [zri me]

Object; in prepositional phrase with to' [... tal o ... (if object is a clause, it appears

after (keg-j and there is no preposition)

Agreement: verb agrees with [zra]

EKamples;

[pal^w ta me zra k^gi.l ^
pilaf to my heart become35 'I feel like [having some! pilaf.'

[de asad pa wadd ke natsS ta zra k^gi.j Iki ^ d^\j ^

of Asad at wedding at dancing to heart become3S ,

'Asad feels like dancing at weddings.'

(zra me kegl che k6r ta lar sem.l

heart my becomeSS that home to go fS
. ^

"if O

'I feel like going home.'

[2^3 me kedd che kandzS warta wakram, kho tsa me wa nl wele.j

heart my becameSSf that curse to-him dofS but anything! not said

• JiJ ^ J ^
'i felt like cursing him, but I kept quiet,'

heat' Igarml] , 'cold' Isar^l and fever' (t^baj are feminine nouns.

The constructions below Involve these nouns, and can be analyzed as having them as

subjects, with the verbs agreeing as usual with them. If so, they can translate more or

less as 'X's heat exists,' 'X's cold exists', or X's fever exists.'

feel hofJaarml keg-1

Subject: possessive of 'heat' (garmH

Object; none

Agreement: verb agrees with [garmij ^y.

^

Examples:

[ di tS garmi kegi?)

of you heat become3S 'Do you feet hot?'
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[de khoshai garmi kegl, dere mande ya wahdie d1.|

of Khoshai heat becomeSSvery running he has beaten

'Khoshai feels hot because he has been running.'

[de asad garrnt keda, wobd ye wdtskele.] < a^l

of Asad heat becameSSF water he drank .

'Asad felt hot ao he drank some water.'

[de njalSy, wrusta la de che pe bSgh ke ye wSzangel, garmi weswe.l
of girls after from that that in orchard in they swung heat became

• Kfi V ^ ^ JjJ

'The girls felt hot .after swinging in the orchard.'

feeJ aoijLJ^ar^ kea-1

Subject: possessive of 'cold' [sar^] *^L.

Object; none

Agreement; verb agrees with 'cold' [sard!

Examples:

[sara de ka k^gi lungay me waghunda.]

cold your if becomeSS shawl my put on

'i; you feel cold put on my shawl.'

[sahSr sabS sard me kdgi

early morning cold my become

ra binde wSchawa lungay dwSra ISsiUna.l

me around put shawl both hands

L-* jly-«

It's early morning and I'm cold

Put your shawl and both arms around me.' (landay)

have a fever' [tdba dal o.3

Subject; possessive of 'fever' [taba] o
Object: none

Agreement: verb agrees with 'fever' [taba]
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Examples:

[tdba ye da ]

fever his is3SF 'He has a fever.'

[harwa.s.ft ba me che tSba swa, mor ba me pe kSt ke Schawelem.j
every tim ’i would my that fever was, mother would my in bed in put me

o jJ^ fij-i O O ul^j JA

'Whenever I had a fever, my mother put me to bed,'

'CT»yipersonal transitive' verbs. There is a small group of intransitive verbs--

most of them denoting sounds made by animals and people, for example 'sneeze' [prinj-j

and 'neigh' [shtshn-1 -.^.A^—that behave idlosyncrattcally In past tense sentences.

They are called 'false transitives' or 'impersonal transitives', and include the following

verbs:

'bray' [hang-1 'cry' [zar-l-^l_5 'dance' [nSts-] -iti

'bark' [ghap-j 'sneeze' [prinj-j 'swing' [zang-j -^fj

'whinny' [shlshn-j -j-i-j-A 'cough' [jukh-j swim' [lamh-1

'laugh' [khand-j - XLl jump' [dang-1 .a

In the past tenses, the subjects of these verbs are in the oblique case, even

though the verbs are intransitive. The verbs always and only take a third person

masculine plural verbal ending in past tenses, regardless of the person of the subject,

and the [-all J - suffix of that ending ( which in other contexts is optional) never drops,

A final idiosyncrasy is that the present tense stem vowel [al t in some of the verbs

becomes [a] in past tenses'' for example 'laugh' with its present stem [khSnd-l and

its past stem Ikhand-|.ui. Some examples of these verbs in sentences;

[khSndam.l

I am laughing

[ma Khanddl/khand^te]

I (obi) laugheddPAf

[khand^l/khand^la me.)

laugheddPAf

'I am laughing.'

(J A.Ia L*

'] was laughing.'

'I was laughing.'
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[khanddll me dll

laughpart I be3P

[khanddlay sam.i

swimpart belS

(laylS pe stnd ke w^lambaU

Layla in river in swam3PM

[bega shpa de ahmad spl d^r wlghapaM

last night of Ahmad dog very barkedSPAif

1 have laughed.'

* iJ

'I can laugh.'

'Layla sv/am in the river'

,
I I ^ 4i^iiK

Ly? » «

•

•cMj
Ahmad’s dog barked a lot last night.*

K. OlKer jArvalyses

Our analysis of the particles is based on Tegey's The Grammar of Clitics,

published in 1975 by the International Centre for Pashto Studies in Kabul. The focus of

that treatment is the demonstration that the occurrences of the particles in various

places in the sentence can be e»<p1ained by the single rule that thny occur just after the

first stressed element in the sentence.

Our presentation of the ergative construction is based on Tegey's 'Ergattvity in

Pushto (Afghan)' which appeared in Linguistic tlathod: Essays in Honor of Herbert Penzl,

edited by Irmengard Rauch and Gerald F. Carr and published by houton in 1979. This

article demonstrates that the Pashto past tense transitive sentences contain the

characteristics of ergative constructions in other languages.

Penzl ( 1 955) notes the SQV order and gives details of the order of modifiers He

analyzes basic sentence components to allow for subjectless sentences, to account for

imperative sentences and those In which the weak pronoun subject (or object) is

dropped. He analyzes the occurrence of particles as several special cases of ordering.

His grammar preceded the work that was done on ergative constructions, and he

therefore relates the objects of past tense transitive sentences with the subjects of all

other sentences as follows:
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In past tense transitive sentences:

Agent

Goal

Verb

In other transitive sentences;

Subject

Object

Verb

The sketches of syntax In Mackenzie (1987) and Shafeev (1964) do not differ In

bastes from the analysis given here
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sI7k\+»^oc|ucfion

This chapter describes how words, phrases and sentences are conjoined by simple

conjunctions like 'and' [aw] j\, 'or' lya] L, and 'but' [khol and the mure complex

conjunctions like 'both ... and' [hem ... hem] ^ ‘neither... nor' [ne .. ne] ... <i. The

interaction of word and phrase conjunction and agreement Is also described.

3. (Z-onjo\y\ed /sJoui^s c\v\d /sJourv V^\\y^ase.s

Nouns are conjoined in Pashto most simply by means of the conjunctions

and' [awl jl or 'or' (ySj L:

(amSn aw laylSj

Aman and Layla

[amSn y3 laylSj

Aman or Layla

[amSn, 1ay1§ aw khoshSl]

Aman Layla and Khoshal

(amSn, laylS ya khoshSl]

Aman, Layla or Khoshal

^ j! ^Ul

'Aman and Layla'

XJ L
- •* W

‘Aman or Layla'

jI «
«
^L* I

'Aman, Layla and Khoshal'

Lj * t i

'Aman, Layla or Khoshal'

When one of the elements Is a pronoun, the pronoun ordinarily appears first:

[ze aw laylSj

I and Layla

V ji o
'Layla and r

[tS, asSd aw de asad plSrj

you, Asad and of Asad father

^ Umm I J I \ tti I t O

'you, Asad, and Asad's father'
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,7^djective c\0*'ee*i'»^efA+ vVifk cav\jo\ned nouns. When nouns ccnjolned with 'and'

lawl ji or cr {ya] are the same gender, adjectives modifying bath nouns agree with them

In whatever the gender is, and are plural;

[xkwaie njelly aw x^dzaj

prettyFP girlFS anc^ womanFS pretty girl and woman*

[xkwele njeldy yS xSdza]

prettyFP girlFS or womanFS ‘pretty girl or woman*

(zi^awar aUk aw sarSyl

braveMP boyMS and maorVfS

jl .AU

'bravs boy and man'

When the nouns are of different genders, the adjective must be repeated, will; endings in

agreement with each ncun;

Izrawara x^dza aw zraw^r sar^yl

braveFS womanFS and braveWS rr,a;’VS

[zraw^ra y^dza ya zi^aw^r sariy]

braveFS womanFS or braveMS manMS

brave woman and man*

'brave woman or man*

7^0^‘eemel^t of vei^ks wi+k coi^ioined subjects. Verbs in sentences with

conjoined subjects (or objects, in the case of ergative constructions) connected with

'and* [awl ^1 are plural, as they are in English. When the nouns to be agreed with are all

one gender, the verb agrees with that gender, for example

iamSn as^d aw khoshSi mel^ ta iSraU

Aman, Asad and Khoaha! picnic to went 3MP

Aman, Asad, and Khoshal went on the picnic.'

f ( ^Le I

(mung amSn as^d av.-' khoshSl 'p'^lidal.l jl j-l .jLI

• J*^j
'We saw Aman. Asad and Khor,hal.*

vje Aman. Asad and Khoshal saw 3MP
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[laylS. rSbyS aw kawtira mel6 ta lare.l

Layla. Rabya and Kawtara picnic to went 3FP
^

'Layla, Rabya, and Kawtara went on the picnic.'

[mung laylS rabyS aw kawtira w5llde.] ^jZ j\ L^lj < !^LJ

we Layla. Rabya and Kawtara sawSPP > • *

j

'We saw Layla, Rabya, and Kawtara.'

When the nouns are of different genders, the verb is masculine. There has

apparently been a prescriptive tradition in the language that the verb agrees with the

last of a conjoined set of subjects or objects, but in the central dialect, at least, the

rule seems to be that if the conjoined set is mixed in gender, the verb Is masculine.

[amSn laulS aw khoshSl mel6 ta lacel.] jI <

Aman, Layla and Khoshal picnic to went 3MP

'Aman, Layla and Khoshal went on the picnic.'

[mung amSn laylS aw khoshSi welidel.]

we Aman Layla and Khoshal saw 3MP

‘We saw Aman, Layla and Khoshal.'

[amln khoshSi aw laylS mel6 ta Iii;'3].]

Aman Khoshal and Layla picnic to went 3MP

'Aman, Khoshal, and Layla went on the picnic.’

[mung amSn khoshSl aw laylS waltdal,] jl JLw&ja j-*

we Aman Khoshal and Layla saw 3MP . J j !LJ

‘We saw Aman, Khoshal, and Layla.'

‘When one of the subjects or objects is a pronoun, the verb agrees with the

combination, l.e. the verb in a sentence which Includes T [za] or 'we' [mung] as

one of the subjects will be first person plural.

jl « Aj

'Aman, Layla, and I went on the picnic

'

20G

[za amSn aw layl§ mel^ ta iSifu.l

I Aman and Layla picnic to wentfP
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[ta 2^ as^d aw laylS w^lidu.l jl x^«l <*3 b

you me, Asad and Layla sawJP Vou saw Asad, Layla, and me.'

[ta amSn aw laytS ba de as^d pa motdr ke iSr say ]

you Aman and Layla will of Asad in car in go2P

* ^ ^

You, Aman, and Layla will go in Asad's car

[mung amSn aw laylS w^llday.l ^ jl ^L*l tO

we you Aman and Layla saw2P 'We saw you, Aman, and Layla.'

When nouns are connected by 'or' [ya) L, the verb agrees with the noun closest to it. For

example:

[amSn ya laylS w^gadeda.l

Aman or Layla danced^FS

(laylS y§ amSn wagai^eda.]

Layla or Aman danced 3MS

• 6 kAj J b ^ L« I

'Aman or Layla danced.'

'Layla or Aman danced.'

<C. Doutjle (Z^onjuncVions

Words and phrases mag be conjoined with double conjunctions, as they may be in

English. Common double conjunctions are either - or' [ya ... ya] L ... L , 'neither ... nor'

[ne ... nei ,0 ... o and 'both - and' [hem . . aw hem] ^ jl ... Note the position of the

verb in the following sentences (If conjunction is thought of as the combining of

sentences and the deletion of common elements in those sentences, these sentences

show that it is the second verb that is dropped);

(aman ham tarikh p6h day aw ham likw6l.j

Aman both historian is and both writer
. ^ j\

'Aman is both a historian and a writer.'

Iam3n ham nyu ySrk ta dzi, aw ham shikagd ta.l <2 ^jb ^
Anian both New York to goes and both Chicago to . O

'Aman is going both to New York and to Chicago.'
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[am3n na nyu ySrk ta dzl na shikagd ta,l ^ o ^jL ^ ^L!

Aman neither New Yorit to goes nor Chicago to . <G

'Aman is going neither to New Vork nor to Chicago..'

(amSn ba y9 ngu g3rk ta ISr si yS shlkagd ta.l Lj Aj ^L« i

Aman /i/f eitheNew York to go aux or Chicago to .O A. L#

'Aman will go either to New York or to Chicago.'

[za ham pa wSdd ke wdgadedam aw ham 1e wad3 na wrdsta ]

I both at wedding at danced and both Irom wedding from after

> A ?. iiM 4)4 Aj Ai^l4 aJT' JjJ Aj AJ ^ j\ <Lj ^
I danced both at the wedding and after the wedding.'

[na me 3sh3k tsakdli ne sabd] ^ajU o a.tl ^
neither I aushak tasted nor vegetables 'I tasted neither the aushak

nor the vegetables.

'

[na 3shd XL da, na gw^la; duy de wikhwri yaw tar b^lai]

neither Asha good is nor Gweia; they may eat one toward other

• aJL A^ A,m« AiA I A>

'Neither Asha nor Gweia is good; may they destroy each other!’ (proverb)

D. (SoKijoiKted Se.y\ia.y\ce.s

It appears to be impossible to conjoin Pashto verbs or verb phrases in the same

way that noun phrases can be conjoined. For example, a Pashto equivalent for the English

sentence in which one subject has two vertc, !ika '| will go to the city and buy a car’ does

not exist; its only possibility in Pashto is the foMowing;

(xartaba ISrsam (aw) motar ba wSkhlem.J (jl) ^ aj aG jLi

city to tut go auxiS (and) car fut I buy

'I will go to the city and 1 will buy a car.'

which follows the rules for the conjoining of sentences.

The major characteristic of sentence conjoining Is that the conjunction

'and' [aw] ^1 is optional, and most of the time is dropped.
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Ixar ta ISram (aw) mot6r me wikhlst.l

city to l-went{and) car I bought

| went to the city and bought a car.'

[b<3zdr ta laram (aw) la dukSndSr sara wdghagedam.]
bazaar to l*went (and) with shopkeeper with l-taiked

•
|BkJi^ <J |Oi <0

'I went to the bazaar and talked to the shopkeeper'

[doday me wSkhista (aw) kor ta iSram.l

bread I bought (and) house to l-went

( , 1 ) Ij

TV
‘I bought some bread and went home.'

[yaw tsa pays^ me
one some money I

badile kre (aw) yawa qallna me wikhista.l

change aux (and) one rug 1 bought

r- ja

'i changed some money and bought a rug.'

'and' [aw] jl may occur with 'or' [yal L (the equivalent of English 'or' is

law y31 L jf, or, with (awl jl dropped, Just [yaj L.

[day ba rSsl (aw) y3 ba ra nS si.] L ( jl

)

he futcome-here (and) or fuf here not come
' <S^ ^ 0 ^

'Either he'll get here or he won't.'

As with conjoined nouns, a double [ya ... y3i L... L renders the equivalent of 'either... or'

[ya tsa shay wSkhIa (aw) ya le duk§n na wawza.] ( jl ) aI&Ij aI. L

either some thing buy (and) or from shop from leave * ^ ^ ^
'Either buy something or leave the shop.'

'but' [kho] does not occur with 'and' [aw] j\, but functions as its English

counterpart does. Note that the conjunction [kho] Is different from the particle

[kho] ji.
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(ahmad k6r ta dzi khD khpala K^dza nS gori.l jL -u^l

Ahmad house to goes but own wife not sees . <3j *o I

,

'Ahmad goes home, but doesn't see his wife.'

Ist^ray warn kho bya ham w^gadedam.l
tired l-was but again also I danced

^
'I was tired but I danced anyway.'

When the sequence of events is not apparent from the meanings of the verbs, it

can be signalled by means of adverbs like 'then' [bya] I—, with or without (aw) jl. In the

following examples of various combinations of sentences, the deletable 'and' [aw] jl is

shown in parentheses.

[ahmad awal gad^gi (aw) bya dod^y khwri] (jl) Jjl -^r-^ I

Ahmad first dances (and) then bread eats ^
Ahmad first dances and then eats.'

[ahmad pa bSgh ke w^gardzed (aw) gwelSn ye tdl krai.]

Ahmad in garden in wal'red (and) flowers he pick aux

*(J^ J_j^

'Ahmad walked in the garden and picked flowers.

‘

[ahmad pe bSgh ke w^gardzad (aw) byl xSr la laf.]

Ahmad in garden in walked (and) then city to he went

Ahmad walked in the garden and then went to the city.'

(laylS der xe angur taySr krai, kho awal gadedu (aw) bya mo wdkhwral ]

Layla very good pears fixed but first per/danced and then we ate (them)

(jl) Jjl ^ ^
Layla fixed some very good pears, but we danced first and then we ate them.'
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Shafeev (1964) notes that sentences can be conjoined with or without

and' [aw] ^1, and discusses the agreement between verb and compound subjects.

Mackenzie (1977) does not discuss conjunction.

Penzl ( 1 955) groups together sentence conjunction and sentence subordination.
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tA*. C7ntK*odLActioi^

This chapter discusses the structure of subordinate clauses, I.e. noun clauses,

relative clauses, adverbial clauses with varloui clause markers, and conditional clauses

beginning with ‘If [ka] The analyses are based on the assumption that subordinate

clauses are essentially sentences that function as nouns (In the case of noun clauses) or

adjectives (in the case of relative clauses, which are sometimes called adjective

clauses), or adverbs (in the case of adverbial clauses which may be analyzed as

modifying verbs or sentences).

B, M ouKV (Clauses

Noun clauses are sentences that function as noun phrases; they may appear as

subjects, direct objects, complements, or objects of prepositions. Every language has

noun clauses, and the extent to which the original sentence is modified or altered to

function as a noun clause differs greatly from language to language. In Pashto,

modification of the sentence is minimal: a noun clause Is identical to a corresponding

independent sentence except that it is usually preceded by the clause marker 'that' [tse]

or [che] For agreement purposes, noun clauses are masculine plural.

AJourv clauses as subjects. The English sentence 'That you arrived early was

good' has a noun clause as Its subject. Its Pashto equivalent is:

[che wakhta rSghle x5 shwal.]

that early you came good £ie3P 'That you arrived early was good.'

and Is Just as awkward stylistically as the English. (Pashto appears to avoid starting a

sentence with 'that' [che] <^.) Soth languages have a process by which such noun clause

subjects are moved to the end of the sentence:

'It was good that you arrived early.'

(xd shwel tse w^khta r3ghle.|

good beSP that early you came
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and bath languages tend to move noun clause subjects to the end more often than not. In

English, a word like ‘it* must occur in the subject position when the clause is moved; in

Pashto, a demonstrative pronoun (usua.ilg feminine singular) can occur in the subject

place. (The demonstrative pronoun appears to agree with a noun like ‘fact' [khabdra]

that Is then deleted, suggesting that other words like [khab^ra] but masculine also

trigger agreement.) Some examples:

[da x6 shwa tse w^khta raghle.)

ihat good beSFS that early you came

[da moh^ma da tse wSkhta rase.]

that important that early you arrive

"It's important that you get here early.’

It was good that you arrived early.'

< I
]

^ 7 ^ ^ <«y«

[di ra ta maldma shwa che pe ijero gano khalko ke h^m saray dz3n ta ‘yawSze

that me to known beSSF that in very many people in also man self to 'alone*

wayelay shi.I

say be

C Ij

‘I realized that a man can say to himself 'I am alone' In a great crowd of

people.' (Ulfat)

yNJoun doMStis as dit^er.t objects. The most frequent use of noun clauses Is as

the objects of sentences. Note in the following examples that the past tense verbs are

masculine plural, in order to agree with their object clauses;

[wSyi tse de asad p19r xd saray day.! j)Lj j.^1 ^

say that of Asad Father good man is

They say that Asad's father is a good man.

'

[ma kat^l che asad r^ghay.j ‘^1 L*

I saw3P that Asad came. I saw that Asad had arrived.'

O Q
i.
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[mung gandl che iaylS ba widd kdray wi.]

w6 (houghtS'P that Layla fut married aux be

We thought that Layla was probably married.*

[mung ftkir kawj Che laylS ba r5sl.] ^ "^iLJ

we idea do that Layla ft/L come We think that Layla will come here.'

[chS 19 ma na puxtdna wek^a che te yawSze ye aw ka tsdk der. sara shtS?]

who from me from asked that you alone are or someone you with is

^ ^ “LLLa^ L« <J La

*-r- J'

Someone asked me if I was alone or if someone was with me.* (Lllfat)

The two examples Just above are similar, in that their m'in verbs appear to be

phrases with direct objects ('question* [puxtSna] and 'idea* [fikir]_^) built in.

Note that the verb ending of the last example Is feminine singular to agree with the

feminine 'question* [puxt^na] which suggests that, strictly speaking, the [che] ^
clauses in both examples are not direct objects but some kind of appositives parallel to

English The question, "Are you alone?**, is a difficult one to answer*

A final example involves the common way to express knowledge, with the verb

'know* [poheg-] which is intransitive. In sentences like *l know the story', the

'known* fact is the object of the prepositional phrase *wlth/by means of (pal

Iza pe qisa pohegam.] oaS 4^

I with story know *i know the story.*

but when what Is known is expressed in a clause, the preposition can be present with a

demonstrative pronoun;

[asad p3 d§ pohegi che ta nd wardze ] <0 4a
Asad with this knows that you neg go * JJ ^

'Asad knows you're not going there
*

20*1
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or the whole prepositional phrase can be dropped;

[asad pohegi Che ta no wardze.l • ^

Asad knows that you neg go 'Asad kno jou're not going there.'

with the resulting structure mimicking the structure of direct object tchel clauses

Repot^ted speeck. One Of the most common noun clause object constructions is

reported speech, corresponding to English sentences like 'Aman said that he would go

Pakistan next month,' which Is a rendition of the direct quote 'Aman said, "I'll go to

Pakistan next month."
'

There Is only one way in Pashto to express reported speech, and It is much closer

to a direct quote, as can be seen in the following example. Note the (underlined) first

person verb ending in the clause:

[aman wSwayal tse bela mySst ba Pakistan ta l^f sam.l

Aman said3P that next month fuf Pakistan to go belS

'Aman said that he would go to Pakistan next month.'

In present tense sentences, 'say' [way-1 agrees with the subject; in past tense

sentences, the verb Is masculine plural. (The pronunciation of 'said' [wSwayal] Jjjj

varies from dialect to dialect. [w6wele] is a common pronunciation in the central

'lect, but [w^wel is also heard.) More examples of reported speech:

[layll 3m3n ta w^wele che mel6 ta ba 3shak w^sam.l

Layla Aman to said;?P that picnic toJiufaushak takefS

*(*^J sJ-il <i C Jjjj -G ^
'Layla told Aman that she would take aushak to the picnic.'

lamSn layla ta wSwele che wror de stnemS ta dzl.)

Aman Layla to said3/* that brother your movie to goes

JJJJ ^ JtiJJ C "XJ ^jL\

'Aman told Layla that her brother was going to a movie.'
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[wradzpSna wayl che tSitbSn kabd) ta raseddll dl.]

newspaper saydS that Taliban Kabul to have reached

The newspaper says that the Taliban have reached Kabul."

[tna w^wayal, nS za yawSze yam.) ^ ^
I said no I alone am "I said no, i was alone." (Ulfat)

Xense i^es+r"tctio»^s wifk soma commom vaK*bs. Another common use of noun

clause objects is with verbs like "want" [ghwar-1 - and "try" [koshlsh kaw-1 -

^

j£, which in English are often followed by infinitives. The noun clause objects of

these Pashto verbs, however, must be in the present perfective tense. In present tenses,

the verb in thi .naln clause agrees with the subject. In past tenses, the verb is

masculine plural to agree with the noun clause. Some examples are:

[de asad plar ghwSri tse yaw loy bSgh wSkhli.] ‘

of Asad father wantSS that one big orchard he buyperf ^jJ

"Asad's father wants to buy a large orchard,"

[deasadp'ar ghuxtdl tse yaw loy bagh wSkhll. 1

of Asad father wanted3P that one big orchard he buyperf

'Asad's father wanted to buy a large orchard."

[de asad plar ghuxt^li dt tse yaw loy bagh wSkhli.l

of Asad father wanted f?e3P that one big orchard buyperf

'Asad's father has wanted to buy a large orchard."

[tarisS kosMsh wekre tse Sshak pakhS kri.] ^

j

L-^

Theresa attempt make3P that aushak cook aux . i ^
'Theresa tried to cook aushak.

'

rv'>“ T
"I want to go too."

[ze ham ghwSram tse w^rsam.)

I also want IS that I goperf
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AJoMtA clauses as cotMplewetA+s. Noun clauses can function as complements.

Usually, the noun clause is positioned after the 'be' verb. Some examples are;

[om6d day Che s6la ba rasi.i ^ ^ ^ . . 1

hope is that peace fuf come here The hope is that peace will come.'

(pa paxtani5 ke da zarur nd da che melma wdbalal si.l

in Pashtuns in this necessity neg is that guest be invited

J-4j 6^ <U jjj-o

'Among Pashtuns it is not necessary that a guest be invited.'

[saba me ny4t day che zhwandSy ye xakhawdm-a ]

tomorrow my intention is that alive him I bury

'My intention tomorrow is that ) will bury him alive.'(second line of tanday)

Frequently, a demonstrative pronoun appears immediately before the verb in complement

position, for example;

(m3n3. ye dS'da tse khor wr6r ta w^rta wi.l jj^ 1^ ^
meaning its this is that sister brother to similar is ^ JJJJ

'Its meaning is this, that sisters are similar to brothers.'

/VJoMM clauses as objects of pi*epositioK\s. Noun Clauses can also function as

objects of prepositions in Pashto (although In English such clausas are not possible; as

will be seen in the examples, such objects are gerund phrases like 'your working with

me') . The clause Is postponed to the end of the prepositional phrase (or sometimes to

the end of the sentence), and a feminine singular demonstrative pronoun Is inserted

where the object of the preposition would occur. In the following example, the noun

clause Is the object of the preposition 'of [del .i In the phrase equivalent to English:

about' or on the subject of (de
. pa b3ra ke] ^ tjL o ... .i;
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[mung dt p3 bard ke che ta kar rS sara wakre w^ghagedu.l
we or this on subject on that you work me with do we talked

“_r- Ij ^ ^ jij-

'We talked about your working with me.'

Other prepositions that frequently occur with noun clause objects are:

Instead of fde ... D3 dzaul .j;Ia ^ ...

[di d6 pa dzSy che la ahmad sara k^r wakre, mS sara ye wakra.l

of this in place that with Ahmad with work you do, me with it do.

‘Instead of doing the work with Ahmad, do it with me.'

•before’ [pg khwa lg ...I ... J \ ^
[mung pg khwd Is de che kSr sara wakru yaw bsl p^zanda.]

we in front from this that work together we did each other we knew.

'We knew each other before we worked together.'

•after...' [wrusta is ... (na) 1(4 *
)

^1
'‘“-"in

[wrusta 1g d^ che ashak mo wdkhwarsl, wdgadedu l

after that that aushak we ate we danced

J jjj
'After we ate the aushak, we danced.'

'because' [pg de^J^^_,e .a

T T

(zsr mi radza pa de chs laylS naw^khta rSdzI.]

quick nag come with this that Layla late comes

•
^ J 4,LajU ^ ^ ^ _j_j

'Don't come quickly because Layla's coming late.'

This last eKpression Is the most natural way to express reasons in the central dialect,

Jther than Juxtaposing the clauses, as will be described below in the discussion of

'because' [dzakal The following ordering Is also possible:

[zgr pg de che laylS nSwSkhta radzi, radza.l

quick with (his that Layla late comes neg come

.4ihlj 4.4 ^
^ J

I *

4.^ ^
'Don't come quickly because Layla's coming late.'
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0-. T^elative (Z\ause.fi

Relative clauses, or adjective clauses, are ssntences that function as adjectives

(i.e. they modify nouns). Again, all languages have relative clauses, Dut the extent to

which relative clauses differ from corresponding independent sentences varies from

language to Unguage.

in Pabhto, relative clauses differ mininf»ally from their corresponding independent

sentences. The relative clause follows the noun it modifies, and Is introduced by the

clause marker (chel or Usel ca., which translates as 'that', 'who', whom' or which'.

Within the original sentence that becomes the relative clause, there is always a

I'oun identical to the noun that the clause modifies; however, that noun has been

changed to a weak pronoun and follows woak pronoun rules (e.g., if a subject, it drops in

present tense sentences; if a subject in a transitive past tense sentence, it remains,

etc.)

These processes are shown step by step below with the following sentence:

[agha njaldy tse kamfs akhli de rSbya kh6r da.]

that girl who dress buys of Rabya sister is

i J^\ ^
'The girl who is buying the dress is Rabya's sister'

The relative clause 'who is buying the dress' [cha kamis akhli] Jl^i modifies

girl' Injalayi the subject of the main sentence. The relative clause has the

following as its corresponding independent sentence:

Injel^y kamis akhli] ^JL^I

girl dress buys 'The girl is buying the dress.’

In converting the sentence to a relative clause, the identical noun girl' Injeley] is

changed to a weak pronoun, which is omitted because it is the subject of the sentence

[kamis akhli] JLi.1

dress buys 'she is buying the dress'

The clause marker that' [che] is added:
T

'who/that is buying the dress'

Use kamis akhli]

that dress buys
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and the clause has Been positioned after ’girl’ [njalayl the noun it modifies^ and the

modified noun is preceded by the demonstrative 'that' [aghal ua.

In the following examples, the main clause

[aghanjal4y de rgbya kh6r da.)
. jji <J>jl

that giri oi Rabya sister is The girl is Radyas sister'

remains constant, while the subject 'glrr (njalayl Is modified by different relative

clauses.

[agha njaldy tse kamts ye wSkhlsta de rabya khdr da.]

that girl who dress she bought of Rabya sister is

. LjIj i o*^lj ^
'The girl who bought the dress is R3bya‘s sister.'

[agha njaldy tse melmastya ta ragh^le wa de ribya khdr da.)

that girl that party to had come of Rabya sister is.

'The girl who came to the party Is Rabya's sister.'

(agha njeldy tse pe melmastya ke me wlllda de rabya khdr da.)

that girl who at party at I saw of Rabya sister is

^ a miaJj • {. «< <jUb

The girl that I saw at the party is Rabyi's sister.'

[agha njaldy tse war sara nSst warn de rabya khdr da.]

that girl that her with sitting I was of Rabya sister is

'The girl with whom I was sitting Is RSbya's sister.'

In the following example, the relative clause modifies the object of the

preposition 'with' [la ... sara] ... <J. note how the clause 'that Layla doesn't know' [tse

layia ye na pezani] ^ ^ 1J is placed after the entire prepositional phrase,

rather than directly after the noun that the relative clauses modifies.

[asad la aghe njaldy sara tse laylS ye nd pezani, gadegl.]

Asad with ihat girl with that Layla her not know dances

'Asad Is dancing with a girl that Layla doesn't know.'
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When a noun and Its relative clause appear at the end of a sentence (i.e., Just

before the verb in the main clause) , the clause can be placed after the main verb.

Western analysts speculate that the juxtaposition of verbs that results when the

relative clause modifies the direct object of a sentence (the verb of the relative clause

appears immediately before the verb In the main clause) is grammatically awkward, and

is avoided by moving the relative clause. (This might be a dialectal characteristic:

PenzI (1955), in describing the Kandahar dialect, comments on the juxtaposition of

verbs, but does not mention that the clause may be moved. His discussion of clause

structure is brief, however, so he simply might not have presented examples.) When the

clause has not been moved to the end of the sentence, many Pashtun writers punctuate

the end of the relative clause with a comma. The following sentences illustrate the

point made above:

[aman agha xedza nd pezani tse layl^ sara ghag^gi.j

Aman that woman not knows that Layla with talks

‘Aman doesn't know the woman who is talking with Layla.’

(aman agha x^dza tse layla sara ghag^gi n^ pezani.]

Aman that woman that Layla with talks not knows

• ^ 4—is-j* <kA ^Ll

‘Aman doesn't know the woman who is talking with Layla.’

Another example of a clause that has been moved to the end of the sentence is;

[da de agha sari kitSb day che pa pohanti^n ke d^rs warkawi.l

that of that man book is who at university at lesson give

'That Is the book (authored by] the man who teaches at the university.*

English relative clauses with where', 'in which', 'to which', and 'whose' are

relative clauses In Pashto as well, for example:

(agha kor tse koranay me pake wosedS, kharts s^way day.)

that house that family my in It lived has been sold

'The house in which/where my family was living has been sold.'
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[kum bSgh ta che mung wardzili de asad de piSr day.)

some garden to which W9 go there of Asad of father Is

‘The gardeh to which we're going belongs to Asad's father'

[da agha sar^y day che mot^r me ye wSkhlst ]

that that man is who car I his bought

. >!.—^Ij ^
'That’s the man whose car I bought.’

(This last example Is one of the sentences described in Chapter 1 I In the discussion of

particles, which is ambiguous out of context. An alternative meaning is 'That's the man

who bought my car.’)

Two final types of relative clauses involve 'whenever' [har wakhti ^ and

'as much’ Itsumra] as t:.e modified nouns:

[hSr wakht che layia ma w4winl rata mesagi.l L !iU .j jjh

every time that Layla me sees me to smiles

Itsumra che ghwSri w^rye ka.l

as much as he wants to him it give

5 -U tj

'Whenever Layla sees me she smiles.

Give him as much as he wants.'

T). T^dvet^bial (Z-lauses

Adverbial clauses are sentences that modify verb phrases or other sentences.

Pashto has several types of adverbial clauses, described below.

T\yy\e. clauses. Among the most common adverbial clauses in both English and

Pashto are clauses that indicate when something has happened or will happen, e g.

clauses that in English start with clause markers like 'when', 'until', 'while' and so on.

The Pashto equivalents of these clauses are straightforward, and involve such clause

markers as 'when' [kela che] ^ or sometimes simply [chel 'until',

[ter tso che] ^ ^ and 'as soon as' [tsenga tse] SlL.
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Apparently there are no clause markers in Pashto parallel to English 'before' and

after Pashto expresses such notions by means of noun clause objects of prepositions,

examples of which are presented in Section 0 above.

Time clauses ty[ ically occur first in the sentence, and the clause marker

(especially if it is [che] by itself ) is frequently placed after the first stressed

element in the clause.

[kela tse laylS de asad pa aksident khabdra swa samdasti roghtun ta lira.]

when Layla of Asad with accident heard immiediately hospital to went

ta » ~
> 1 1 <<1. ^1 1 1 m I ^ 4,^ 4_L^

'When Layla heard about Asad's accident, she immediately went to the hospital.'

(tsenga Che kar ta ISr se, war Sara wdghagega.l O jL^

as soon as city to you go him with talk . j jj

Talk to him as soon as you go to the city.'

[tar tso Che asad ndway motar dkhli, de amSn motdr gardzawdlay si.)

until Asad new car buys of Aman car he can use

'Until Asad buys a new car, he can use Aman's.'

[layla tse rSghIa ijer wakht war sara kdnastam

Layla when she came very time her with I sat

r I ; ?. C JJ J ^Iclj ^jLJ

'When Layla came 1 spent a lot of time with her’

Comsequemce clauses. Some clauses that begin with the clause marker

[chel report consequences. These clauses follow the verb in the main clause, and

frequently occur with adverbs like so' [dumral ;
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(asad dumra sldray we tse l3 dirs na wnSsta dasti kor ta iSrl

Asad so tired was that from class from after immediately house to he-went

'Asad was so tirad he want home Immediately after class.

'

[k3la kala diimra zyata wSwra wor6gl che sarakiina blkhl ttandSgl,!

sometimes so much heavy snow falls that streets completely block

'Sometimes It snows so much that the streets are completely blocked.'

[da dSse kItSb day che Iwsstsl ye grSn di.l

this such book is that to read it difficult are

<1.^ 1,2

This book Is such that it is hard to read.'

Pt^^‘pose dowses. Another group of clauses with [che] ^ conveys purpose,

these purpose clauses are always in the present perfective tense, and are parallel to

noun clauses with 'want' ighwar-j and 'try' [koshish kaw-j described

above, both in their structure and in that they translate as infinitives In English.

[saba ba asad wdlegu che X 3 loy peso wSkhli.]

tomorrow fut Asad we send so that good big lamb he buys

Tomorrow we'll send Asad to buy a good, big lamb.'

[parun mo asad wdiegs che xe loy pass w3khl1.|

yesterday we Asad sent that good big lamb he buys

'Yesterdey we sent Asad to buy a good, big lamb.'

[Z3 dS kitab khpel wror '.a warkawim che wSyelwali.j

I this book own brother to give sothat prflt he reads

J JJJJ cM"
Tm giving this book to my brother to read.'

[da kitSb me khpal wrbr ta w^r ki^a che wS ye Iwali.l

I this book own brother to gave so that prf it he reads

•J>* J ^ ^ JJ ^ JJJJ J-f^ if*
wjIiS 1

2

'I gave this book to my brother to read

'
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reasons and causal relationships simply by ordering sentences one after the other and

allowing the context to show what is causing what, for example:

[dzdka] <£l 'because/therefore':

[layla delta nd radzi, khap^ da.] . 0.3 <u

Layia here negfcome upset is

‘Layla isn't coming here [because] she's upset.'

[day bura n4 khwri, taw3n werta kawi.]

he sugar not eat
.

toss him to does ' ^ JJ

'He doesn't eat sugar [because] it's not good for him.'

[de asad garmt keda, wob^ ye wetskale.)

of Asad heat became water he drank

‘Asad felt hot (so) he drank some water.'

While there appears to be no word parallel to English 'because', the clause marker

then' or so' Ino] y, which often occurs as the Pashto equivalent of 'then' in conditional

('if-then') sentences. Is often used to introduce a result clause, in which case it

parallels English therefore or so'. The example above may appear with 'so' [no] y.

[de asad garmi keda no wobd ye watskale ]

of Asad heat became so water he drank

. j <jj\ jj f ^

Asad felt hot, so he drank some water'

In Pashto writing in general (and presumably in spoken Kandahari Pashto), the

clause marker [dzaka] or (dzeka che] frequently appears in cause-and-effect

contexts, and depending on the context translates as therefore' or 'because'. The

following patterns seem to obtain'

'therefore', 'so'; [dzaka no] y or [no dzaka) y or[dzaka]*ii

because'; [dzaka che] ^ or [dzaka]^
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The dropping of [no] y or [chej has the result that iJ. eka] by itself, can translate

as either ’because’ or its opposite ’therefore’, which can lead to confusion on the part of

the foreign reader/hearer of Pashto, if not native speakers.

Some examples from written Pashto are given below, with [dzakaj and its

translations double-underlined. The first three are from 'A True Story' [yawa rixtya.ney

qisai -uaJ by Ulfat, a speaker of the Ningrahar dialect, who seems

consistently to use [dzakaj to mean 'therefore' and [dzeka chej ^ to mean

'because’

[d1 de topak der xkw4lay aw der baweri we, dzeka ye 1e ch3 na wera nd keds.j

of him rifle very beautiful and very sure was therefore he from who from afraid not was

'His rifle was very beautiful and trustworthy, he was not afraid of anyone.’

[...pe mdkh ke ye le noro kal6 na nor khaleq ra wdwatel aw day pdh shu

in face in his from other village from other people came and he understood

Che dwa khw§ jang ndshi kawelay, dzeka ye de yawa khwdr pe ghSra

that two side fight he couldn't do therefore he of one creek at edge

yawe k31d ta panS war wra aw de dzSn de hemaySt ghuxt^na ye wekra.j

one house to asylum took and of body of protection asked he did

j-i uPjJ *J ^ IS*' V
ajj 0^13 O ajj J !>*. ajj 4a

, a^j ^ ^U. 2 j\ a^j jj aLj o

'Other people came towards him from another village, and he realized that he

couldn't fight on two fronts at once, so he took asylum in a house

on the edge of a creek and asked for protection.'

[tSse wos d^ ta tsa zyan n^shsy rasawelay dzaka che day zma poraw^ray day aw

you all now him to any harm neg can bring because that he my debtor is and

ma ta ye panSn rawrl da.j

me to he asylum brought

* J ^
None of you can harm him b|£|us0

_

he owes me and cane to me for asylum.'
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Another example, from Ulfat's essay 'Of Hidden Words' (de pard6 khab^re]

[ter ts6 Che de xedzo mekhuna p^t w1 khab^re ba hem pe pard^ ke wl
as long as of women faces covered be information /uf also in curtain in be

dzeka che pe paxto ke khabSra ham mu?an^sa da ]

because in Pashtuns in information also feminine Is

-H

As long as as women's faces are covered, information is hidden, because in Pashto

information is feminine.'

Here is an example of 'therefore* (no dzeka] ^ from the essay 'Malala' [mal§la] by

Samandarde Badrasho;

[kho k^la kela musulmanSn da sabaq h^r kri, no dzeka pre war

but sometimes Moslems this lesson forget therefore them

khatayi ghalabS wekri.]

panic overcome

LJai. jlj M jA

'But sometimes Moslems forget this lesson, so panic overcomes them.'

The [dzeka]^ in the phrase because' [dzeka che] Is sometimes placed

before the verb In the previous clause, as in the examples below from the short story

'The Grave' [qaberi j-J by fiir Mihdt Shah Mihdt:

[d3 tapus me dz^ka wekre che haqha ba de qab5r na der zySt weredd.l

this question I because did that he would from grave from very heavy fear

'I asked this question because he was terrified of graves.'

[bela xadza ze dz3ka ne kawem che bua ba me d3 Idr wahi...]

another wife I because not I do that then will my this daughter beat...

'I don't want another wtfe because she would beat this daughter of mine...'

O O'-'
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C-lawses af^ev' idiomatic: e?cpi'e5sions. A final group Of Clauses With [che]

occur with Idiomatic expressions. Some examples:

•because' [wale chel

{asad wa gadeda wale tse najora wa.l

Asad prf not danced why that sick was,

'Asad didn't dance because he was sick.'

in short' (lantja dg chel_4^ ajJ

{landa dg che misgfgr aw melmg fgrq sara lari.]

short this that traveler and guest difference with have

(Jjj «uij^ jl jiU^ 4^ l.a 6^
'In short, there is a difference between guests and travelers.'

'It looks like’. It seems to be the case that' Mak a nhol ^<1
'

'

[laka che ta ng ghwire tse melmastgg ta igr se.l

like that you not want that party to you go

'It looks like you don't want to go to the party.'

It's possible that:. (x.aMl chel ,j:U

[xgyi che klbgl byg abSd si.)
*

(3^
possible that Kabul again prosperous is

'It's possible that Kabul will be built again.'

6^, iCorvdi+ionals and ^oun+er|^acfMals

Pashto, like many other Indo-European languages, has special tense and clause

combinations to express conditionals--sentences like 'If 1t rains, we'll stay home' and

counterfactuals--sentences like 'If you had asked, I would have told you.' Pashto

employs participial constructions and different tenses to express these, along with the

clause marker [kaj which translates as 'if, and rotionally the clause marker

'then' [no] ji.

1213
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Conditional sentences. Conditional sentences reflect real conditions or

possibilities and their consequences in the future, for example, the English, 'If he finds

some money, he will spend it immediately.'

Pashto future conditionals are expressed by means of sentences with two

clauses. The first clause starts with if [kal the verb in this clause Is in the present

or past perfective tense, although the tense difference does not reflect a difference in

meaning. The second clausa, which expresses the result, contains the normal future

construction with [bal <0 and the verb in the present perfective tense. Note, in the

examples below, the same conditional sentence with different tenses in the 'if [kal ^

clause:

[ka d^y payse paydS ki, samdasti ba ye wdlagawi.l

if he money finds immediately fuf it he spend

If he finds some money, he will spend it immediately.'

[ka di payse payd^ kre, samdasti ba ye wdlagawi.l

if he mone^ found immediately ft/fit he spend

|f he finds some money, he will spend it immediately.'

(ka asad r3sh1, za ba ye w^goram.I

if Asad come I fufhim see ’If Asad comes, I will see him
'

[ka asad rSghay, za ba ye w$goram.l ^
if Asad came I fufhim see 'If Asad comes, I will see him.'

[ka za bagh wSkhlam de asad plar ba khoshSla shi ]

if I orchard buy of Asad father fuf pleased is

. .1 1 1 -> j
X. ^ t

^
Lifc I j Aj

'If I buy the orchard, Asad's father will be pleased.'
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[ka m§ bagh wSkhlsta, de asad plSr ba khoshSla shl.]

if I orchard bought of Asad father /ufpleased is

• <j
_)

>Xw« I < 4.7 ..IIA 1^ ^|j L« 4^

|f I buy the orchard, Asad’s father will be pleased.’

[ka saba ta hawa w1, mt.'^ ta ba I3r shu.]

if tomorrow weather good is picnic to fuf we go

• ^
“W O i^ I jJk L-uw

’If the weather Is good tomorrow, we will go on a picnic.’

(ka saba ta hawa xi wa, mel^ ta ba ISr shu 1

if tomorrow weather good was picnic to fut we go

, ^ ^ I ,-"

|f the weather is good tomorrow, we will go on a picnic.’

CoMntef*[actw(nls. An unreal condition, or counterfactual, describes a situation

that does not exist, for example English ’If I were you ’If there were peace in

Afghanistan...’ ’If pigs had wings...’ and so on. (Note that in English the non-reality of

the phrase is signalled by the verb’s being in the past rather than the present tensa:

contrast If there were peace in Afghanistan...' with ’If there is peace in Afghanistan .

').

Unreal conditional statements usually (in most of the Indo-European languages) consist

of a clause stating the contrary-to-fact situation, and a clause describing a result. The

conditional clause may describe an unreal situation in the present (e.g., English ‘if there

were peace in Afghanistan...') or in the past (e.g., 'If there had been peace In

Afghanistan..,’). The result clause may also be In the present (‘If there were peace in

Afghanistan, the government would be establishing an education system now’), or past (If

there were peace in Afghanistan, the government would have established an education

system years ago')

.

Pashto unreal conditionals are formed in the usual Indo-European pattern

involving 'if [ka] clauses and particular verb tenses. Such constructions comprise a

clause starting with 'If (ka) which describes a counter-to-fact situation, and a

following clause that describes the result. The tenses of both the 'If [ka] clause and

the result clause are expressed with various combinations of the imperfectWe participle

and other tense markers.
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P(‘esen+ MUK'eal coK\JifioK\cvls. If the [Kal Clause refers to an unreal condition

in the present, Us verb is an imperfective participle that does not agree with the

subJect/oPJact. (If the verb is be", the form Is [way] Some examples of such

clauses are

[ka mo diimra der tear n5 laralay . l

if we so much work not have

ika amSnawlaylS kor ta ratl^lay...)

if Aman and Layla house to came

[ka tarisS paxtan^ way.. I

if Theresa Pashtana were

^jJ y*

‘If we didn't have so much work ...'

Jj3lj o IJ j\ aS

If Aman and Layla came to the house...'

If Theresa were a Pashtana...'

condt+ion, ‘eswlt in +ke p>‘eseKi+. If the result clause Is in the

present, its verb is in the past Imperfective tense. If the verb is be (I.e , if it is parallel

to English 'would be'), it comprises the particle (bal plus the verb [way] . Some

examples:

Ika mo dumra der kar larelay, wos kor la ll41u.]

ifwci so much work not have now home to we-were-going

,jJ_b -U <i jl^ J-* ^
'If we didn’t have so much work, we would go home now '

[ka am^n aw laylS kor ta ratUlay pesd mo akhista.l

if Aman and Layla house to come lamb we were-buying

'If Aman and Layla came to the house, we would buy a lamb.'

[ka tarisa paxtan^ way wos ba wad4 way.)

if Theresa Pashtana were now ^uf married was

If Theresa were a Pashtana, she would be married by now.'
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P»‘esent wn>*eal coKiditiok\^ 'cswlt i^i +Ke past. If the result clause Is in the

past, Its verb construction consists of the particle [be] v, the Imperfectiva participle,

and fie (way) The participle agrees with the subject/object; (way! does not.

[ka mung diiimra der kar nd laralay, tsrahaftaba xSr ta tl^li way.]

if we so much work not have last week fut city to gone been

"iSJ ^ kl-aA iJ ^
|f we didn't have so much work, we would have gone to the city last week.’

(ka amSn aw laylS har wakht kor ta ratl^lay kill ba mo warkire way.)

if Aman and Layla every time house to come key fufwe would have given

‘If Aman and Layla often came to the house, we would have given them a key.'

[ka tarisa paxtan^ way mor aw plar ba ye d«.r pakhwS mer^ ta warkSre way.)

it Theresa Pashtana were mother and father fut her very long-time husband to given been

I

'If Theresa were a Pashtana, her mother and f ather would have found her a

husband years ago.'

Past unreal conJitionals. A past time unreal condition or counterfactual in

English takes a form like 'If I had been you.' or If the Soviets had not established a

communist government in Afghanistan...', in Pashto, a past unreal conditional clause

starts with ‘if (ka! and contains an imperf active participle plus [way] Tha

participle agrees with the subject/object as usual, but the (way]^j does not change.

These Clauses are in the past tense, and so follow the rules for ergative constructions.

Some examples of such ‘if [ka| *£ clauses:

[ka m3 dumra der k3r ni way larelay..!

if I so much work neg be have

‘If I hadn't had so much work...'
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[ka mung dumra der kir n6 way laraiay ...|

if we so much work neg be have

i3J ^
’If we hadn’t had so much work...’

[ka amSn aw laylS kor ta ragh^li way...]

if Aman and Layla house to came be

’If Aman and LayJa had come to the house...’

if the verb fn the ’if’ [ka] ^ clause is be (i.e.,if ft is para iel to English 'had betn )

there is no participle; the verb is just [way] The distinction between present and

past unreal condition therefore doesn’t exist in Pashto when the verb in the clause is

’if [ka] ^ :

[ka sultan mahmild paxt(]n way...] a ^LLL« ^
if Sultan Mahmud Pashtun be ’If Sultan llahmud had been a Pashtun...' or

If Sultan flahmud were a Pashtun...’

Pust Lmt-cdl coK\di+ioKi, present result. If the result is in the present time,

the verb in the result clause is in the past imperfective tense.

[ka me dumra der k3r n§ way larelay wos ba dumra stSray nd wem.)

if I so much work neg be had now fur so tired neg l*was

If I hadn't had so much work, 1 wouldn't be so tired now

'

[ka za parun nSrbgha nd way r.en sinf ta tielam.]

if ! yesterday sick neg be today class to i-went

O* ^jjL; rJJri

’If ' .hadn’t been sick yesterday, I would go to class today.’
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1

Suboi'dinafe C.lou6es

[ka shorawySno pa afghanistSn yerghal nd way karay pa hawad ke ba wos der
if Soviets to Afghanistan invasion not be done in country in fut now many

maktabdna way.]

schools be

'^3 cT'J*

‘If the Soviets had not invaded Afghanistan, there would be many schools

In the country now.'

[ka t§ w^le way kenastdlam.)

if you asked be l-was-sitting 'If you had asked, I would sit down.'

Past unrecjl condition, past ‘eswlt. If the result is In the past time, the

result clause Includes the particle [ba] o, the imperfectlve participle, and be [way]

The participle agrees with the subject/object, but the [way] Is invariable.

[ka m§ di3mra der kar way laralay m6r ba me lld^le way.]

if I so much work neg be have mother fut I see be

'If I hadn't had so much work, I would have visited my mother

'

[ka 23 parun narogha way sinf ta ba tl^lay way 1

if I yesterday sick neg be class to fut going been

'If I hadn't been sick yesterday, I would have gone to class.'

[ka ta w6le way kenastSle ba way.) -u ^yLJ b

if you asked been sittIngF fut be

'If you had asked, I would have sat down'Cfemale speaker)
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[ka sultan mahmud paKtun way paxtand ta ba ye der k9r kdray way]
if Sultan Mahmud Pashtun be Pastuns to fuf he much work do be

If Sultan Mahmud had been a Pashtun, he would have worked hard for the

Pashtuns.'

[ka shorawySno pa afghanistSn yerghal n$ way ka^ay no dakhlll Jang ba n^ way
if Soviets to Afghanistan invasion neg be do then civil war fut neg be

pex saway.]

happened

ijivi ^
'If the Soviets had not invaded Afghanistan, a civil war would

not have happened.'

Conditional sentences e?<pi*essin0 abiltfy. A frequently-occurring

combination of conditions and results involves constructions that express ability, for

example in English, ‘If we buy a car, we can go to the city a lot,' or an unreal conditional

'If we bought a car, we could go to the city a lot.' Note how, in the following examples,

the 'can' structure with the perfective form of the be verb Is constant; If the

imperfective form of be were used, the construction would not carry the 'can' meaning.

|ka mung motir wSkhlu no xSr ta z^rzar tl5lay su.]

it we car buy then city to often go can

.j-i ijUs jj jj <G jU ^
'If we buy a car, we can go to the city a lot;

[ka mo moUr lar^lay, no x§r ta z^r zar tl^lay swu.]

if we car had then city to often go could

JJ JJ ^ j'-f' ^ J-* ^
‘If we had a car, we could ''o to the city a lot.'
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{ka mo molar akhlstay way no z^r zsr ba xar la tidlay swu.l

if we car bought be often fut city to go could

^ J*-? JJ JJ kSJ ^
‘If we had bought a can we could have gone to the city a iot.‘

In conversation, the ’can' or 'could' statements with the imperfectlve participle

and the perfective be often occur by themselves, but nevertheless imply a conditional,

i.e., the sentence below might imply a conditional like ‘if he wanted to' or 'if he had his

car.

[asSd kor ta bowdlay swam ]

Asad home to could take, imp

‘ iJjJi ^

'Asad could take me home.'

Such sentences contrast with their counterparts having perfective participles, in

that the imperfectlve participle sentences make no statement as to whether the action

was carried out or not, whereas the perfective participle sentences imply that the action

was indeed completed. Contrast the sentence above with Us counterpart with a

perfective participle:

[asdd kor ta bdtlay swam.l

Asad home to could lake, perf 'Asad could take me home (and did).'

Another example:

[asad dodey khwardlay swa.) . ojJL

Asad food aatfimp) be 'Asad could eat the food' (maybe he did,

maybe he didn't)

(asad doday w^khwaralay swa.l . dj-i

Asad food eat (perf) be Asad could eat the food' (and he did).

P. O+keK T^nalyses

Shafeev (1964) describes subordinate clauses according to the part they play

with regard to main sentences (much like the analysis here), hut further divides the

adverbial clauses in terms of the meanings of the clause markers, e g. temporal clauses
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(with 'When', ‘untir, etc ), causal clauses (with 'because', ‘since’, etc ), purpose clauses

(with 'for the purpose of [le para chel, etc.). He distinguishes [dzakal as therefore'

from (dzdka che] ^ as 'because'.

Mackenzie (1997) refers to complex structures onlg in passing, but discusses the

placement of particles in sentences with relative clauses.

Penzl (1955) lists the adverbial clause markers, mentions the occurrence of

perfectives in subordinate clauses, and gives a few examples of relative clauses. He

discusses the formation of conditionals in his chapter on verb forms. He lists [dzaka

Che] as a conjunction meaning 'because'.
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At the end of the Index, there Is a list of Pashto words that have mostly grammatical

functions, alphabetized by transcription.

Adjective comparison 87, 162

Adjectives

Adj 1 75

Adj 1 examples 76

Adj 1 forms, chart 75

Adj 2 76

Adj 2 examples 76, 77

Adj 2 forms, chart 77

Adj 3 77

Adj 3 examples 77, 78, 79

Adj 3 forms, chart 70

Adj 4 79

Adj 4 examples 79

Adj 4 forms, chart 79

agreement 85

agreement with conjoined

nouns 192

as adverbs 87

as nouns 86

as predicates 86

classes 75

gender 75

irregulars 79

order 85

other classifications 88

stress in Adj 2 76. 77

vocative forms BS

Adverbial Clauses 209

Agreement summary 180

Alphabet

characteristics 37

dialect differences 42

letter names 39

letters and transcriptions 39

llgaturas 42

number symbols 00

punctuation 43

special Pashto letters 38

symbol for feminine [eg] 42

symbol for [ey] verb ending 42

symbols In borrowed words 41

Basic SOV word order 165

be

in counterfactuals 220

In future expressions 126

In past time expressions 135

in present time expressions 123

with noun clause complements 204

Becka, Jlrl

study of Pashto stress 29

Bellew, H. W. 4

Borrowed words 30

Arabic plurals 33, 57

as Adj 4‘s 79

from Arabic 33

from English 34

from Persian 3

1

from Russian 35

from Urdu 35

gender and class assignment 60

International words 36

CaroB, Sir Dlaf 2

Cause and effect examples 212

Cause and effect expressions 205

Commands

examples 132

examples of negatives 133

negatives 133

negatives, chart of forms 133

personal endings 131

unusual verbs 133

with be 1 30
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Commands (cont.)

vyltn present Imperfectlve 134

Complements with be 166

Conditional sentences expressing

ability 222

Conditionals

definition 215

future, tenses In 216

Conjoined sentences 195

Consequence clauses 21 0

Consonants 1

1

clusters 20

non-native 15

retroflex 13, 16. 34

technical description 13

Counterfactuals

definition 217

present 217

result structure 210, 219

results 220. 221

structure 210, 219

Days of the week 170

Dialect differences

consonants 20

pronunciation of possessives 154

pronunciation of [wayiSll 202

pronunciation of 95

spelling system 39, 42

vowels 20

Dropping of past tense suffix [-e1-l -J-

94, 90, 100, 101, 102, 104,

107, 109, 1 10, 1 1 1, 1 12, 120

Dupree, Louis 4

Ergative construction 62, 101

Ergative construction, examples

102, 163

Future expressions

examples 127, 126

negatives 127

order of elements In negatives 120

with present Imperfectlve

tense 129

226

wlth(ba)^ and present imperfec-

tive tense 130

with [bal o and the present perfec-

tive tense 127

Imperfectlve participle

in statements of potential

ability 147

Imperfectlve participles

formation 1 19

“perfect" tenses 141

statements of ability 145

summary 150

Indirect objects 161

Infinitives 142

as citat on forms 143

as nouns 143

in passive constructions 144

Intonation

questions 27, 160

sentences 27

Khoshal Khan Khattak 39

Lorlmer, D. L. R. 5, 9, 1

0

Mackenzie, D. N. 10, 26, 29, 64, 74,

08, 121, 152, 164, 190,

190, 224

Mlhdl 214

Noun clauses 203

as direct objects 200

as direct objects, examples 201

as objects of prepositions

204, 205

as subjects 199

as subjects, examples 200

as subjects, order 1 99

clause marker [che] 199
T

definition 199

English infinitive parallels

203, 21

1

reported speech 202

Noun clauses as complements 204

Noun comparison 162
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Noun phrases

functions In sentences 170

modifiers 170

order of elements 170

order of modifiers 1 7 1

Nouns

abbreviations used 47

as objects 62

as objects of prepositions 62

as subjects 62

case 46

classes of borrowed words 60

FI 54

F 1 examples 54

F 1 forms, chart 54

FI unusual 54

F2 55

F2 examples 55

F2 forms, chart 55

F3 56

F3 examples 56

F3 forms, chart 56

gender 46, 47, 54

gender of borrowed words 60

in ergative constructions 62

Irregular 56, 59

kinship terms, chart 57

m 47

Ml examples 47

Ml forms, chart 47

Ml unusual 4B

M2 49

M2 examples 50

M2 forms, chart 50

M2 unusual 50

M3 51

M3 examples 52

M3 forms, chart 52, 53

M4 53

M4 examples 53

M4 forms, chart 53

mass 60

number 46

numerical plural of masculines 61

other classifications 64

regularization of forms 59

uses of direct forms 62

uses of oblique forms 62

vocative forms 63

Nouns, feminine 54

Numbers

charts 0O, a 1, B2

grammatical characteristics 80, 83

order 80

ordinals 83

ordinals, chart 84

symbols 80

Obligation expressions

with 'mi’sl' (del 1 48

with 'shou1d'[bSyld| 149

Order of sentence modifiers 176

Order of time phrases in

sentences 177

Participle constructions

"perfect tenses" 1 40

"perfect tenses", chart of

forms 140

"perfect tenses", examples 141

perfect tenses", negatives 142

statements of ability 144

statements of ability, examples

145, 146

statements of ability, negative

examples 147

statements of ability, negatives

145

statements of future ability 146

statements of potential ability

148, 222, 223

Particles

Internal ordering 175

order in sentences 1 73

Pashto

academies and standardization 8
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Pashto (com.)

ancestry 5

dialects 6

form of examples 1 1

grammars 10

grammatical study Q

In publications 39

language name 4

literature 39

numbers of speakers 1

standardization 7

vocabulary 5

where spoken I

Pashto and Dari 2 . 6, 8

cognates 31

Pashto greeting structure 131

Pashtun education and literacy 3

Pashtun society 3

Pashtun tribes 3, 7 . 52

Pashtunwall 3

PBssive construction 144

Past expressions

past imperfective examples 137

past perfective examples 13B

with the past imperfective 1 36

with the past perfective 138

Past imperfective stem

summary of uses 1 50

Past perfective stem

summary of uses 1 50

Pathans 2

Penzl, Herbert 10, 29, 64, 74, 80,

121, 152, 164, 189, 190, 224

Perfective participles

formation 1 1

9

statements of ability 145

summary 150

Phonological processes

derivative verb formation 109

stress In doubly .Tegular

verbs 1 14

[a] to 13] 96, lOO

[-a] with certain prepositions 157

lal-initial verbs 105

Post-positions 153, 154

Pre-positions 153, 154

Pre-post-positlons 153, 155

Prepositions 153

as indirect objects 161

dropping of elements 155

in adjective comparison 162

in noun comparison 162

phrases with, list 153

possessive [del order in noun

phrases 172

special forms 157

use of noun cases 156

with noun clause objects 205

with superlatives 163

with weak pronouns 156

Presjnt imperfective stem

summary of uses 150

Present imperfective tense 123

chart of forms 1 24

chart of negative forms 125

examples 124

in expressions of obligation 140

in negative commands 133

negative examples 125

negative statements 124

Present perfective stem

summary of uses 150

Present perfective tense

in commands 1 3

1

in expressions of obligation 149

In future statements 127

use in clauses 1 26, 203

Pronouns 70

demonstrative forms, chart 71

demonstratives 70

demonstratives with noun

clauses 204

gender 72

indefinites 72
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Pronouns (cont.)

Interrogatlves 72

order In compounds 191

stress of weak pronouns 68

strong 63

strong pronoun forms, chart 69

use of strong pronouns 176

weak pronoun Internal ordering 175

weak pronoun placement in

sentences 63, 1 73

weak pronouns 65

weak pronouns dropped 66, 67, 182

weak pronouns, chart 65

weak pronouns, direct forms 67

weak pronouns, dropped 167

Pronunciation

large numbers 83

of Intransitive auxiliary 96

of possesslves 154

Purpose clauses. 21

1

Relative Clauses 206

definition 206

examples 207

formation 206

order 208

Samandar de Sadrasho 2 1

4

Shafeev. D. A. 10, 64,74,88, 121,

151, 164, 190, ’98, 224

Square brackets, use uf 4

Stress

in Adj 2 76, 77

In affixes 26

in borrowings 25

in demonstrative and strong

pronouns 7

1

in doubly Irregular verbs 1 14

In ri3 nouns 52

In sentences 26

in weak pronouns 68

in words 24

representation 1

1

Subject and object deletion 166

Superlative expressions 163

Syllables

of doubly irregular verbs 1 14

structure 19

Time clauses 209

examples 210

Ttme-telltng, modern 179

Times of day, traditional 179

Transcription 4

Transcription and letter

correspondences

consonants 45

vowels 44

Transcription system described 1

1

Translileraiion 4

Ulfal 213, 214

Verb phrases

order of elements 172

order of negatives In 173

Verbs

abbreviations used 90

agreement with conjoined

subjects 192

aspect 91, 92

auxiliaries 95

auxiliary participles 120

be 92

be, past forms, chart 94

be, present forms, chart 92. 93

definition of Irregular 92

derivative 105

derivative, agreement 1 12

derivative, agreement, chart 1 13

derivative, chart of Intransitive

forms 106, 107, 109. 110, 111

derivative, chart of transitive

forms 108, 109, 1 1 1, 1 12

derivative, forms 1 06

derivative, from nouns and

adjectives 1 13

doubly Irregular 1 14

doubly Irregular, list 115, 116, 117
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Verbs (cont.)

idiosyncratic participles 120

Intransitive auxiliary, chart 95, 96

ether analyses 121

participle formation 1 18, 119

participles 1 1S

participles, examples 119

personal endings 90, 9

1

personal endings (past), chart 91

personal endings (present), chart 90

present imperfective as citation

form 09

simple 90, 105, 125

simple beginning with (a] -i 12B

simple beginning with [al -1134

simple intransitive, chart of

forms 101

simple irregular 102

simple irregular, 3rd person

forms 104

simple irregular, chart 102

simple Irregular, list 103, 104

simple, chart of forms 99, 100

simple, examples lOO

simple, intransitive examples 101

simple, transitive examples 102

summary of forms and uses 149

tense 91

transitive auxiliary 96

Verbs with possessive subjects 184

Verbs, 'impersonal transitive’ 188

Vocatives

adjectives 85

nouns 63

Vowels 16

diphthongs 18

technical description 17

Word order In questions 168

(-41-] -J- past tense marker94

[awl jl 'and' 191

(chel <*-. 'that' 206, 210, 215

[choral «jT^'where?' 169

[dzeka] 'because/therefore' 212

[hem ... hem] ^ ... ^ 'both ... and'

191, 194

[kaw-l (Jj^) transitive auxiliary 97

[ka] ^ ‘if 216, 217, 219

[keg-j (Jjr^) Intransitive

auxiliary 95

[khoi > 'but' 191, 196

Ikhpelj (possessive) 73

[kuml 'which?' 169

(na ... ne] o ... o 'neither ... nor'

191, 194

[staj 'there is’ 93

[ter tso chej ^ ^ 'until' 209

[tsok] Jjk 'who?, whoever' 72, 169

[tsenga tsel ^ 'as soon as' 209

[tsa] u. 'what?, something' 72, 168

[way] in counterfactuals 220

Iwi] (3rd person form of be) 93

[w6j j perfective marker 99

[y5 ... ya] L ... L 'either - or’ 194

[y6l L ‘or’ 191, 194
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